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INTRODUCTION 
Financial aanageiaent and planning in a farmer cooperative involve the 
intelligent application of technical and practical knowledge to the opera­
tion and control of an agricultural business establishment. They involve, 
laoreover, a coubination of practices and policies that are different from 
those applicable to the ordinary corporate form of business. But these 
practices and policies, vMch are discussed in the folloidng chapter, have 
a general application to the different kinds of farmer cooperatives, e.g., 
grain elevator, creamery and petroleum associations. 
The practice of financial planning may occur at two levels of opera­
tion—the management level and the policy level. Ttie manager, "who is 
hired by the farm members throu^ their elected board of directors, rasmages 
the day-to-day business operations of the cooperative, including its work­
ing capital accoxints. The cooperative must have enouj^ capital on hand or 
in the bank to pay the normal business obligations vAien they fall due. But 
an optimum level of cash balances involves a complex of considerations, 
including optiiaun inventory levels, optimum level of credit extended to 
patrons, optiimun quantity and combinations of plant and equipment and an 
optiEtum level of investnient in regional marketing and purchasing associa­
tions. Financial planning at the raamgement level, therefore, is a part 
of the Eanagement problem; it involves the anticipation of day-to-day 
financial requirements of the cooperative business. 
Financial planning at the policy level is a responsibility of the mem­
bership and the directors of the association. They may, and usually do. 
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draw on the counsel of the manager, particularly in regard to the capital 
e:qpenditures program, >hich mj lead to additional financing, llie raendber-
owiers, througji their board of directors, have responsibility for both 
long-term or policy aspects of financial planning, i.e., the capital ex­
penditures program, and the financial structure of the cooperative. If 
the jaenibership depends on the manager for toe capital expenditures pTOgram, 
and then fails to provide the financing to accomplish this program, the 
laenbership my be regarded as defunct in its responsibilities. But a laeis-
bership that provides the necessary financing and yet fails to consider 
ttie capital eaqsenditures prograia. in terms of the need for that program by 
the individual participating farm members, is also defunct in its respon­
sibilities. Laag-term financial planning, therefore, requires the partici­
pation of the EieHijership and their directors in the development of a 
capital eiqjenditures program for the cooperative and the development of 
a financial structure to provide the necessary financing} tiie latter in 
a way that is consistent with the econoiaic interests of the participating 
modbers. 
The need for financial planning in the farmer cooperative stems in 
part from the past growth of the cooperative agricultiiral businesses and 
the possibilities that exist for further growtti and esqjansion. At the 
beginning of the post-war period, in 1946, the total investment of farrisers 
in the United States in cooperatives amounted to 1.4 percent of their total 
assets. The percentage of investment in cooperatives increased to 1.8 per­
cent by 1954, although the value of total farm assets increased rapidly 
during the ei^t year period. Thus, about 2.8 billion dollars of the 160.9 
billion dollars of farmers' assets were accotmted for by investments in 
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coopemtives, i.e., farm jaeB4)er equities in cooperative associations. In 
comparison, however, U. S. Savings Bonds held by farmers wre valued at 
5,2 billion dollars in 1954.^ Farmers' preferences for investment affect 
the financing possibilities of cooperatives and limit their expansion in 
the national economy. 
Farmer Cooperatives in Iowa 
Fariaer cooperatives are relatively more iaportant in the agriculttiral 
business econoBiy of the State than are farmer coopfflratives in the Nation 
as a \Khol0. In grain inarketing, butter production and distribution of 
selected fans supplies, e.g., petroleum, farmer cooperatives handle a sub­
stantial part of farmers' marketing and purchases. In the last marketing 
season for ^ lich data is available—the 1952-53 marketing season, farmers' 
marketing and purchasing associations handled 550 sdllion dollars of sales, 
including 435 Million dollars of sales by marketing associations (Table 1). 
Kie voluDse handled per meB^faer varied by type of cooperative as foUovrs: 
Type or comsodity Total dollar sales per weniber 
Grain arid beans 1,450 
Dairy products 1,610 
Livestock 3,000 
Miscellaneous 970 
Pixrchasing 760 
Althou^ the voluiae of sales handled per ineEiber is large, substantial oppor­
tunity for expansion exists within each commodity, even among farmers vfto 
are already Hieiabers. The 434.6 itdllion dollars of sales throu^ local 
S. Department of Agriculture. Agr. Researdi Service. The balejice 
sheet of agriculture. Agr. Info. Bui. 145• 1954. 
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Table 1. Farmffl^a' marketing and purchasing associations in Iowa, Ntarber, 
estimated meidjerships and ©stimated business, by specified group, 
1952-53 marketing season^ 
Groups 
Listed 
associations 
Sstiisated 
members 
Estimated value 
of sales 
(nuEsber) (thousands) (million dols.) 
Grain and beans 261 103.7 150.3 
Dairy products 251 83.6 134.3 
Livestock 48 45.5 236.4 
Miscellaneous 15 13.2 13.6 
Total marketing 575 246.0 434.6 
Purchasing 136 151.7 115.9 
Total 718 398.6 550.5 
a. Anno L* Gessner. Statistics of fariaer cooperatives. PariHers Coopera-
enrice, G^ieral Heport No. 15. 1955. 
Kstimted for 1951-52 marketing season 
cooperatives represented about 25 percent of the total value of farm market­
ings per farm in Iowa during this period. 
The post-war gro^-fth of farmers' cooperatives in Iowa my be illustrated 
by the percentage increase in laeidberships and gross sales over the eight 
2 year period, 1945-46 to 1952-53, as follows: 
Type or conaaodity 
Grain and beans 
Dairy products 
Livestock 
Hiscellatieous 
Purdiasing 
Percent increase 
in members 
57 
6 
61 
45 
20 
Percent increase 
in gross sales 
63 
59 
92 
56 
642 
prepared from data presented in Table 1 and the folloiidng publica­
tion; Grace Wanstall. Statistics of farmers* marketing and purchasing 
cooperatives, 1945-46. Farm Credit Administration, Misc. Report 119. 1948. 
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Sxdssequent discussion and tables will show t^at roost of the increase in 
gross sales value over "ttie ei^t year period is the result of increased 
volume of sales. A relatively large percentage of the increase in the 
value of supplies purchased, hov/ever, is the result of unit price increases. 
The actiial dollar increases are iiaportant in financial planning inasmudi 
as th^ require additional short-term and long-term financing. 
Financing Problems of Iowa Cooperatives 
The specific probleias involved in financing farmer cooperatives nsay 
be differentiated by coniKKiity groups. The elevator and petroleum associa­
tions, vtoich were established on Rochdale principles, depend on allocated 
patronage refunds and starplus for a major part of their financing. Cvirrent 
liabilities are ndnindzed. In comparison, current liabilities are more im­
portant as a source of short-term capital for creameries, viiich practice 
pooling according to the Danish plan. The dairy fanner has daily delivery 
of fidlk wid, therefore, has no incentive to choose a particular tiiae for 
raarketing or purdiase as in the case of toe faraier selling grain (or pur­
chasing farm supplies). The latter can wait for the best price and vdien 
3 they do isake a sale, th^ want to be paid in ca^*"^ 
Cooperative associations differ in their specific financing require­
ments. The demand for cash in the cooperative elevator, for example, is 
greater p«r dollar of sales than in the creaiaery cooperative. The additional 
financing may be provided by short-term loans, alttou^ in some coopera­
tives lon^term capital funds may be tied up to meet seasonal requirements. 
^Frank Robotka. Analysis of Iowa cooperative laws. Unpublished 
researdu lov/a Agr. Exp. 3ta. 1954. 
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The financial structures of the three principal kinds of cooperatives 
are svuaaarized in Table 2. The financial structures show almost complete 
dependence on meEber and equity financing, Approxiinately 10 percent of the 
total financing is comprised of accounts payable and loans by creditors 
\Aio are not meiitoers. A part of the 10 percent includes a share of the 9S 
loans to Iowa cooperatives from the Omaha Bank for Cooperatives for a total 
of 8,850,915 dollars outstanding on Deceidaer 31, 1954#^ 
Ihe practice of revolving deferred patronage refunds and patronage 
deducts, and in some cases, certificates of interest raises a question 
among creditors regarding the nature of the capital provided by ttiese 
fonns of financing. Is the capital raised 3jn this way loan capital or 
does it bear the residual risks of the cooperative association? 
Careftxl scrutiny of each financing instrument is necessary to describe 
the characteristics of the several fonns of mentoer equity. Tut the fact 
that the member equities are revolved inay not invalidate the aiiditional fact 
that a permanent fund of capital provided by these neirtoer equities reBiains 
intact as long as the cooperative continues as a going business. The obli­
gations and responsibilities include the bearing of the business risks in 
5 the sense that the revolving period may vary with btisiness conditions. 
Uie revolving fund method of financing, i.e., deferred payraent of 
patronage refunds and other equities, involves difficulties in adjusting 
Omaha Bank for Cooperatives. Annual report, Oiaaha Bank for 
Cooperatives, Omaha, Nebr. 1955* 
^Charles E. Nieman. Revolving capital Ixi stock cooperative corpora­
tions. Law and Conteiaporary Problems. School of Law, Duke University. 
1948. pp. 393-402. 
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Table 2. Financial staructure of selected fanoers' cooperative asaociationst 
Average aiaount per association, by specified group, 1953-54 
fiscal year 
Group Elevator^ petroleum^ Creamery® 
(thousand doUara) 
Cvirrent liabilities 21,8 22.4 25.7 
Bank loans and building 
notes 7.6 6.0 3*2 
Certificates of indebted­
ness and interest 0 8.8 2.5 
Allocated patronage 
fund and deducts 98*3 60.7 19*3 
Keraiberships and capital 
stock 26.1 19.B 4.2 
Surplus and reserves 46.4 45»1 33»9 
Total 200.2 162.8 89.8 
%ased on financial statecaents of 198 cooperative elevator associa­
tions for fiscal year ending July 1, 1953» to June 30, 1954* 
^Based on financial statesients of IS cooperative petroleum associa­
tions for fiscal year ending January 1, 1954^ to Deceidser 31» 1954* 
®Based on financial statements of 68 cooperative creamery associa­
tions for fiscal year ending January 1, 1954, to Decraaber 31» 1954# 
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the financial structure to varying levels of sales. T!hen sales are at a 
hi^ level and patronage refunds are also at a hi^ level, difficiilties 
are incurred in subse(pent years i^en sales aM patronage refunds are at 
a lower level. One year's patronage refmds in the lattw period replace 
only part of one year's patronage refunds in the forraer. Hence, the revolv­
ing period Mist be extended to maintain a constant level of funds. Also, 
a liBiit in the size of the fund is reached when the revolving period reaches 
a critical murtoer of years. 
Hembership relations in the cooperative association are strengthened 
or weakened by the way in which the financing of the cooperative activity 
is accomplished. An Iowa cooperative association usually includes n}eni>ers 
at different stages in the life and farm owner^ip cycles. There usually 
are capital-short fanners and farmers vrtio are willing to make investments 
outside their fara enterprises. The menbrars include (1) yoxmg farmers 
just getting started, (2) farmers whose capital has been depleted by tois-
fortune, (3) farmers have an unexpected need for capital for personal 
requirei?30nts or for investnient outside their farm business, and (4) farciers 
6 
who cannot save and who may have over-invested in their farm business. 
Financing methods way have to be devised to provide for the capital-short 
issnber in tiie cooperative and yet provide for adequate soTxrces of financing 
without discriminating against other farm raeafljers, 
^Iji^erience in Iowa v/ith the revolving fund method of financing shows 
triat the revolving period exceeds five to seven years, the menibership 
becoEiBS dissatisfied vdtii the prospect of cash payiaent of the deferred re­
funds, particularly when matijers have prepaid income taxes on these defei^ed 
refunds, 
E. Erdirtan, Shifting the financing burden aEong meiibers of coopera­
tives, Washington, D. C., American Institute of Cooperiition. 1947• 
pp. 562-566. 
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The relative capital positions of farmers in North Central Iowa my 
show the need for diffra-ent forms of financing to tap the available finan­
cial resources of the cooperative association* The owner-operator laay 
have ifflich of his capital funds tied up in land and as a result he may have 
severe limitations on available capital for equipment and livestock (Table 
3)* %e renter, on the other hand, has no investnent in land and he, also, 
jnay be severely limited in his equipiaent and operating capital, "nie part-
©wner is in an intenasdiate capital position, but he way have a desire and 
the know-how to ja-ofitably use lauch nsore capital funds. 
Table 3* Average balance sheet per farm in North Caitral Iowa, by speci­
fied group and tenure, July 1, 1954^ 
Group Owier 
ocerator 
Part-
owner 
Renter AH 
operators 
Assets 
Madiinery, livestock 
and inventory 
Land 
11,25a 
41,154 
18,116 
35,934 
12,478 
0 
12,736 
20,238 
Total assets 52,412 54,050 12,478 32,974 
Liabilities 
Loan 
M<artgage 
366 
2,706 
1,822 
6,641 
927 
0 
828 
1,878 
Total liabilities 3,072 8,463 927 2,706 
Equity 49,340 45,587 11,551 30,268 
Total liabilities and equity 52,412 54,050 12,478 32,974 
^npubli^ed data from study on use and acceptance of fertilizer in 
Iowa» Iowa Agr* Exp. Sta. 1954» 
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The alternative investment choices of farmers with 1,000 dollars to 
invest vary according to the capital position of the fanmr (Table 4) • 
The group Kith assets of less than 5,000 dollars niust repay its debts and 
build up its operating capital. The group with 50,000 dollars and over of 
total assets is in a position to iisprove the faria-home and the quality of 
the ia*oductive assets and btiild a cash reserve, but it is not faced with 
an alternative investnient in a cooperative association. Investment in 
assets that are owied and managed by the farm operator is preferred by 
toe farner to investment outside the farm. 
Table 4« Average alternative investment choices per farmer by specified 
dtioice and asset group^ 
Alternative Less 50,000 All 
investment than and 
cfeoice 5,000 over groups 
(dollars) 
Cash reserve 
Repay debts 
Farm hoiae 
Buildings 
Farm raadiinery 
157 
205 
90 
200 
0 
90 
132 
68 
307 
59 
036 
134 
48 
185 
136 
Fertilisser 
Better livestock 
More livestock 
Terraces 
Other 
124 
14 
210 
0 
0 
176 
30 
39 
1 
97 
146 
66 
93 
4 
52 
Total investfflent 1,000 1,000 1,000 
®l'farvin A* Aiwierson, jgt ad. Factors affecting accept^ce and tise 
of fertiliaer on Iowa fanas. Ui4>iJblished researdi. Ames, lo'wa, Iowa 
Agr. Eaq). Sta. I955. 
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Cooperatives my need to consider financing obtained from a larger 
population of investors than the member-patrais of these associations. 
Financing problems of cooperatives stem in part from their limitation to 
a local area and to one or two rriethods and sources of financing. Both 
limitations are institutional and sociological, and not imposed by law 
or by the econorrdc nature of the cooperative. 
Objective of the Study 
It is the purjxjse of this study to develop an econouiically sound, 
consistent aiad practical approach to financial planning in the cooperative 
association. The end in view of financial planning in the cooperative is 
the development of a financial structure that nsakes possible the highest 
attainiRent of the puiposes of the association. Solutions to the financing 
problems outlined in the previous section are involved in a successful fi­
nancial program. The probleiuatic solutions, however, may be only partial 
and temporary. But it is hoped that the logic presented in this study may 
provide analytical tools for dealing with the recurrent prdsleias of finan­
cing farmer cooperatives. 
llie plan of the study, I'diich suggests certain specific objectives, 
may be outlined as follows: 
1. Estimation of the financing resources of farmer cooperatives. 
2. Detendnation of financing and merchandising requirements. 
3. Estiiaation of prices, outlays and earnings of farmer cooperatives. 
4. Development of long-range financial programming. 
5. Presentation of optiinum financial organization for selected fi­
nancing situations. 
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fhe data pertain to cooperative associations handling grain and located 
prifflarily in Mortti Central Iowa.* A grain elevator cooperative may handle 
a variety of farm supplies, as well as engage in grain merdiaryiising and 
grain storage, geographic and coxoaodity lioiitations on the scope of 
toe study will not result in a limited variety of financing problems #•»* 
The tecSmiqae of linear prograinaing, however, my be illustrated simply in 
term of the financing situations among the saaple elevator associations*'^ 
San^le and procedure 
The objective of the 8au5)ling procedure was to obtain a sanqsle of 
elevators at differoit stages in their growth cycle and a sample of msEibers 
with different financing preferences and relations wiidi the cooperative. 
It was hoped Itot a wide range of variables would be available for correla­
tion and regression analysis. The researdi procedxire involved, iiierefore, 
two levels of analysis i (1) the discovery of "new" relationships affect­
ing the finamsing of cooperatives and (2) the test of hypotheses based on 
a priori knowledge about tiie nature and operations of the cooperative 
association. 
^According to the U. S. Census designation, Idiis area includes ttxe 
Z) counties that coiaparise the cash-grain area of lowaj it is designated 
as State Eccmosdc Area 2. 
^ProblsBja peculiar to fanaars' creamery associations and certain 
specialized types of cooperatives, however, are omitted from this analysis. 
7 This study, therefore, involves an extensicm of liie theoretical 
fi'ajaework presented in the initial i^ase of this study. Wilbxa* R. Maki. 
Economic tvmismxk for financing co<^ratives. Unpublished M. S. ^ esis. 
Affies, lov^, Iowa State College Library. 1954. 
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^ The data fear this study canse from two principal sourcest (1) finan­
cial stateiaents of 172 fainasrs' elevator associations from vhich samples 
of 86, 32 and B elevators respectively, were drawn for increasingly nsore 
detailed analyses and (2) survey of 160 farm menbers of B different eleva­
tor associations during the period Noventoer, 1954 to April, 1955. 
geogmphic distribution of the elevators is shown in Figure 1. 
A population of 172 cooperative elevator associations was stratified 
on toe basis of two levels of average total net savings and two levels of 
irtiange in total assets over a four-year period £rom 1950 to 1954** Ap-
prexijaately one-half of the elevators in e&da, cell were randoirOLy selected 
to comprise the saii^le of 86 elevators.*^ fhe first two elevatta's ran­
domly selected from each cell were designated for field interview of their 
respective mraberships. Ihe first ei/^t elevators in eadi cell were desig­
nated for both historical and cross-sectional analyses. Finally, tiie re-
Biaining elevators were selected for analyses of their operation aver the 
1953-54 oarketing season. 
The saB5)le of 86 farmers* elevator cooperatives are listed by type-
of-farming area and financing situation in Table 5« The five type-of-
farssdng areas coriipare with the five state economie areas used by the U. S. 
*^is population, which includes elevators vdth compardsle audits, 
cosp'ised iEi>out two-thirds of the farmfflps' elevator associations in Iowa. 
'Diis san^le is believed adequate for the puzpose of the study* The ele­
vators included in the population compare closely with those outside the 
population In geographic distriljution and total business handled. 
*<^e saia|>14ng rate was slightly larger for the cell including the 
elevators with hi^ net savings and hi^ change in total assets ffiiile 
it was slii^tly lower for toe cell with low net savings and low change in 
total assets. 
CASH 
DAIRI 
CRAIN •: 
EASTERN 
LIVESTOCK 
LIVESTOCK 
SOUTHEASTERN PASTtEE 
Figure 1. Location of selected cooperative edevators in Iowa 
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Table 5. Sample of farmers• elevator cooperatives, by type-of-farising 
area and financing situation^ 
Type-of-
farndng 
Nuniber of sample elevators 
by financing situation 
Nxunber of cooperative 
elevator associations 
area Aa Ab Ba Bb Total Audited'' Other Total 
1^0 stem live-
stodc (SEA 1) 7 3 4 U 39 38 77 
Cash-grain (SEA 2) U 12 9 15 40 87 43 130 
Southern pastiire 
(SEA 3) 2 1 3 9 10 19 
Norttieaat dairy 
(SEA 4) 5 2 2 7 16 46 23 69 
Eastern live­
stock (SEA 5 
and 6) 5 2 2 4 13 25 26 51 
Total 21 16 18 31 86 206 lUO 350 
^prepared from 1955 annual directory. Farmers' Grain Dealers Associa­
tion of Iowa. Des Moines, Iowa. 1956. 
^Audited by the Auditing Department, Pannera' Grain Dealers Associa­
tion of lo\m, Dea Moines, Iowa. 195A* 
Btireau of the Census. The fo\ir financing situations are identified as 
follows? 
Financing situation Total net savings Chan^^e in assets 
Aa Less than $22,000 Less than $28,000 
Ab Leas than $22,000 More than $28,000 
Ba More than $22,000 Less than $28,000 
Bb More than ?522,000 More than $28,000 
%. S. Bureau of the Census. State econondc areas, by Donald J. 
Bogue. U. S. Crovemiaent printing Office. V/ashington, D. C. 1951* 
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It nay be noted that nearly 60 percwnt of the elevators in tlie sanple v/ith 
rnore than 28,CXX) dollars change in total assets were located in the cash 
grain-farndng area (State econocdc area 2)» 
The menbership of the eight elevator associations was stratified on 
the basis of two levels of capital position and two levels of attendance 
at annxial meetings.* Five inexabers \i^o were active farm operators Mere 
selected froia each of these four cells, or a total of 20 mevbera per associa­
tion, were interviewed. Active farn operators included all meEljers eni^aged 
in fanning and vdio have farmed 30 acres or more for at least one year arid 
vdio were 65 years or less of age. The sarapling rate and the estimated 
nuBiber of operator meidaers and non-operator raen4)er8 are listed by financing 
situation in Table 6. The field interviews covered a total of I60 merdaers 
in ei^t different associations located in or near the cash-grain farming 
area (Figure 1). 
Table 6. Sample of farm operator merabers, by financing situation 
Group Aa Ab Ba Bb Average 
Operator mm^ers 132 231 284 298 231 
Non-operator rasmbers 135 60 310 313 203 
Total aeiribership 267 291 594 611 434 
Kenibers interviewed as percent 
of operator members 15*2 Q»8 7*0 6.7 8.7 
The basis for classifying the mentoership according to capital posi­
tion was soiae\^at arbitrary. However, the purpose vms not to obtain a 
precise stratification of the data as basis for further analysis but to 
assture a vdde distribution of Eeiribership diaractoristics, and including 
iaaiii)ers wlio attend regularly as well as irregularly, despite a relatively 
small sample. 
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UNAHCING fiESOUaCES OF OOOPmiiriS UMhTCB ASSOCIATIONS 
!Hi© econoEiic analysis of the financing problems of cooperative associa­
tions follows from an a prictt'i concept of the econoEic natwe of the coop­
erative association* This concept of the cooperative involves the coopera­
tive busixi^ss as an integral part of the individual businesses operated by 
Bienfeers of the association. Financing the cooperative business is related, 
therefore, to the financing of the individual businesses of the farm aen4>ers» 
In the case of the cooperative elevator association, the financing of the 
cooperative becomes a part of the problem of financing the total farm opera­
tions of the individual farm laentoers.^ 
Economic Nature of the Parmer Cooperative 
Bobotka has viewed ttie cooperative association as the sum total of 
agr^ments among autonotaous entrepreneurial units to operate jointly a 
^e use of a priori knowledge in the form of hypotheses regarding 
financing decisions lii a cooperative association liiaits the data collect­
ing stage of research* If "tiie a priori knowledge is quite coii^lete and 
toe hypotheses well forinulated,""the analysis of the data laay be accom-
plii^ed efficimtly and witti optiinuBi results. But in areas of research 
nAiere ihQ received knowledge is scattered and inconclusive useful hypothe­
ses are few and inadecpiate* It is necessary, then, to seardi for rela­
tionships as bases for hypotheses viiich are subject to empirical tests* 
In study cross-sectional and awltiple regression analyses are em­
ployed to larovide information about interrelatimships among certain 
variables that appear relevant to the problem* Gershon Cooper. I^e 
role of econometric models in economic research. Journal of Farm £conon>-
ics* 30;li01-ll6» 1948* Gale Jdinson. ®ie use of econometric models 
in the study of agricultural policy. Journal of Farm Economics. 30s 
117-130. 1948* 
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cooperative activity at cost. The participating entrepreneurs elect a 
board of directors, hire a niinager, finance and patronize the place of 
business that they own and control—the cooperative activity. But before 
the business is established, the aenibers i^o form the association mst 
reach an agreement among themselves to support the joint activity. The 
meiabers assume the responsibilities of financing and control and they ob­
tain the benefits of integration. Therefore, an analysis of financing 
the cooperative mst start with an imda'standing of the relationships amng 
members as an association organized in the first place, to perform an 
econordc fimctiorv—the control of the cooperative activity. 
Ihe traditional theory of the firm rainiisizes the implications of 
different kinds of internal organization of the firai.-^ in the ttieory of 
cooperation, the element of organization is the crux to the success of the 
joint activity, particiilarly in the eccaaomic and cooperative sense.^ 
%rank Robotka. A theoiTr of cooperation. Journal of Farm Economics. 
29: 94-m. 1947. 
W* Cooper. A proposal for extending the theory of the firm. 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. 65i 87-109. 1951. Revisions to the theory 
of the firm. American Economic Review. 59; 1204-1222. 1949* 
Robotka has pointed to at least three possible meanings of success 
among cooperatives, i.e., (1) in a business sense, (2) in an economic sense, 
and (3) in a cooperative sense. Robotka suggests that a cooperative can 
be a business success and still not be a success either in a cooperative 
or an economic sense. Frank Robotka. Research on the cooperative organi­
zation itself. American Cooperation, 195l» American Institute of Coopera­
tion. Washington, D. C. 1952. pp. 273-282. 
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Control in cooperative is in the hands of the owner patrons. Un­
like the owners of the ordinary corporation, the oisiners of the cooperative 
are confronted with two equally iiiportant goals: the entrepreneurial goal 
and the organizational goal. Traditionally, the entrepreneia'ial goal in­
volves the Bftxiffiization of earnings on investnientj the organization goal, 
5 the maxiinlzation of services offered to consuioMPs. And traditionally, the 
two kinds of goals are in conflict, except xirKier perfect competition. In 
the case of the owner-patron of the cooperative, the two goals are nmre 
consistent with each other than in the traditional case, as long as the 
joint activity is considered an integral part of the individual business 
enterprise and profit uaudiaization is in terns of the total business opera-
* 
tions rather than a singp^e segment of it. 
Hesiberi^ip in a cooperative association is a prerequisite to the exer­
cise of control in the cooperative. The chief requirements of membership 
are patronage and the pwrchase of a membership certificate or stock in the 
associ&ticHi.^ The typical farmer in Iowa is a member of three different 
cooperative associations (Table 7) • The m^bers of the cooperative eleva­
tors in ttie survey saii5)le were Eeabers in as uiany as five or more other 
associations. 
*If the dominant owner patrais are notivated primarily as owner in­
vestors, rather tivan as owner patrons, the association wo\ild function as 
a farmersi stodc c^^ny, 
Herbert A, Simon. Adrainistrative behavior. New York, Uie Kacmillan 
Co. 1947. 
^eEbership involves, however, certain obligations, i.e., patronage, 
(faring of costs and risks, financing and control, as well as the sharing 
of the benefits of patronage. Richard phillips. Economic nature of the 
cooperative association, Unpubli^ed Ph.D, Thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa 
State College Library, 1952. 
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Only 7*4 percent of farmers in Iowa in 1954 failed to have a single coopera­
tive laBufljerahip# The survey saraple of farm menibers, althoti^ selected from 
the Membership rosters of the elevator cooperatives, has approzliaately the 
same pattern of meiEbershipa as for the State. 
Table ?• Percentage distribution of farns operator uBKtoers and Iowa fanners 
classified by nunber of cooperatives they belonged to and by 
financing situation. 
No. of cooperatives Financing situation Survey Iowa 
belonged to Aa Ab Ba Bb average average®' 
(percent) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 
1 28.7 33.5 4.9 5.8 14.3 13.5 
2 29.8 28.1 13.5 15.7 22.2 20.0 
3 31.0 51.1 20.0 31.8 33.2 23.5 
4 6.5 3.9 22.6 38.6 19.0 12.6 
5 4.0 3.4 10.4 8.1 6.3 13.9 
6 or fflore 0 0 28.6 0 5.1 9.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
^July 1, 1954. H.J* Htiddc, Report to farmers cooperating in the 
livestock airvey, Iowa and Northern Illinois. Ames, Iowa, Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Septesber, 1954* (Kiiaeo.) 
The jBultiplicity of m®nberships of farmers in cooperative associations 
is distributed assong different kinds of cooperatives. Souie farmers, however, 
are meutoers of more tiian one cooperative of the saiae kind. Only one-third 
of loim fanaers were EiQiiijers of farmers' levator associations in 1954, 
but the percentage of lovia farmers in other kinds of cooperatives approxi-
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Bated the maaberahip pattern for the survey san?)le (Table B). The small 
size of aac^le by financing situations makes coEgsarisons between financing 
situations subject to a relatively large sanqjling eBtror. Generally, laenfcers 
of the four larger cooperatives, i.e., cooperatives in financing situations 
Ba and Bb, bel<B3.^d to a larger nuii)er of different kinds of cooperatives 
than the aaabers of the foiar siaaller cooperatives. 
Table S. percentage distribution of sample farm operator laeEbers and Iowa 
fanaers belonging to specified kind of cooperative, by financing 
sitmtion* 
Kind of Financing situation Stirvey Iowa 
cooperative Aa Ab Ba Bb average average? 
(percent) 
Farmers' elevat<a* 
association 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 31.6 
Fanaers' areasaery 42.3 29.4 49.9 47.4 h2,B 26.0 
Oil cooperative 0 1.5 UB,0 46.7 23.6 23.0 
Sural electric 
cooperative 36.2 61.2 77.8 72.1 59.8 64.4 
Farm supply and ser­
vice cooperative 17.3 22.4 56.6 33.0 30.3 29,B 
Livestock flipping 
association 2.0 0 30.2 0 6.1 2.0 
®J\ily 1, 1954» H. J. Hud^, Report to farmers cooperating in the 
livestock survey, Iowa and Hwthem Illinois* Ames, Iowa, Agr, Exrn. 3ta. 
September, 1954» (Kiiaeo.) 
patronage provides the basis for control in the cooperative associa­
tion. "Hie principal source of financing, i*e., deferred patronage refunds, 
depends on the volume of patronage. Analysis of the sales and purchases 
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of farm miners would show the relative ij35)ortance of differ«it kinds of 
cooperatives to these farms and ttie distribution of control among the mia-
ber patrons# Farm operator liierobers were interviewed on farm sales and pur-
diases over a twelve-month period, iiicluding sales and pvirchases throu^ 
different kinds of cooperatives. The average farm operator-meinber sold 
2,110 dollars worth of faria products and purchased over 2,150 dollars 
worth of farm supplies throu^ his cooperative, including 3*690 dollars 
of sales and purchases through the specified elevator associations (Table 9)» 
The viO-ue of sales and pxirchases per farm operator UKsraber was higher in tJrie 
groTjp of associations ^dth a "high" change in total assets as compared to 
the "low" group. The elevator eooperatives in the chesige in total 
assets group, however, were located among farm operators with a larger 
volxms of business, both in farra sales and farm purchases. 
The tenure status of the farm operator laembers affects his partici­
pation in ttie grain elevator cooperative and other cooperative associations. 
The siae of farm in eadi tenure group, i.e., owner operator, part owner 
operator and renter, was hi^er than for a sample of farras in North Central 
Iowa (Table 10). The grtmp of elevator associations with the hi^er change 
in total assets include larger than average size of farms in the part omear 
operator i^oup. Moreover, the elevator associations ^ d-th the higher av­
erage total net savings had a aenibership of larger than average siae faros. 
Iftie relative iugjortance of eadi tenure group in each of the four 
financing situations is shown in Table 11. The percentage distribution 
of owner operators in the survey sas^sle of l60 farm operator nenbers was 
approadraately the same as for the North Central Iowa saE^ple. But the per­
centage distribution of part owner operators and renters was approximately 
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Table 9* Average sales and purchases for a Welve laontti period per 
farm operator neirber, by commodity group and financing situation 
Conmodity group Financing situation Survey 
Aa Ab Ba Bb average 
(thousand dollars) 
Total sales 
Grain and seed 
Livestock 
Dairy products 
1.5 
8.1 
0.9 
2.3 
16.0 
1.2 
1.3 
8.3 
1.5 
4.4 
14.7 
1.5 
2.5 
U.7 
1.3 
Total 10.5 19.5 11.1 20.6 15.5 
Sales through cooperati' es 
Grain and seed 
Livestock 
Dairy products 
0.7 
0.2 
0.5 
1.2 
0 
0.2 
0.7 
2.2 
0.5 
1.9 
0 
0.7 
1.1 
0.5 
0.5 
Total 1.4 1.4 3.4 2.6 2.1 
Sales through elevator 0.7 0.9 0.4 1.6 1.0 
Total purchases 
Grain and seed 
Livestock 
Farm supplies 
1.6 
2.0 
2.5 
3.6 
8.0 
3.4 
0.7 
1.4 
2.3 
1.3 
5.9 
3.6 
1.7 
4.3 
3.0 
Total 6.1 15.0 4.4 10.8 9.0 
Purchases through cooperatives 
Grain and seed 
Fare supplies 
0.6 
0.7 
1.4 
1.4 
0.3 
1.5 
0.6 
2.2 
0.7 
1.5 
Total 1.3 2.8 1,^ 2.8 2.2 
Purchases throu^ elevator 1.1 2.5 1.1 2.1 1.7 
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Table 10. Average acres per farm by tenure group and financing situation 
Survey North Central 
Tenure group Aa Ab Ba Bb average loira.^ 
(acres) 
Owner operator 171 191 207 235 202 161 
part owner operator 
Owied 
Rented 
178 
92 
194 
146 
158 
90 
118 
215 
157 
140 
340 
119 
Total 270 330 248 333 297 259 
Renter 154 173 318 267 214 202 
All fasna operators 190 220 233 333 238 192 
^larvin A. Anderson, «t Factors affecting acceptance and use of 
fertilizer on Iowa farms. Unpubli^ed research. Anes, Iowa, Iowa Agr. 
Exp. Sta. 1955. 
Table H. Percentage distribution of farxa operator-iner.4>ers classified by 
tenure group and financing situation 
Tenure group Aa Ab 
Survey North Central 
Ba Bb average Iowa" 
(percent) 
Owner operator 29.6 31.0 44.5 38.6 35.5 38.0 
Part owner operator 43.2 44.4 34.9 43.6 42.1 12.8 
Renter 27.2 24.6 20.6 17.8 22.4 49.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
^iarvin A. Anderson, et Factors affecting acceptance and use of 
fertilizer on Iowa farras. Unpublished research. Ames, Iowa, Iowa Agr, 
Exp. Sta. 1955. 
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reversed in the two cases. The meiijership in the sample survey was com­
prised predominantly of farmers \iho had at least part otmership in their 
fariBs. Yet, about ono-4ialf of all farrii operators in the North Central 
Iowa area were renters. 
The predominant teniu'e f^roups in "Uie grain elevator associations also 
include farm owners ^lio were not in the farm operator category. Landlords 
of renters (including part owner operators) were reported as raeiribers of 
the specified elevator cooperatives in 44*2 percent of the cases interviewed, 
(Table 12). Thus, 69 percent of the raembers i4io rented at least part of 
their farm reported their landlords a maBijer of the grain elevator a88ocia~ 
tion to iiAiich they beltmged. Landlords, owner operators and part own«r 
operatcrs comprise, therefore, 85 percent of the meBiberi^ip in the field 
survey. 
Table 12. Percentage distribution of renters and partners with landlord 
or partner a iaao±>er, by financing situation. 
Group 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Survey 
average 
Landlord or partner 
a saej^er 5I.6 
Landl<H*d or partner not 
a mBxAi0r 13.8 
Owner operator 29.6 
(percent) 
49.9 18.4 
19.0 
31.1 
37.1 
44.5 
48.3 
12.9 
38.8 
44.2 
20.3 
35.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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The equity and investment of individual mernbers in their grain eleva­
tor association is a raeasure of their financial support of the cooperative 
business activity. The equity of members in the form of deferred patron­
age refunds varied from less than 50 dollars to nearly 2500 dollars (Table 
13). Itie Eodal group among meirbers who were able to make an estimate of 
their equity v/as in the ranp;e of 100 to 2lt3 dollars. Nearly one-third of 
the inembers, however, were unable to make an estimate of the total value 
of their deferred patronage refunds in a specified grain elevator associa­
tion. 
Table 13. Percentage distribution of members classified by total value 
of deferred patronage refunds and by financing situation 
Total value 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Sui*vey 
average 
(percent) 
Under 50 dollars 6.5 2.4 18.0 12.9 9.8 
50 to 99 dollars 11.8 11.2 17.8 8.8 11.8 
100 to 249 dollars 24.0 31.0 21.2 25.0 25.2 
250 to 499 dollars 7.9 9.6 5.6 18.6 11.2 
500 to 2499 dollars 8.2 29.4 0 5.0 9.8 
No response U.6 16.4 37.4 29.7 32.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Me^er iiweatiaent in ttieir grain elevator associations, in the fOTm 
of preferred stock or biiilding notes was liiaited to 25 percent of the farm 
operator meiaberdiip# The typical ntrasber investtxr in the elevator coopera­
tive owned 50 to 99 dollars woiidi of preferred stock or building notes. 
M^ajers holding biiilding notes were interviewed in only 2 of the 8 associa­
tions* preferred stock, hovrever, was more widely held, as ^ own in Table 
14* Only 5*^ percent of farm operator isesiiers in the sample held build­
ing notes but 21*2 percent of the fana operat(»* mesibers held one or more 
shares of preferred stock* 
Table 14* Percentage distribution of raenijers classified by total value 
of preferred stock held and by financing situation 
Total value 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Surv^ 
average 
(percent) 
Hone 97.8 68,5 77.7 74.6 78.8 
Under 50 dollars 2.2 0 11.7 10.4 6.0 
50 to 99 dollars 0 25.4 2*4 3JO.O 8.5 
100 to 249 dollars 0 6.1 7.7 3.8 3.8 
250 to 499 dollars 0 0 5.5 6.2 2.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
A third measure of control in a cooperative association is the level 
of attendance at the annual isejabere^ip loeetings* l^e pattern of attendance 
by financing situation, is summized in Table 15* It raay be noted that 
nearly one-third of the farm operator meiribership had failed to attend a 
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single annual loseting during the five year period, 1950 to 1954» Attends 
ance was hii^ in financing aittiation Aa because of a recent proposal to 
erect additional storage facilities. Estpansicsi and growth generally are 
associated with increased attendance at annual meetings* 
Table 15. Percentage distribution of farm operator laec&ers classified 
by last annual meeting attended and by financing situation 
Last annual Financing situation Survey 
Aa Bft Sk 
1954 52.2 
(percent) 
33.3 32.6 32.8 39.0 
1953 7.2 36.4 U.3 29.5 21.1 
1952 7.3 6.0 2.0 0 3.8 
1951 0 0 9.6 8.5 4.4 
1950 0 0 4.9 0 0.9 
Kon-attendance 33.3 2^.3 36.6 29.2 30.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Fsrmr attitudes toward financing their elevator associations. 
The diaracteristics of the farm operator members are staaaariaed in 
this sub-«ection according to their attitudes in financing their elevator 
association. Heober attitudes on disposition of net savings and invest* 
Eient ixi their cooperative were observed to differ as the following diarac~ 
teristics varied: (1) nuuljer of a»i:ii>er8hip8 in cooperatives, (2) farm 
size in acres, (3) age of operator, and (4) tenure status. 
*Kei±>er^ip scores were derived to laeasure four aspects of nwaiber 
relationships, i.e., participation, understanding, knowledge, and satisfac-
tion, but scores were inconclusive with regard to financing attitudes. 
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Henber attitudes on cash payments from patronage refunds are suggested 
by the nuntoer of farm operator menibers vdio count on receiving cash pay­
ments fSrom patronage refunds (Table 16)» Only 28 percent of toe 160 farm 
operator merdbers interviewed did count on receiving cash payments from 
patronage refunds# This group of respondents had more memberships in co­
operatives, larger fainns and they were several years older on the basis of 
simple mean comparisons. The irregularity of cash payment as a result of 
longer and longer revolving periods require menibership experience in sev­
eral cooperatives, more than average volume of business iidth the coopera­
tive, and a history of patronage to provide a basis for an affirmative 
response to this question. 
Table 16, Cash payments from patronage refunds. Selected characteristics 
per farm operator member by specified group 
Group Respondents Meiaber-
shiPB 
Farm Age of 
onerator 
(nuEber) (nunfcer) (acres) (years) 
Coxint an receiving cash pay­
ments from patronage refunds 44 3.6 243 48 
Do not Count on receiving cash 
paymoits from patronage refunds 116 3.0 206 43 
Total 160 3.1 216 45 
The attitude of members to the disposition of net savings was probed 
with a question on the use of net savings (1) retire oldest deferred 
refunds first, or (2) pay part of current refunds in cash to help pay 
income taxes on these refunds (Table 17). Only 21 percent of the respon­
dents preferred to use even a part of each year's net savings as a cash 
payment on current patron's refunds. The usual practice of retiring the 
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oldest deferred refunds first, despite the length of revolving period or 
the income tax obligations of n^iriaers, mq-s preferred by 70 percent of the 
respondents. The 21 percent x4io did not favor the current practice in dis­
position of net savings m.y include the capital-short farmer v^o liiaits 
his participation in cooperatives for this reason (Table 17)* Non-member 
farmers laay need to be interviewed to ascertain the practical effects of 
this fsractice on aeabership and participation. 
Table !?• Disposition of net savings in patronage reftinds. Selected 
daai'acteristics per farm operator ineHiber by specified group 
Group Respondents Meiriser- Farm size Owned Total 
(nxxBher) (nui^er) (acres) (acres) 
Retired oldest deferred 
refunds first 111 3.3 95 211 
pay part of current 
refunds in cash 34 2.8 144 231 
No response 15 2.7 67 245 
Total 160 3.1 102 216 
A third approach to an assessment of meidoer attitudes in financing 
my involve a choice among optional ways of handling the deferred patron­
age refunds of ineB4>ers. It was found, however, that only 24 percent of 
th® miners interviewed would choose to convert their deferred patronage 
refunds into preferred stock (Table 18)« Investment in preferred stock 
is tied-up in the cooperative for a longer period ttian deferred patronage 
refunds. MenJjers ii^o patronize a larger than average nuidber of coopera­
tives and have a larger than average volume of farm sales and purchases 
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Table 18. Conversion of deferred refunds into preferred stock. Selected 
characteristics per farm operator menher by specified group 
Group Respondents Me^er-dtiins 
Farm 
size 
(number) (nmriber) (acres) 
Itould prefer to convert 3B 3.8 234 
"'ould not prefer to convert 108 3.2 213 
No response U 2.6 192 
Total 160 3.1 216 
handled throu^ the cooperative my prefer an interest retxum on their 
present equities in cooperatives. 
The 160 farm operator Eieii^ers in the survey were questioned regarding 
what they thou^t the relative returns were on a dollar invested In the 
cooperative as cou^jared to a dollar invested in the farm (Table 19) • The 
relative subjective retiirns varied directly with the nunijer of memberships 
in cooperatives and inversely with farm size. Financing attitudes, how­
ever, nay not depend in an in^jortant way upon relative subjective returns 
of alternative opportunities. These retirns Biay be related, on tJie other 
hand, to a Baanber's attitude toward participation in the cooperative. 
Finally, BjeEtoers were questioned whether or not they would provide 
as Budi capital in cash as they have in deferred patronage refunds (Table 
20). Nearly two-tiiirds of the rsentiers answered in the negative to this 
question. Farm operator cienibers who have profitable alternative invest-
Hient opportunity on their own farms prefer to allocate available cash 
funds into these investments rather ttian to p\irchase securities issued by 
the cooperative. 
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Table 19 • Estimated relative aciount of added farm income per dollar of 
deferred refimds as compared to a dollar invested in the farm 
by specified group 
Group EespotKients Meniberships Farm size 
(nu3Bber) (rmiaber) (acres) 
Defmred refunds 
adding less 42 2.9 238 
Deferred refunds 
adding as mch 7X 3.1 212 
Deferred refunds 
adding more 
No resix)nse 
34 
13 
3.5 
2.8 
199 
211 
Total 160 3.1 216 
Table 20. Meuber investmaat in the cooperative. Selected diaracteristics 
per farm operator bbfiber by specified group 
Group Respcffidents Farm size 
(nunijer) (acres) 
Mould provide as louch capital in cash 34 196 
Vfould not provide as mch capital in cash 105 218 
ConditicMial response 21 238 
Total 160 216 
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T3ie preliEiinary probing of farmer attitudes suggest iiaportant differ­
ences ajaong an association of farmers in their attitudes toward financing 
their elevator associations. It may be hypothesized that if farm meiabers 
are presented with two clear-cut alternative investment opportunities and 
allowed to choose between them, it would be possible to laeasure ttie pref­
erence for one over tiie other as a single factor is varied, e.g., ex­
pected rettims on each investment. In the field interview each respon­
dent was questioned on the aruount of money he would transfer from a safe 
investmmt, e.g., U. S. Savings Bonds, drawing a stipulated interest 
return, in 500 dollar amounts and transfer as an investment (a) in his 
farra, and (b) in his elevator association. It was indicated further that 
the expected (noriual) net returns or benefits would be the same for an 
equivalent total investment in the farrfl or in the cooperative. 
The rate of return for each additional 500 dollars invested in the 
farm or in the cooperative varied as follows: 
Added $500 percent Added $500 percent 
investEBnt return investment return 
1st 35 11th 11 
2nd 30 12th 10 
3rd 25 13th 9 
4th 22 14th 8 
5th 20 15th 7 
6th 18 I6th 6 
7th 16 17th 5 
ath 14 18th 4 
9th i3 19th 3 
10th 12 20th 2 
Hence, an equilibrium between the safe investment and the alternative 
investmmts in terns of net return on each additional dollar of investment 
would be attained with an alternative investEient of 9>500 doULars, 8,500 
dollars, 7*500 dollars, and 6,000 dollars, respectively, vdth a return of 
3 percent, 5 percent, 7 percent, and 10 percent on the safe investsent. 
Two elements are confounded in the decision-making process; (1) a 
decrease in the total an^oimt of the initial 10,000 safe investment with 
each 500 dollar i-dthdraval, or an increase in the total alternative in­
vestment, and (2) a decrease in "toe average marginal return on eadi addition­
al 5(X) dollars of the alternative investment. An interpretation of the 
response of meiitiers intervietred met take account of this difficulty. 
An examination of Table 21 reveals a consistently ^riiarp decrease in 
the ajaount invested in the farm wi'Ui an increase in the interest rate on 
the safe investment • The coiiparable marginal returns at each level of 
investiisent are as follows: 
Dollars invested Marginal return on Marginal return on 
in farm farm investiaent safe investment 
6,700 9 3 
5,100 12 5 
3,200 17 7 
1,400 26 10 
Equilibrium levels of investiaent in the safe investraent and in the farm 
would occur at niarginal return rates that are nearly three tioes as 
large on the farm as for the safe investment. 
The pattern of vdthdrawals from the safe investinent to inveatrient in 
the cooperative differs from that sunaaariaed in Table 21. The investiaent 
pattern in Table 22, differs by ownership group and age group. ! oreover, 
the average level of investiasit in the cooperative at specified interest 
rates on the safe investment is lower than for the fariii, varying as follows: 
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Table 21. InvestiMnt preference of farm inenbers. Average amount per 
meiiiber transferred to farm from a safe investment of 10,000 
dollars, by specified interest rate, land ownership group 
and age group^ 
Land ownership Age group 
group Low age Hi^ age Total 
(thousand dollars) 
Low 
ownership (1) 6.7 (53) 6.3 (24) 6.4 (77) 
(2) 5.4 (53) 4.4 (24) 5.1 (77) 
(3) 3.8 (52) 2.5 (24) 3.4 (77) 
(4) 1.7 (53) 1.0 (23) 1.5 (76) 
Hi^ 
ownership (1) 7.0 (26) 6.8 (49) 6.9 (75) 
(2) 5.3 (26) 5.0 (48) 5.1 (74) 
(3) 3.0 (26) 2.9 (48) 2.9 (74) 
(4) 1.2 (26) 1.3 (48) 1.3 (74) 
Total (1) 6.8 (79) 6.6 (73) 6.7 (152) 
(2) 5.3 (79) 4.8 (72) 5.1 (151) 
(3) 3.5 (79) 2.8 (72) 3.2 (151) 
(4) 1.6 (79) 1.2 (72) 1.4 (151) 
Interest rates on the safe investment are as follows: (1) 3 percent; 
(2) 5 percent; (3) 7 percent; (4) 10 percent, 
^Data in parentheses are the niudaer of respondents for the specified 
group, by age and ownership and interest rate 
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Table 22. Investmmt preference of farm EieKibers. Average aiaount per 
menber transferred to cooperative froE a safe investment of 
10,000 dollars, by specified interest rate, land o><nership 
group and age group 
group Low age High age Total 
(thousand dollars) 
Low 
ownership (1) 5.2 (53) 3.2 (24) 4.6 (77) 
(2) 4.2 (52) 2.5 (24) 3.7 (76) 
(3) 3.0 (52) 1.5 (23) 2.5 (75) 
(4) 1.9 (52) 0.7 (23) 1.5 (75) 
ownership (1) 5.4 (24) 3.0 (53) 3.8 (77) 
(2) 4,1 (24) 1.8 (52) 2.5 (76) 
(3) 3.7 (25) 1.1 (52) 1.6 (77) 
(4) 1.6 (21) 0.7 (52) 1.0 (77) 
Total (1) 5.3 (77) 3.1 (77) 4.3 (154) 
(2) 4.2 (76) 2.0 (76) 3.2 (152) 
(3) 2.9 (77) 1.2 (75) 2.2 (152) 
(4) 1.6 (77) 0.7 (75) 1.3 (152) 
interest rates on the safe investnsent are as followBs (1) 3 percent; 
(2) 5 percent; (3) 7 percent; (4) 10 percent. 
^ata in parentheses are the nujrfoer of respondents for the specified 
group, by age and .ownership and interest rate. 
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Dollars invested Percent return on Percent retiirn on 
in cooperative cooperative investmBnt safe investment 
4,300 13 3 
3,200 17 5 
2,200 
1,300 27 
21 
10 
7 
The uarginal benefits derived from the investment in the cooperative are 
tiiree to foiir tinses as large as for the safe investraent at the equilibriiua 
levels. The hi^ ownership, hi^ age group, however, discoxinted their 
alternative investment at a hij^er rate than the average discoimt for the 
sasaple. The percent return (net benefits) on the investment in the coopera­
tive varied from 18 percent to 33 percent, which amounted to a level of 
marginal net benefits ttiree to six times as large as for the safe invest-
laent. The low age group failed to discount an investment in their coopera­
tive different]^ froKi an equal investmait in their farm, as shown by a 
coEsparison of Table 21 and Table 22. 
The sample of fami msnbers vrere asked the anount that they vrould be 
williiig to have their cooperative borrow at specified interest rates, if 
the total assets of their cooperative were valued at 200,000 dollars. A 
cross-tabular analysis on the basis of land input, land ownership and age 
suggests a '.villingness on the part of the younger farm operator, with low 
ownership and low land input, or with hi^ ownership and hi^ land input, 
to allow iJie cooperative to go further into debt than would the remaining 
groups of farm ir®id5ers (Table 23)# The uiost conservative farm cienbers 
appear to be the older faria operators vdth low ownership and low land 
input. In comparison, the laoderately conseirvative farm operators appear 
to be (l) the younger fanii operators who have only a siaall ainount of work-
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Table 23« Finance preference of farmer iwabers. Average ainount which 
should be borrowed to finance a 200,000 dollar elevator by 
specified interest rate, land input group, land ownership 
group and age group 
Land Land 
input ownership 
groi;?) group 
Age group 
Low age Hii^ age Total 
Low 
land 
Low 
own«r^ip 
(1) 
(2: 
(3 
(4) 
(thousand dollars) 
103 (23) 68 (8) 94 (31) 
63 (21) 50 (8) 59 ( 29) 
27 (21) 9 (8) 22 (29) 
5 (21) 0 (8) 4 (29) 
Hi# (1) 70 (10) 85 (20) 63 
owner^ip (2) 
(3) 
26 
5 
( 9) 
( 9) 
50 (20) 
12 (19) 
42 
10 
(4) 0 (10) 3 (19) 2 (29) 
Hi# Low (1) 94 (21) 80 (13) 88 
oimership (2) 63 (21) 70 (1?) 66 
(3) 17 (21) 8 (12) 
( 9) 
U 
(4) 1 (19) 0 1 
Hi^ 
ownership 
(1) 152 (12) 80 (19) 108 
(2) 75 (12) 45 (ici) 
7 (18) 
57 
(3) 22 (12) 14 
(4) 9 ( 8) 4 (18) 5 (26) 
Totals 103 (66) 80 (60) 93 
h) 59 (63) 53 (50) 56 
(3) 19 (62) 10 (58) 15 
(4) 4 (68) 3 (54) 4 (122) 
Q, 
Interest rates on arwunt borrowed are as followst (1) 3 percent; 
(2) 5 percent; (3) 7 percent; (4) 10 percent. 
^Data in parentheses are the number of respondents for the specified 
group, by age, ownership and interest rate. 
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ing capital becauae of a large investment in land^ or vdio are Hniited in 
working capital because of a desire to engage in larger farm operations, 
and (2) the older farm operators. 
Farm operator Eieniiers were questioned about their preferences regard­
ing (1) Eiaturity dates and interest rates on securities, and (2) lengtti 
of revolving period for deferrcKi patronage refunds. Significantly, more 
than me half of the nembers interviewed were unwilling to consider in­
vestment in securities payable at the discretion of the board, regardless 
of interest rate. TSie nuniber of respondents vdio expressed willingness 
to consider differwit forms of securities, and ttie eaqjected interest rate 
on each security, varied as follows: 
Kind of security Expected interest 
Demand note 119 4.1 
Ninety day note 125 4.4 
Five year note 142 4.4 
Ten year note 128 4.4 
payable at discretion of board 75 5.2 
It Kay be noted that toe expected interest rate for both a short-term 
and long-term building note vras 4.4 percent. 
The single rate of discount on deferred patronage refunds held in a 
revolving fund with specified revolving periods was less than one percent. 
The average value to meiriaers of 500 dollars in deferred patronage refunds, 
it 
Respondents were advised that the sale of their patronage refunds at 
a discount would not impair the opwation of the cooperative to lessen 
the confounding effect of the present econoudc status of the cooperative. 
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by specified irevolving periods, was as follovrs: 
Revolving period RegPPP^eAl^g 
10 years 
7 years 
148 449 
120 452 
5 years U7 466 
3 years 109 483 
1 year 101 498 
Kie financing liirdLtations of farmer cooperatives nay stem as mtib 
or ciore from these preferences of farm nepers as from 'Uie relative rates 
of returns and benefits from alternative investmait opporttmities. Ration­
al choices ajBsong Investment alternatives involve a process of stibjective 
discounting. Hence, farm members, acting in their entrepreneurial ca­
pacities, nay apply the relevant discamt rates to investments in their 
7 
elevator associations and yet behave rationally. 
Sales, Operating Proceeds, and Cash Flows in 
Cooperative Elevator Associations 
The owner-patrons can retain control of ttieir jointly operated 
activity as long as they maintain two conditions for the organizatiOKj (1) 
receipts in excess of ejqsenditures over the life of the organization, and 
(2) enough cash to pay all accounts which COE» due and ^ idi would result 
in bankruptcy of the (Organization if they were not paid. Bot^ conditions 
must be satisfied for a going business. Once -Uie cooperative has maintained 
7 Gerimrd Tintner. The theory of production under non-static conditions. 
Journal of political EconoEy. 50: 645^67. 1942. 
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itself over sosje period of time and satisfied its creditors that it will 
continue as a going business, it will have reached a railestone in its 
career; this recognition brings status to it and its directors and Bjanagers 
as well as prospects for further expansion. 
The (Question arises vAien is tjie cooperative most successful in ful­
filling its purposes? It is postulated that the optirauia point or level 
of operation occurs >dien the net savings per dollar of the patronage are 
isaximlzed. 
The postulate of siaxisiization of \uiit net savings is discussed by 
6 Phillips* Unlike profit maximization in the firm, maximization of the 
unit net savings on patronage with the cooperative activity laay not inaxi-
Bdze total net savings on the books of the cooperative. Total net savings 
are maxisdzed yixen the imrginal net savings equal marginal costs. Net 
savings per unit of patronage are aaxiraized vdien the difference between 
the long-run average cost curve and the long-run average deraand cxarve is 
9 the greatest. The optimum size of the cooperative is defined, therefore, 
by the point at #iich the xinit net savings are Bsaxiislzed. Finally, the 
optiESim coEibination of resovirces, at any output level, is the least cost 
combination of resources. 
The liquidity condition is needed to evaluate depaartures from opti-
muni positions as defined by the jnaximization of the relevant choice cri­
terion. Similarly, the total decision-making environment laist be con­
sidered to evaluate the financing needs of the cooperative. Cooperatives 
%ichard Phillips, o£. cit. 
^Ibid. 
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way operate at uneconoroic levels, not because they are unaware of the hi^ 
costs of operation at low volxune, but because expansion and the attendant 
depletion of liquid assets would make day-to-day operations difficult in 
face of employees' insistence on being paid periodically, producers* re­
fusal to patronize without payment at competitive prices for the goods 
delivered, or ^ fliolesalOTB' pressures to reduce their accounts receivable 
with iiie cooperative« 
Data on the operating and financial condition of cooperative elevator 
associations are related to tl:ie partial fraEMwork for analyzing the eco-
noEdc b^avior of these cooperatives. Ihe sample of 86 elevators, as well 
as the sffialler sarsples, i.e., 8 and 32 elevators are analyzed in terms of 
(1) physical volume of coEaiiodities handled, (2) price fluctuations during 
the post-^mr period, (3) nonaal mark-up and realized margins, (4) gross 
operating proceeds, and (5) net savings and net cash flows. These cate­
gories result in certain requirements for financing and they provide ad­
ditional sources of financing. 
!Phe quantity of sales and purchases of elevator associations involve 
annual and seasonal variations, >^ich are the result of variations in 
physical and unit prices aaong the different coEaaodities handled by the 
elevator. The variations in j^ysical volurae include year-to-year changes 
in (1) tJie cpiantity of grain marketed for farm patrons and (2) the quanti­
ty of comaodities purdjased throu^ the elevator by farm patrons. 
The pattern of total grain purchases depends on the percentage dis­
tribution of different grains purchased. Available data show that in 
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1954 62 percent of all grain handled by country elevators in the State was 
corn, vdiile soybeans, oats and other grains comprised, respectively, 20 
10 percant, 16 percent, and 2 percent of the total grains. It is estimated 
idiat the percentage distribution for the carti-grain area, i.e.. State eco­
nomic area 2, was approximately 62 percent, 20 percent and 18 percent, 
respectively, of corn, soybeans and oats. 
I^ie piiysical voluKie of grain marketings is affected by the nature of 
local deiB^id for grain. Local sales of corn and oats by country elevators 
in Io\«i coii^rised 44 percent and 59 percent respectively, of the bushel 
volume handled in 1954* The 47 counties in the 4 crop reporting districts 
that coEippise the principal grain producing areas of the State varied in 
H the percentage of each grain sold locally, as follows: 
gr9P Com oats 
Northwest (1) 36 49 
North Central (2) 21 58 
•fest Central (4) 50 50 
Central (5) 38 49 
Variations in total grain sales, including faria-to-farm sales, were 
tije greatest during the three-year period, 1947 to 1949 (Table 24). Grain 
elevators, i^ich can handle the largo as well as the siBall crops may have 
an even larger variaticxn in grain sales. Hence, there wotild be an excess 
of grain laerchandising facilities in all but the largest grain crop years. 
Kenneth R. Farrell. Econosic factors affecting the location, size 
and type of grain storage facilities in ttie Hortli Central United States, 
Unpublished researdi. Ames, Iowa, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. 1956 
^bid. 
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Table 24* Indexes of quantity sold of selected grains, 1946 to 1953 crops, 
lom (1947-49 s 100)^ 
Crop year Com Oats Soybeans Total 
1946 144 86 111 124 
1947 47 86 91 64 
1943 172 115 113 148 
1949 81 99 96 88 
1950 84 100 135 95 
1951 78 61 103 77 
1952 173 76 119 139 
1953 149 49 108 116 
^Calculated from data on disposition of specified farm crops. U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural statistics. ^Washington, D. C. 
194S-1954. 
Individual elevator associations in North Central lo^va were contacted 
for inforjmtion regarding their seasonal pattern of grain purchases and 
sales. This information, together with the data from a previously cited 
study^^ and from summary reports of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,^^ 
provide toe bases for the estimated percentage distribution of noriaal 
iBonthly grain purchases in Table 25. It is estimated tiiat 29 percent of 
corn sales to elevators are transacted in the toree months including and 
following the October harvest, nhile 44 percent of the oat sales and 48 
percent of the soybean sales occur dtaring the ioBaediate post-harvest 
periods. 
^Index numbers of normal month-to-mon-Ui variation in grain receipts 
at terniinal markets were derived using the ratio-to-inoving average method. 
Farrell, ojj. clt. 
3. Department of Agriculture. Crops and raarkets. Wa^ington, 
D. 0. 1949• 
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Table 25* Estimated percentage distribution of normal monthly grain 
purchases for selected elevator associations, lov® 
Month Com Oats Soybeans 
Jiily 0 24 0 
Augttst 0 11 0 
Septeufcer 0 9 4 
October 9 7 35 
Hovensber 11 5 9 
DeceEi}er 9 5 4 
Jantiary 11 4 8 
February 8 4 4 
Mardi 7 6 4 
April 6 7 8 
Kay 7 8 12 
June 7 10 6 
July 8 0 4 
August 9 0 2 
Septeraber 8 0 0 
Mer<dmndise sales for ttie elevators in the study may have responded 
only sli^tly to the factors that affected the quantity of grain sales. 
Konth-to-saonth variations in merchandise sales, however, persisted aiaong 
different commodities. Generally, fertilisser and seed sales occur largely 
in Karcii, April, and May, >rtiile building and fencing materials have rela­
tively large sales during the summer laonths, as shown in Table 26.* Other 
cosanodities have unique seasonal demand patterns, e.g., mtor supplies, 
farm supplies and feed. The additional labor, working capital and physi­
cal facilities required to handle the increased seasonal sales and the 
*The estiiaated seasonal patterns of inerdiandise sales are based on 
data collected from individual elevators in North Central Iowa, vdiich are 
included in the larger sauq^le of 86 elevators. 
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Table 26« Estimated percentage distribution of normal monthly merchan­
dise sales for selected elevator associations, Iowa, 
Building-
Konth Feed Farm fencing Motor Ferti- Seed Miscel-
supplies materials supplies liaer laneous 
ijan* 8 3 3 7 1 0 5 
Feb, 7 3 2 7 2 u 8 
Mar. 10 12 5 8 12 25 7 
Apr. 9 7 9 11 22 61 16 
May 11 12 13 8 11 14 7 
June 10 21 18 10 11 0 2 
July 8 13 8 6 0 0 0 
Aug. 7 5 8 5 0 0 10 
Sept. 8 6 15 11 3 0 8 
Oct. 8 5 6 11 4 0 5 
Nov, 7 6 8 9 20 0 18 
Dec. 7 7 5 7 U 0 U 
attendant inventories, provides rnanageiaent -.d-th certain problems as well as 
advantages—the latter including the advantages obtained throu^ diversifi­
cation . 
Price fluctuations during the post-war period. 1946-19q4. 
\ 
Seascmal and certain irregular price changes araong grains have 
affected the level of grain sales and purchases, but these changes are not 
•Jr 
wholly independent of quantity changes. The post-war price rise among 
farm supplies reached a peak in 1951 and 1952, but during toe intervening 
period, 1946 to 1952, price Increases rnade a r^atively large contribution 
to the increased dollar value of sideline sales. 
The two kinds of changes, i.e., jdiysical volume and unit price, 
tend to compensate eadi other with the result that variations in the 
dollar value of grain business per elevator are relatively SEiall. 
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Changes in grain ja-ices include (1) a year-to-year change and (2) a 
seasonal ciiange. The former is affected by the qxiantity of grain placed 
on the laarket, as well as other factors in the feed liveatock econosiy, 
*toile the latter is affected by the costs of storage and the expectations 
regarding the next year's grain crop. Farm prices of corn, oats and soy­
beans varied as laudi as 57 percent in relation to the 1947-49 base period 
(Table 27)• Peak prices occurred for the 1947 crop, >Siich was a rela­
tively small crop in Iowa. TSte ja'ice stabilization program of the federal 
government was an additional factor in limiting the amount of variability 
in farm prices. 
Table 27. Indexes of farm prices of selected grains, Iowa, 1946 to 1953 
crops (1947-49 = 100)^ 
Crop year Corn Oats Soybeans Average^ 
1946 97 96 101 101 
1947 137 134 128 134 
1948 83 86 85 
1949 80 80 86 81 
1950 96 99 100 102 
1951 102 108 104 111 
1952 95 95 102 102 
1953 95 94 105 105 
^Calculated froa data on prices received by fariaers from sales of 
specified crops. U. 3. Departraent of Agriculttire. Agricultural statistics. 
Wai^ingtm, D. C. 1954. 
^Average price weighted by bushels sold of each grain. 
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The noroal month-to-montrfi variations in prices received by farmers in 
Iowa for grains, oats and sojijeans are shown in Table 2S. Each crop 
reaches its peak seasonal price one or laore iionths preceding its harvest 
date. Seasonally low prices occxir during the harvest period and again in 
February, eadi coBsnodity experiences a sharp fall in price. The 
seasonal pattern of prices, obviously, may result in certain grain in­
ventory gains or losses. 
Table 28. Index nundbers of normal laonth-to-iaonth variation in grain prices 
received by farmers, lowa^ 
Month Corn Oats Soybeans 
January 100 111 100 
February 92 102 93 
March 98 107 102 
April 102 105 105 
May 103 102 105 
June 104 99 106 
July 105 91 106 
August 105 89 105 
Septentoer 104 93 93 
October 95 95 90 
Novenijer 92 99 95 
Deceuiber 100 107 100 
^percentage ratio of each month to year average as 100 for the post­
war years, 1947-1954* U. 3. Department of Agriculture. Crops and laarkets. 
' ashiiigton, D. C. 1949-1955• 
Variations in prices paid by fariaers in Iowa for selected consaodities 
used in production are liinited chiefly to year-to-year dianges. The pattern 
of prices paid for different comnodities by fariKers in the United States, 
which is shorn in Table 29, may adequately show the pattern pertaining to 
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Iowa farmers. Generally, the pa-ices paid by lovia farmers for consnodities 
handled through their grain elevators reached peak levels in 1951 and sub­
sequently declined to the lowest levels for the post-isar period, 1947-1954. 
Sideline merchandising, therefore, involves smaller possibilities of inven­
tory gains and losses than grain merchandising, provided the tvirnover rate 
is the same. However, sidelines are stocked in anticipation of sales over 
a several nonth period, whereas grain raay be shipped to teriainal markets 
within a few days of its receipt, %^ich adds, therefore, to the relative 
risks attendant with sideline merchandising. 
Table 29. Indexes of prices paid by fariaers for selected coiiEiodities used 
in production. United States, 1947-1955 (1935-39 = 100)® 
Year All coni- Feed Motor 
auntn 1 as 
Farm 
auDrjl i as 
Building-
fencing Ferti­
le Kflr 
Seed 
1947-49 237 231 140 235 296 U3 242 
1947 181 236 129 222 277 134 226 
194a 202 250 144 236 308 U6 263 
1949 192 206 146 246 304 150 238 
1950 198 210 149 247 312 lAU 228 
1951 220 236 156 264 346 152 232 
1952 221 239 151 200 240 153 223 
1953 204 216 154 201 2a 154 205 
1954 203 215 156 196 2a 152 192 
S. DepartiBBnt of Agriculture. Agricultural Research Service, 
Farm Goat situation. Jashington, D. C. March, 1955* 
Variations in realized gross mrgins represent a third element that 
affects the level of operating proceeds frcHs year-to-year. Customary 
practices in determining the Eiargin per unit of sales differ among coianiodi-
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ties, but two practices are in general use; (1) a percentage rsark-up, and 
(2) an absolute mark-up. The former apply to aerchandise, or sidelines, 
the latter to grains. It is assumed that only year-to-year variations in 
these margins are important, paucity of data in this area, however, limits 
ttie present analysis to 1955 normal margtoa. 
Horaal grain margins for a selected group of elevators included in the 
sample of 86 elevators ranged from 2.5 to 5*5 cents per bushel (Table 30). 
The extreme lower and upper values, «hich involved approxiiaately 10 percent 
of tiie cases reported, were excluded from the tabulations. 
Table 30. Normal nsargins per bushel for grains, including lower and upper 
limits of ninety percent range. North Central Iowa, I955 
Grain group Ninety percent range 
Lower lindt Upper liifiit 
Average 
roargin 
Corn, ^ olesale 
Corn, retail 
(cents per bushel) 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.5 
Oats, vtiolesale 
Oats, retail 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.5 
Soybemis, ^ olesale 4.0 5.5 5.0 
Moriaal ssark-ups on the principal merchandise groups handled by the 
elevator associations in 1955 are shown in Table 31. !:ark-up practices 
differed asuong elevator associations as a result of different competitive 
situations, e.g., fertilizer, and different coinposition of the merdriandise 
^oups, e.g., petroleum. 
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Table 31• Normal laark up per dollar of purchases for selected merchandise 
groups, including lower and upper limits of ninety percent 
range. North Central lowa, 1955 
pefCQ^I^ Average 
Merchandise group mark-up 
(cents per dollar) 
Feed 10 15 12 
Fence and posts 15 25 20 
Fertilizer 10 12 10 
Hardware 25 33 30 
Luniier 25 33 30 
Petrolexim 15 30 20 
Seed 10 15 12 
file 10 20 15 
Coal 15 25 20 
Other 20 20 20 
Realized laargins differ from the norml mark-ups on different cout-
Diodities because of (1) different inventoiry practices, and (2) storage 
losses. Inventory practices vary vdth commodities, and also, with price 
and sales expectations. In this study it is necessary to make certain 
assuBiptions regarding these two aspects of saanageiftent. 
Qr9m Qmfttos 
The gross incocie available to the elevator association for payment of 
operating expenses and as a source of financing may be shown for (1) a 
one-year period and (2) a period of several years; the latter my cover an 
economic cycle, including depression years as well as years of peak pros­
perity. ISiis study is limited to the post-war period, however, ^'Aiich 
includes years of relatively large gross operating ia:oceeds per elevator. 
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Yet, within this period there were i/ide variations in relative proceeds 
froE different cojataodity groups# 
Average gross operating proceeds per elevator association have clictoed 
steadily upwards in dollar value over the ei^t marketing periods, 1946 
to 1953 (Table 32) * Income from handling and storage of govemEsnt grain, 
lAiich is included in other income, has increased oost rapidly, patronage 
refunds earned have declined from the tw year period, 1947 to 1949, ii^en 
viholesale sjargins on grain and Merchandise handled by regional mariceting 
and pirchasing associations were at relatively hi^ levels partly because 
of inventory gains over a period of sharply rising prices.* 
Table 32. Indexes of average gross operating proceeds per elevator associ­
ation, fiscal years ending 1946-47 to 1953-54 (1946-49 »100) 
Fiscal year 
ending 
Cozmoodity 
oarsina 
patronage re­
funds earned 
Other 
income 
Total 
1946-47 107 63 78 99 
1947-48 102 113 85 101 
194S-49 91 124 137 100 
1949-50 91 75 267 105 
1950-51 123 45 265 125 
1951-52 130 79 274 W6 
1952-53 118 51 235 119 
1953-54 131 51 425 147 
Gross operating proceeds from sales of grain and sidelines depend on 
(1) the practice in determining margins or different eonBBodities, and (2) 
the physical and dollar vol\une of sales. Variations in bushel volume of 
grain sales affect directly the level of gross operating proceeds. Gross 
^Analyses of yearly variations are based on the sample of 32 elevator 
as sociations 
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operating proeeeds from aerchandise sales, however, depend directly upon 
the dollar voIxue® of sales. Table 33 shows the pattern in dollar sales 
of grain and merchandise, but a coEg>arison of Tables 24# 27 and 33 is 
necessary to est^lish the patterns of dollar sales, physical volume and 
unit prices -Uiat are relevant to the deten!d.naii.t«i of gross operating 
proceeds* 
Table 33* Indexes of average dollar value of sales per elevator as so cit­
ation, fiscal year aiding 1946-47 to 1953-54 (1946-49 - 100) 
Fiscal year 
ending 
Grain 
sales 
Sideline 
sales 
Total 
1946-47 106 82 101 
1947-48 133 106 ni 
1948-49 81 112 88 
1949-50 61 123 75 
1950-51 91 151 104 
1951-52 99 164 114 
1952-53 91 171 109 
1953-54 83 191 107 
Finally, a raonthly distribution of gross operating proceeds may pro­
vide a basis for deterndning the net cash flows in the cooperative busi­
ness. 'ftie derivation of ^ wt-tera capital budgets is involved in the 
linear prograBasing solutions. 
s9,Yinm flQW* 
Net savings comprise the residual of gross operating proceeds, in­
cluding service incoiae and patronage refimds earned, after subtracting 
operating expenses (Appendix). Net savings, on a laonthly or annual basis. 
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raay be derived from gross operating proceeds and operating expenaea. Net 
savings, together with external soiirces of financing, provide the coopera­
tive with additional funds for inventory, jdiysical plant md other capital 
e:xpansion programs* 
The distribution of net savings, as an internal source of financing 
for the 1953-54 laarketing season, are sumarized as foUows: 
Net savings allocation Percent o:P total 
patronage refunds 77 
Surplus 13 
Dividends on stock 2 
Incom taxes 8 
Total 100 
The revolving fund is the principal form in >^ich net savings are used 
in financing the cooperative. Income ta^s and dividends on preferred and 
coim}n stock generaHj' accoimt for about 10 percent of the net savings. 
Financing Sources in Cooperative Elevator Associations 
The second jrincipal source of financing in the elevator association 
includes in®j4>ers ii^o are willing to invest in their cooperative, and non-
Buraaber lenders. "Rie external (or additional) financing sources may be 
sub-groi^gjed \aider toe following headings: (1) debt financing, i.e., ob-
li^tions of the elevator association that have a maturity date and 
penalty for non-con^iliance with the requirements of liie obligation, and 
(2) member equity, i.e., menber shares in the ;5oint activity that provide 
for an intact capital fund in the cooperative. 
The willingness of meutoers to finance their joint activity is a eras­
ure of cooperative success. The different parties involved in the busi­
ness, however, contribute to the organization in return for inducements 
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that are offered* 
IXie participating entrepreneurs have the inducement of profits idiich 
is laaxiwiyied at the sanie tic^ t^eir inducensent as patrons is Bia^liiaissed. 
14 The coopwative fowfi of business organization is unique in this sense. 
However, vtim the investraent of one of the participating entreprenetirs is 
large relative to his use of the Joint plant, his interest as an investor 
may doiainate his interest as a patron. The jarimry ireiucement to the 
participating entrepreneur ><dio invests in the cooperative my be the 
profits on his investc^t rather thaa the additional profit ^ ich accrues 
to his farm business by patronizing his cooperative. 
The inducesent of size and growth is also in^ortant to the partici­
pating entrepreneur. It has been fii'etjiently observed that the menijer >idio 
has put cold hard cash into new cooperative facilities is proud of his 
cooperative and let others know his feelings, particularly those >Aio have 
accused hira of wanting the cooperative to espand* The employees, too, 
find aa incentive for increased participation in an easpanding or^jniza-
tion, since it offers greater opportimities for prestige and advancement 
than one that is static or declining. 
In equilibrium, the sum of the mBvhar and non^modber contribution is 
Just adequate to provide for the necessary kimls of inducements to lioain-
tain ttie cooperative activity. patrons contribute a nainiinum aisoxmt 
The economic conditions for equilibriiun for the cooperative and the 
participating firms have been discussed by Phillips in his doctoral disser­
tation. ®ie criterion of efficiency, vAxitdi Phillips follows in his dis­
cussion, provides for the use of the given resources of the organization 
as effectively as possible in li^t of the organizational objective. 
^Prank Eobotka, Analysis of federal incoiae tax laws. Unpiiblished 
research. ABes, Iowa, Iowa Agr. Exp. vSta. 194S. 
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equivalent to the gross operating jaroceeds, which supplies the monetary 
induceiaerits to the enqaloyees ajid the owner-patrons of the cooperative, 
I^en these contributions are laore tJian the gross operating esspenses, the 
coopeorative can grow and eatpandj when they are less, it mist shrink and 
ultiiaately fail.^^ 
^e historical pattem of the ti«3 mjor categories in financing, 
i.e., debt financing and equity financing, are discussed in the following 
sections. The principal inducements, i.e., interest payments and patron­
age benefits, secure the two kinds of financing funds to operate the co­
operative activity. 
Debt financing by cooperative levator associations increasol four­
fold during the eigjit year period, 1946-47 to 1953-54. Short-term loans, 
e.g., notes payable, increased ei^t-fold \diile mortgage loans increased 
twenty-fold over their average 1946-49 levels, idiile other current lia­
bilities increased less than two-fold (Apjaendix). 
The 1953-54 structure of current and long-term liabilities of elevator 
^^The equilibriuBi conditions require (1) the least-cost coB4>ination 
of inputs for any given level of outputs and (2) the optimum level of 
output. The first sub-condition is attained vhen the marginal produc­
tivities of all inputs used in toe production of any output are equalj 
the seccmd is attained nhen the isarginal expenditure for each input equals 
its jsarglnal productivity. The two conditions are satisfied siB^taneously 
i^en the ratio of the laarginal return to the mrginal expenditure is 
equated for all inputs used in the production of any outpwt. In addition, 
the second order and total conditions must be satisfied for stable equi­
librium. Thus efficiency in the adiainistrative, as well as the econondc 
sense, is a basic value criterion. Simon, cit., Phillips, cit. 
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associations, based on the sample of 86 elevators, nay be suinaariaed as 
followst 
gOTT? ESESfiolsIMal 
Hotes payable 25 
Other current liabilities 42 
Mortgage loans 33 
Total 100 
The elevator associations vrii^ above average increase in total assets 
over the 1950-54 period were above average in the amount of indebtedness. 
Avez^ge ia»Biber equities per elevator association had increased 87 
percent above the 1946-49 level by the end of the 1953-54 fiscal years* 
The dollar value of mentjerships increased only 16 percent, but allocated 
patronage refunds and prefeired stock increased 99 percent and 95 percent, 
respectively, during this period, (Appendix). 
The pattern of member equities for the 1953-54 fiscal year endings, 
based on the sanple of 86 elevators, is showi suraaarized below: 
t^eatoer equity group Percent of total 
Memberships 45 
Preferred stock 12 
Allocated patronage refunds 58 
Surplus 25 
Total 100 
The pattern of member equities varied by financing situation, with allo­
cated patronage refunds comprising 60 to 65 percent of the total laeiriber 
equities in financing situatiais Aa, Ab and Bb and 42 percent in financ­
ing situation Ba« 
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The revolving period and the annual allocation from net savinr^a to 
the revolving fund specify the level of the revolving fund in the static 
case. Financing situation Ba involves not only the stmlleat dollar value 
of allocated patronage reftmds, but also Wie shortest revolving period 
(Table 35)* However, the coefficient of variation was larger for the 
elevator associations idth the lesser amount of expansion, including the 
elevators in financing sitviation Ba. 
Table 34-35* Average revolving period and coefficient of variation, by 
financin;': sit mt ion 
Item .„eraffe Aa Ab Ba Bb Average 
Revolving period (years) 6.6 5.6 4»5 5*^ 5*4 
Coefficient of variation (percent) 47 37 53 29 40 
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FBiANCING AND PRODUCnON RliCIUIIiaSiTS 
The association of farta meirber patrons, and the joint activity that 
they own and control, provide the organizational context for the operating 
and financing practices of the cooperative business. The cooperative form 
of business organization involves usodifications of jaractices usually 
associated with the typical agricultural firm. Financing, for exaraple, is 
a responsibility of the meraber patrons in li^eir capacity as patrons rattier 
than as investors per se« The need for additional soxirces of financing, 
however, is not eliiidnated by the form of organization. The need for fi­
nancing is handled by the laeiabers or their board of directors at the 
annual business meetings of the cooperative association* 
The requirements of the productive services furnished by an elevator 
plant operated by a cooperative association are essentially ttie sane as 
for a similar plant operated by a firm. Grain merchandising recmires 
certain grain handling facilities and personnel that may be specified 
beforehand depending upon the expected level of grain receipts* Sideline 
laerchandising involves capital and labor requirements that raay be speci­
fied, also, with considerable accuracy. The grain and sidelines handled 
by the cooperative are essentially the same as the grain and sidelines 
that would be handled by an elevator firm. 
Analytical Kodels and procedures for Estimation of 
Production and Financing Requirements 
The saaqple of 86 elevator cooperatives provided the data for estima­
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tion of specified prcxiuction and financing coefficients# Annual audit 
reports prepared by the Farmers Grain Dealers Association of lov/a were 
available for each of the 86 elevators for fiscal years ending July 1, 
1953# to June 30, 1954« The use of records prepared by the same group of 
auditors reduced the need for frequent adjustn^nt of the recorded data to 
some uniforrsi basis. Major adjustments of data were involved, however, in 
the case of two groups of elevator associations* (1) elevators handling 
livestock, and (2) elevators participating in accelerated aicortization 
prograiBs. The gross operating proceeds from handling livestock were in­
cluded with the other incosne category, vdiich reduced the dollar value of 
sales for these associations. Depreciation rates v^ere adjusted to a uni-
fona basis as specified by the schedule of depreciation rates used by the 
auditors. 
Coefficients for specified resource relationships were coinputed by 
fitting the survey data to two kinds of statistical laodels; (1) a model 
using actual observations, and (2) a model using logarithmic values of 
the actvial observations. The former was used in a limited number of 
casesi the seccaid was used in all cases, either as the only model or as an 
alternative to the model with the actual observations in linear or quad­
ratic forci. The two kinds of riodels may be denoted by, 
H - jls^^ij ^ j» (3.1) 
Ri * j»o ^  ,(i®l, ... Di}j®0, ...n), (3«2) 
i^ere * total quantity of the i^ requirement 
Xj « total quantity of the j^^ variable 
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s units change in the i^^ requirement associated vdtti a one unit 
ij 
change in the j variable 
- percent change in the i^'^ requirement associated with a one 
percent change in the variable 
The least-squ.re method was used in the computation of the coefficients 
for each requirement relation, R^. The use of this method gives tho best 
tmbiased linear estimates of and, also, of theC^Ja and/5^s under two 
specified situations*. (1) \^hen there are errors in the variable R^, and 
(2) vAien there are errors in the regression equation,^ It is recognized that 
the independent variables may be subject to error and, fxirther, the assump­
tions of independence, additivity and homogeneity nay be violated. 
The sample design laay provide anbiguous results in the computation 
of total regression coefficients. Preliirdnary graphical analyses indi­
cated that the aidaiguity would be limited to the assets requirements rela­
tions and the net savings relations. These sets of coefficients were 
derived, therefore, for the elevators in each financing situation, as v/ell 
as for the total sample of elevators (Appendix). All other requirement 
relations are specified for the total sample of 86 elevator associations. 
Stmictiire of Resource RequireEients 
The total resource requirements of the cooperative activity may be 
suiaraarized algebraically using matrix notation. Let A a 
X s (*j) • requirement element in R may be obtained from A and X 
^eriiard Tintner. Econometrics. New York, John iley and Sons. 
1952. p. 83. 
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as folXowBs 
H * *1 ^12 *2 ^ 
®2 " ^1 ^1 / ®22 ^  ^ *•• ^ ^2n ^  
(3.3) 
R 4 a . x , ; ^ a „ x - /  . . .  / a  x  
m  i a l T . ' B i 2 ^ ' ^  ' i n n x  
The coluim of R 's my be denoted by the colTumar mtrix R. Hence, 
for a f&xed letrel of available resources inputs, it is possible to specify 
that, 
R 4 A X (3.4) 
i,e., the total requirements needed for the mertiiandising and finasiciag 
activities waist not exceed the available supply of requirements. 
The production requireuieuta of each cooperative result from the busi­
ness volunte that mist be handled and the peculiarities iidierent in eadti 
situation. The latter is handled by grouping the elevators by certain 
specified financing situations* Ihe dollar value of cosimodity sales and 
other inooEie, e.g., storage of government grain, are shown by financir^ 
situations in Table 36. 
Table 36. Average specified total sales, by financing situation, fiscal 
year ending 1953-54^ 
Item Financing situation Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Grain s^es 
Sideline sales 
Other incoBS 
Total 
(thousand dollars) 
266*1 
97.8 
7.5 
371.4 
325.0 
166.0 
12.2 
503.2 
446.6 
2^.6 
14.7 
745.9 
590.8 
365.3 
26.0 
982.1 
a Average values at respective goonetric Means• 
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reoulremBnta of sales merchandising activities. 
A pritnary Undtation to growth and expansion in the cooperative 
association is the size of the membership, Prelisdnary estimates were 
Bade of sales potentials for financing situations Aa and Ba, from (1) 
2 ^ U 
state, county,"^ and type-of-farming area data on disposition of the 
annual grain crop and total cash expendit\ires, and (2) survey data on 
merchandising relationships among elevators in each financing situation. 
Estimates of potential new sales for financing situations Aa and Ba are 
as followst 
Item Aa Ba 
Grain sales $53*200 $89,300 
Sideline sales 61,600 50,000 
Ottier income 4»300 7,100 
Non-monber sales 15*400 12,500 
Initldl supplies of merchandising requiren»nts establish limitations 
on JHBrchandlaing activities during the transiticaial period. These require-
loents include (1) fixed assets, (2) current assets, (3) operating inputs, 
including labor, depreciatim, and other operating expenses. The sup­
plies of these requiraaents are specified in Table 37. 
S. DepartEfint of Agriculture. Agricultural statistics, 'fash-
ington, D. C. 1949-1954. 
%owa State Department of Agriculture. lovffl Year book of agricul-
txare. Des Moines, Iowa. The State of lovm. 1948-1954. 
\5rlie D* Goodsell, ^  a^. Farm costs and returns, 1954 (with com­
parisons), coEiaercial family operated farms, by type and location. U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Agr, Research Service, Agr. Info. Bxxl No. 
139. 1955. 
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Table 37* Supply of Umitatlmal sales recjuirenents, by financing 
situation®^ 
Item Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Fixed assets supply^ 
Grain sales 
Sideline sales^ 
O^er incoaw 
Joint utilisation 
10.0 
13.9 
14.9 
1.1 
(thousand dollars) 
16.2 32.1 
16.0 40.3 
34.1 24.2 
16.0 8.C 
10.9 
6.7 
37.5 
91.6 
Current assets supply^ 
Grain sales 
Sideline sales 
Joint utilization 
10.1 
25.2 
15.5 
12.8 
42.7 
15.5 
16.9 
73.3 
15.5 
22.3 
94.1 
15.5 
Opwating inputs 21.6 31.1 42.9 56.7 
Total financing 92.5 155.9 213.9 283.6 
^Average values at respective geometric ineans. 
%a8ed on data from 86 elevators. 
^Including non-oember sales* 
%&sed on data from 52 elevators. 
The fi3»d assets of the cooperative my be included in a single cate­
gory provided (1) the iiKiividtial asset items are perfect complements or 
perfect substitutes in production, and (2) the individual asset items in­
volve Idle same financing retjuirerrents. The fixed asset requireEcrtts are 
computed from data for the sample of 86 elevators. Ihe first assumption 
may be violated because of peculiarities of the type-of-farming area, 
e.g., amount of surplus grain available for export from the local area 
and the business voliuae in grain and sidelines, nAiich establish the amount 
of patronage refunds earned and the amount of investment in regional 
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cooperatives. However^ essentially perfect substitution is likely to 
exist between several of the different forms of long-term financing that 
woiild be available to finance investment in regionals or investment in 
lliysical jxLant axid equii^nt. 
partial regression coefficients were derived for each financing situ­
ation to show the percentage change in total fiind assets associated with 
a caie-percent change in specified sales^ i.e., grain, sidelines and other 
incoB» (Appendix). The percentage values are approximated by absolute 
ik 
values at the respective geometric means. These values show the rela­
tively large fixed asset requirements of the other incoias category, and 
also, the relatively large asset requirements for expansion of merchan-
dising and other services at the low volume levels. The low coefficients 
for financing situation Bb suggest relatively large unused capacities 
among eilevators in this group. 
The c\a:*rent asset structure for the population of elevators may be 
grouped into the cowponent parts, i.e., cash balance, accounts receivf^le 
and inventory, and subsequently the individual parts may be related to 
variations in the level of specified sales. The relationship between a 
stock variable, e.g., cash balance, and a flow variable, e.g., grain sales. 
Sales requirements may be specified as linear coefficients that show 
the amount of a limitational requiren^nt utilized per luiit, e.g., dollar 
of sales. These coefficients are valid, however, over a limited range 
of sales in each financing situation. It is assumed that the allowable 
range in eadi ^ ogram involves a linear relationship between sales and 
the several requirements. 
^^Otoer income includes mainly income from handling and storage of 
government grain. It is comparable to gross operating proceeds on 
sales. 
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however, may be specified according to different unit time periods. In 
this study, 52 of the 86 elevator associations provided data on average 
monthly cash balances, accounts receivable and inventory (Appendix). 
These data are related to tiie value of annual sales for t^e fiscal year 
ending 1953-54. 
The labor eacpense group includes salaries and images, cost of employee 
insurance, and the tasoes inposed by participaticm in the federal social 
sectirity and unemployment craaapensation prograiss. Labor eiq^ense in an 
average dievator cooperative comprises two-thirds of the total operating 
esqsense, exclusive of depreciation charges and interest e^q)ense (Appendix). 
One-third to one-sixth of the total labor esqiense was attributed to the 
smnager's salary during the fiscal year ending 1953-54. 
Depreciation expense is affected by variations in the age structure 
of assets. The depreciation rate was 9.0 and 7.1 percent, respectively, 
for elevators in financing situations Aa and Ba ind 5^4 and 6.6 percent, 
respectively, for elevators in financing situations Ab and Bb (Appendix). 
The larger proportion of new higher cost construction in financing situ­
ations Ab and Bb result in hi^er depreciation rates for these two 
categories. 
Other operating eaqoenses include (1) rent, (2) repairs, (3) property 
taxes, (4) insurance, (5) utilities, (6) office and elevator supplies, 
(7) advertising, and (8) other general expenses. The other e3<pense re-
quireuerits of the different sales groups are comparable to their labor 
requirements. Certain economies of size are apparent, however, for the 
other operating expense group. 
The several groups of operating reqpxirements, both fixed and variable. 
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may be aggregated and analyzed in their entirety. In the short-run, i.e., 
within a marketing season, the different requirements are relatively fixed 
in total aniount. But from year-to-year, other operating expenses and 
labor estpense my be varied. However, the relationship between sales and 
the requireraent is not perfectly ^eversible, i.e., expansion may be accom-
pliahed more quickly than a contraction of resource inputs. 
The joint utilization categories under fixjed assets supply and cur­
rent assets supply, in Table 3?* pertain to that part of the total re­
quirements which Kiay be used with equal efficiency in any of the speci­
fied production activities. Finally, the operating input category per­
tains to annual operating ejqjenses, including depreciation but excluding 
interest payiaents. 
Sales requirements per unit of grain sales are specified in Table 38. 
Varying levels of imused capacity among the four financing situations 
accoimt for a wide range in coefficient values. The relatively small 
fixed assets requiretients per dollar of grain sales is consistent with 
the relatively large supply of this requirement. Unit requirements of 
current assets, however, are constant among the four financing situations. 
Operating inputs per unit of sales attain a niaxinsun for the level 
of grain sales specified in financing situation Ba. Similarly, total 
financing requirements are a naxisnm at this level of grain sales, but 
the peculiarities inherent in the financing situation, insofar as they 
affect the fixed assets coefficient, also affect the total financing coef­
ficient. 
The initial supply of current assets, rather than \mit requirements 
at the specified naerchandising levels, differ aiming the financing situation. 
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Table 3S* Liiaitatiaial sales requirements per dollar of grain sales, by 
financing situation 
Item Aa 
?itmt4oR 
Ab 6a Bb 
Fixed assets 
Current assets 
Operating inputs 
Total fiiiancing 
(cents per dollar) 
3.75 4.97 7.18 1.84 
3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78 
1.38 1.62 1.63 1.60 
7.65 8.89 11.10 7.22 
Limitational requirements per dollar of sidriine sales, listed in 
Table 39 are foiir-to-seven-fold greater than in grain Eierchandising. l^ie 
pattern of unit requirements of sideline sales, however, is similar to 
the pattern of grain requirements. The sideline merdiandising requirements 
listed also apply to the non~Bieii&>er sales* 
Table 39. Liadtational sales requirenients per unit of sideline sales, by 
financing situation 
Item Aa Ab Ba Bb 
(cents per dollar) 
14.23 9.66 14.18 2.72 
25.75 25.75 25.75 25.75 
9.22 7.85 6.33 6.51 
40.75 36,06 40*46 29.01 
Fixed assets 
Current assets 
Operating inputs 
Total financing 
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Other incoBi© requires only two resource groups—fixed assets and 
operating inputs. Current asset requirements are negligible and, there­
fore, are excluded froBi the linear prograaasdng laodel. The fixed assets 
and operating input coefficient, however, provide for the largest total 
unit reqiiirements among the three primary merchandising activities (Table 
40). 
Table 40. Liicitational sales requirements per dollar of ot^er income, by 
financing situation 
Item 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Fixed assets 
Operating inputs 
Total financing 
(cents per dollar) 
190.64 2^.29 164.51 145.55 
64.86 63,78 80.56 69.79 
204.00 285.61 171.31 152.92 
T.imltstlonal reouireMents of financing activities. 
The liiaitational requirements of financing activities may be speci­
fied in terms of (1) the supply of limitational financing requirements and 
(2) the quantities of different forms of internal financing associated 
vfito unit sales. The supply of financing requirements may be specified 
according to the two major categories of financing, i.e., debt financing 
and equity financing, with the former including short-term financing and 
long-term financing in the fora of bank loans and building notes sold to 
laembers. It is assmed that the distributions in Table 41 roay change over 
the planning period and hence th^ pertain only to the financial struc­
tures at the beginning of the planning period. 
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Table 41* Supply of Iteitational financing requirerrtents, by financin,^ 
situation 
Item 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab 3a Bb 
(thousand dollars) 
Debt financing 
Notes payable 4.4 5.0 8.7 4.8 
Accounts payable 5.0 8.4 9.4 18.9 
Kortgage loans 4.2 13.7 3.7 15.9 
Total 13.6 27.1 21.8 39.6 
Equity financing 
Kember^ip 2.3 4.7 15.3 9.4 
preferred stock 3t4 14.0 34.3 27.5 
Deferred refunds 51.2 77.7 80.7 152.3 
Surplus 22.0 32.4 61,8 54.8 
Total 78.9 128.8 192.1 244.0 
The financing reqidreirents of each cooperative are related to (1) the 
structure of assets and operating expenses of the cooperative, and (2) the 
structure of laeniber preferences. ^Tiether or not ilnancing sources avail­
able to the elevator association provide adequate funds to cover the 
various caijital and operating expenditures of the cooperative, an optijaua 
financial structure involves irore than adequate airounts of financing. 
The financial structure uaist achieve consistency between (1) financing 
needs, as ineasiured by the net benefits that way be imputsd to the required 
financing, (2) financing costs, and (3) financing preferences of meBabers. 
An analysis of financing renuireiaents that is related to the production 
requiraaents of elevator associations ciay show the different kinds of 
financing instruments needed iii these associations. 
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The vaiying seasonal production rec^ireraents of elevator associations 
may be financed tlarou^ (a) trade credit, in the fon® of accotmts payable, 
and (b) bank notes and loans, >Aiich may be obtained throui^ an open line 
of credit, or based on collateral in the form of inventory and other assets. 
Both sources of financing are included in the current liability accounts. 
Current liabilities, as a function of sales, vary widely among the 
86 elevator associations included in the study. The proportion of total 
financing accomplished throu^ current liability accounts, however, tends 
a 
to vary inversely with the annual volume of sales (Appendix). !Rie total 
cxxrrent liabilities for the average elevator association in each financ­
ing situation increases from 9*4 thousand dollars in financing situation 
Aa to 13.4 thousand dollars in financing situation Ab and 18.1 and 23»7 
thousand dollars, respectively, in financing sit\iations Ba and Bb. 
The other income category involves the largest amount of current 
liabilities, per dollar of such income, but again, is not comparable to 
requirements per dollar of grain or sideline sales. Accrued federal and 
state income taxes on the net savings allocated to storage income con­
tribute part of the increased liabilities. Other factors ttiat are associ­
ated with a larger volume of government grain handled and stored, i.e., 
generally larger ovei'-all operations, account for an additional part of 
the increased current liability accounts. 
The amount of notes payable and the amount of the line of credit 
available to the cooperative are inversely related to the ariKtunt of ca^ 
^Monthly variations in accounts payable, however, were not 
ascertained. 
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balances and accounts receivable. Detailed analyses of the current asset 
and current liability accounts of 52 elevator associations show that aver­
age laontiily cash balances decrease 6.23 cents for every dollar Increase 
in the aiaount of the line of credit. Average monthly accounts receivable 
decrease 10.68 cents for every dollar increase in the aiMunt of notes pay­
able at the end of the fiscal year. Short-term capital needs laay be raore 
econoiaically available throu^ lljie of credit rather than a higher cash 
balance. However, cianagefii«nt and meiitiers may have an aversion to short-
term indebtedness, Khich is shown in a willingness to maintain a more 
strict line of credit, i.e., accovints receivable, with patrons. 
The quantity of accounts payable, associated with, or derived from 
one-dollar of specified sales, are susmrized in Table 42. It is assumed 
that accounts payable provide a cost-less source of financing if these 
accounts are paid within the contract period that is free of any penalty 
for delayed payment. 
Table 42. Accounts payable per dollar of specified sales, by financing 
situation 
Item 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
(cents per dollar) 
Grain sales 0.22 0.25 0.25 
1.58 3.65 8.25 
12.34 10.75 12.02 
0.25 
Sideline sales 9.90 
Other income 8.94 
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Long-tem financing includes (a) loortgage loans and notes, (b) pre-^ 
ferred stock, (c) allocated patronage rofvmds, (d) surplus, and (e) ewev-
bership certificates, or coimon stock purchased as a condition of meiaber-
ship* 
Analyses of the financial statemaits of selected elevator associations 
witti mortgage loan experience show that only 30 percent of the variation 
in the largest anraunt of long-tenr. indebtedness, or peak loan, during the 
10 year period, 1945-1954, is explained by the following variables: net 
fixed assets, net current assets, average net savings, and periaanent 
capital, i.e., laeicber equity. Significant relationships occurred between 
peak loans and (a) average net savings and (b) average fixed assets (Ap­
pendix) « !nie amoirnt of the peak loan was inversely related with the 
fonaer, and directly with the latter. Management factors laay further 
e^qslain variations in the aiaount of long-term indebtedness. 
The amount of preferred stock in the elevator associations analyzed 
was affected by local and historical conditions and hence it was not an®-
nable to analysis in terras of available data from financial statements. 
It is postulated, however, that total investment capital available from 
mcKbers, throuj^ preferred stock and buildings notes, is 50 dollars per 
meraber in financing situations Aa and Ba and 75 dollars per seniber in 
financing situations Ab and Bb. 
Allocated patronage refunds are related to the past level of sales, 
particularly, the past level of net savings. The average annual alloca-
The estimates appear reasonable on the basis of available data re­
garding Hffijriberrfiip characteristics and the financing experience of the 
32 elevators analj^ed. 
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tion# to patronage refunds and the length of the revolving period specify 
toe acKJunt in the revolving fund. The marginal cost of additional pat­
ronage refunds ntust not exceed the laarginal net benefits of patronage 
under an optimm financing plan* 
Financing available frcsn surplus fluids may be specified in terms of 
toe average amtial allocation to the surplus accounts and the average 
period of these allocations. Surplus raust equal at least 25 percent of 
the value of assets, but not more than 40 percent, as provided by Iowa 
law. Generally, toe allocations to surplus are from net operating jsro-
ceeds attributed to other income and non-raeiaber sales, the latter includ­
ing primarily sideline sales, e.g., petroleum and lumber. 
Allocations to toe deferred patronage revolving fund may be determined 
after payment of incoioe taxes, interest dividends, and allocations to sur­
plus, until toe latter has attained the specified legal ndniimm amount. 
After that, the surplus account is a residxxal claimant to net operating 
proceeds. 
The amount of financing availsJale from meinberships is specified by the 
articles of incorporation, i.e., specified meHtoerahip fees. Kembership 
fees range between 5 and 100 dollars, with a modal value of 10 to 25 
dollars. 
FinaLly, collateral requireE«nts of lenders and the financing prefer­
ences of EieHtbers, directors and raanageaent, may provide important limita­
tions to the distribution of financing sources between term financing and 
indebtedness. Banks may rec|uire at least 40 to 60 percent of the total 
financing in the form of equity financing. Mentoers, however, may prefer 
a higher equity ratio, as indicated in Table 23. 
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valuation 0? FIKAHCING iuID Wl^CH^JiDISlWa ffiiOUPS 
I'arket i>riceg are used to assign unit values to inputs and outputs. 
Different degrees of local competition are implicitly included in the 
stratification of the elevator population into four financing situations. 
Moreover, different probabilities are associated vdth each coefficient 
that is differentiated by financing situation. It is assuisaed, however, 
that the estimated coefficients are knovm vdth certainty. 
Analytical Models and Procedvires for 
Estimation of Unit Values of Specified Activities 
The data used to derive the value coefficients were fitted to a loga-
rithiflic iraodel of the form specified in the preceding chapter. The value 
coefficients were computed at the geometric means for each financing 
sitiiaticri. Hence, the relevant statistical model may be denoted by 
\i^ere, 
» the value coefficient for the activity, 
~ percent change in the i^ requirement associated ^d.th a one 
unit diange in tiie j variable 
^ t'Vi 
« qtxantity of the i^" requireiient at its geometric Biean 
4"V\ 
Xj" « quantity of the j variable at its geometric mean 
In each situation, 'Vj and are estiiaated by c^ and b^^, respectively. 
Finally, an activity is defined as a distinct and separate sales output 
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or financing resource. 
OptilHuin levels of business operations are defined in terms of the 
choice criterion. This criterion involves the nsaximization of the xmit 
net savings of the association. Unit net savings comprise the difference 
between unit prices and xmit costs for a coiriniodity or a conmiodity group, 
i.e., an activity. It nay be observed that the most profitable activities 
for Idle participating members of the cooperative are those with the hi|^-
est net realized margins per \init of sales. 
Estimated Unit Values of Specified Activities 
The unit values of specified activities are listed by the nature of 
the activity. The sales and financing coefficieaats are based on multiple 
regression analyses of (1) gross operating proceeds and net savings of 
elevators, and (2) net returns of capital inputs on paiiiicii)atin,'^ farms. 
Merchandising activities. 
The gross operating proceeds congDrise the available net payments to 
cover operating expenses. The residual proceeds represent the net savings 
of the cooperative, T«.iiich are allocated to four najor categories, i.e., 
interest dividends, surplus, income taxes and deferred refunds. 
AH Eerchaiidising activities involve prices at two levels of price 
transactions: (1) prices at the market level and (2) prices at the farm, 
or local elevator, level. The realized margin comprises the difference 
It is recognized that the initial settlsawit between the patron and 
his cooperative does not represent a price in the conventional sense. 
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betk'/een these ti.'o sets of prices. Gross operating proceeds, therefore, 
comprise the total proceeds of the cooperative business, including patron­
age refurds earned frotti other cooperatives, after the initial payment for 
the goods handled. 
Gross operating proceeds per unit of specified sales, or gross mar­
gins, are the relevant value coefficients for the transitional nerchandis-
ing activities. These coefficients are suffimarized in Table 43• It is 
evident that grain margins decrease v-diile sideline margins increase vd.th 
volUEa of sales. Increased gross operating proceeds are associated vdth 
a larger variety of sidelines, particularly lumber and petroleum (Table 
31)* Hence, it may prove economic for cooperative elevators to operate 
•with SEialler laargins on grain as means of attracting patronage to make 
possible expansion into sidelines that offer vdder margins and j^reater 
opportunities for increased net operating proceeds. Finally, it is neces­
sary to specify the gross operating proceeds of service income as equiva­
lent to the incoine itself inasmuch as the coE3i»dity handled is the serv­
ice involved in storage and other operations that comprise the other 
income category. 
Table 43* Gross operating proceeds per dollar of specified sales, by 
financing situation 
Item 
Financing; situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
G^ain sales 2.80 
(cents per dollar) 
2.78 2.68 2.44 
Sideline sales 14.34 11.50 14.58 16.41 
Other incoine 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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The post-transitional, or terrainal, activities require additional 
assets and operating inputs. These additional retjuireiaents, however, are 
variable over the total financing period (Tables 38, 39 and 40). Hence, 
the unit values of these requirements Kust be deducted from the relevant 
vinit gross operating proceeds plus patronage reftmds earned to obtain the 
new set of value coefficients, ^^idi niay be designated as unit net savings, 
or net operating proceeds per unit of sales. Tlie variation in the fsattern 
of unit net savings according to financing situation is shown in Table 44. 
Table 44. Net operating proceeds per dollar of specified sales, by 
financing situation 
TtaBi Flnancir^^ ^ituattoi^ 
^ Aa Ab Ba Bb 
(cents per dollar) 
Grain sales 1.19 0.85 0.69 0.42 
Sideline sales 5.12 3.65 8.25 9.90 
Other income 35.14 36.22 19.44 10.21 
The additional non~iaenber sales activities involve a selling cost of 
one cent per dollar of sales. Hence, each of the coefficients for non-
Bteaber sales are one-cent less than the respective coefficient for side­
line sales* 
Financing activities. 
Financing costs, following Jacoby and -eston, comprise (1) price of 
the capital funds, including the opportunity costs of meniber eq^ties in 
deferred reftinds and sixrplua, (2) cost of obtaining and utilizing the funds. 
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(3) effect of tax liability and (4) flexibility in amount of funds uti­
lized.^ It is assmed that the costs of obtaining and utilizing the funds 
are handled adequately within the specified liinitations of each coopera­
tive and hence does not involve additional costs. 'Itie degree of flexi­
bility in ttie amount of funds utilized is handled in the requirements 
section of the linear prograraming presentation. 
Two categories of unit cost coefficients inust be ascertained in the 
valtiatic«i of financing resources. (1) Unit costs of interest-bearing 
certificates, with or without maturity date, are readily ascertained since 
they comprise (a) the interest charge and (b) the associated income tax 
claims, if any. (2) Unit costs of non-interest bearing fonas of finan­
cing, however, are less easily ascertained since the relevant unit costs 
are the alternative opportunity costs of the capital funds of the partici­
pating members, ^/Al±ch are tied-up in the cooperative. In this analysis, 
the assigned unit values approxiaate the troie values, but they show the 
financing implications of any specified structure of financing costs. 
The interest-bearing certificates include, (1) short-term bank notes, 
(2) long-term bank notes, (3) building notes purchased by members, and 
(4) preferred stodc. These categories, including acco^onts payable, may 
^Factors influencing management directly are (1) cost factors, (2) 
<palitative factors in fimd supplied, (3) inherent risk factors, (4) fac­
tors influencing managements' evaluation of risk, and (5) factors affect­
ing management's power of action. Factors influencing management in­
directly are (1) d\aracteristics of 'Uie firm and (2) financial standards. 
The authors propose this classification as a series of hyrjotheses for 
testing by empirical research. Neil H. Jacoby and J. Fred V'eston. Fac­
tors influencing managerial decisions in determining forms of business 
finaicing: an exploratory study. In Conference on Research in Business 
Finance. New lorit, Universities-Mational Bureau, National B\u*eau of 
Economic Research. 1952. 
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be described briefly in ternss of financing cost considerations. 
Accounts payable. Hie accounts payable group include accounts payable 
to (1) patrons, (2) wholesalers, (3) e&ployees, and (4) government units, 
payments m grain handled for patrons nay be withheld and used as a source 
of ahort-tern. financing without explicit expense to the cooperative (al­
though the aeEtoer patrons forego the opportunity cost on the withheld pay­
ment), Trade accounts, hov/ever, imy involve a loss of discount on unpaid 
accounts, \4iidh may constitute an important extra charge to the coopera­
tive that is short <xi available cash. It is assumed, however, that each 
cooperative will maintain a specified level of accounts payable as defined 
by toe voluBse of sales, without additional cost to the cooperative and its 
merabership. 
Bank notes and loans. Notes and loans generally constitute the laost 
economical forin of financiiig on a cost basis. The amount of funds is 
limited, hov/ever, by the collateral available as security and the finan­
cial position of the cooperative. It is estimated that banks charge 5 and 
5| percent interest, respectively, on long-term aiid short-term notes. A 
survey of 52 elevator associations dui'ing Mardi, 1955, showed a relatively 
uniform interest diarge for a particular kind of loan, wlddi provides a 
basis for the estiiaated interest charge applicable to eadi of the four 
^oups of elevators in the study. Furthermore, it is posttjlated that bank 
requirements and raeitber preferences specify an equity ratio of 0.6 in fi­
nancing situation Aa and Ab and 0.4 in financing situations Ba and Bb. 
The use of the 0.4 equity ratio for financing situations Ba and Bb shows 
the effects on financial organization of a lower than average ecpity ratio. 
FarE»rs indicated in a recent survey, that they considered safe a mean 
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2 
equity ratio of 0.60. 
Btilldin^ notes. Five year, 4| percent building notes would provide a 
relatively econoiaical source of financing to supplecient bank notes and 
loans. The findings of the laesinber survey suggest that the percent rate 
my prove Hore successful than the usual 4 percent rate, althougji the ad­
ditional interest cost is relatively sr.iall. The cost of these funds, how­
ever, my exceed the cost of bank loans and notes as a result of the cost 
of obtaining and utilizing tiiese funds, e.g., proiaotion and assenibly costs. 
It is assumed that these additional costs would be negligible. 
Preferred stock. Generally preferred stock is issued with a 5 per­
cent interest rate, but no matvurity date or cuMilation of tmpaid divi­
dends. An added tar liability is incurred by preferred stock, ho^/ever^ 
and it also involves the costs of promotion and asseubly. It is assuiaed 
that the promotion and assembly costs are negligible. The federal and 
state tax liability raay be conpxted on the basis of less ttian 10,000 dol­
lars corporate profits. The total unit financing costs amount to 7.1 per­
cent of the principal. 
The non-interest bearing forms of financing include (1) membership 
certificates, (2) deferred refunds, and (3) siurplus. Inasmuch as the meia-
ber^ip is fixed in each financing situation, menibership certificates 
would not provide an additional source of financing and they would not 
incur additional financing costs. 
2 R* J, Hildreth. Fanners' investment decisions in relation to tijne 
and uncertainty. Unpublished ph. D. Thesis. Aises, Iowa State College 
Library. 1954. p. 128. 
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Deferred refunds* Deferred patronage refunds, when placed on a re­
volving basis, comprise the revolving fund of the cooperative.^*^ Hie pro­
motion and a6seK4)ly cost is nondnal and the member carries the tax 
liability, but the aiaount of financing is limited by the amount of net 
savings. Ken4>er opportimity costs are the only important costs involved 
in revolving fund financing. 
The opportunity costs of deferred refunds, i.e., revolving fund, xtiay 
require a procedure as follows; (1) ascertain the investment preference 
of the B»iBbership in terms of the rate of return on laeiribers' investment in 
the cooperative that is equivalent to a specified rate of return on in-
vestmentsj (2) ascertain iiie distribution of raeaber farms according to the 
rate of return on capital invested in these farms. The field survey of 
farm marfjers provides a basis for an estiraate of the discount rate on in?-
vestinent in 'Uie cooperative as couipared to the members* farms. It is 
postxilated, on the basis of data in Tables 21 and 22, that the discount 
rate for the two finaiicing situations with the linear programiaing applica­
tion, i.e., financing situations Aa and Ba, that the discount rate is 160 
percent and 200 percent, respectively. It is postulated further, using 
data for farms in northern loiia,^ that the net return on capital invest­
ment in meBiber farms is 9 percent and 3 percent, respectively, in finan­
cing situaticms Aa and Ba. The opportunity costs of deferred refunds 
^Soiae cooperatives have several revolving funds, and may even, in a 
liriiited sense, revolve their coramon stock. But the currently effective 
state law pertaining to agricultural cooperatives explicitly provides 
for revolving only the deferred pataronage refunds. 
^Earl 0. Heady and Russell Shaw. Resource returns and productivity 
coefficients in selected fanning areas of loiiia, Montana and Alabaina. Anses, 
Iowa, Iowa Agr. Exp. 3ta. Bxil. 425. 1955* 
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invested in the cooperative, therefore, are 14.5 percent arid 6.0 percent, 
respectively, in the two financing situations. 
Siirpltts. Financing by surplus involves the sarae coats as revolving 
funds financing, except ttiat a large percentage of the surplus funds result 
fiHJin non-Eientoer patronagej in the latter case, surplus financing is a more 
economical forra of financing for the association. It is assumed that all 
surplus funds are obtained from (1) other income, and (2) non-meril)er sales. 
Hence, these funds represent a costless source of funds to the cooperative 
association. 
The manager and directors of a cooperative laay engage in a siiailar 
reasoning process that involves estiRiates of relative returns on capital 
in the cooperative on participating farms. 
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FINANCI/vL FiHiCHAilDlSlNO PliOGl^ii^ilNG 
Progcanitdng of financing and merchandising activities in a coopera­
tive elevator association my be accoEplished within a two-fold framework: 
(1) the economic theory of the firm, modified to allow for the unique 
bdiavior of participating nieinber patrons in a cooperative and including 
the econoid.cs of vertical integration, provides the economic logic to pre­
pare certain basic dataj (2) the methods of raathejaatical prograKoaing make 
possible the application of the basic data to problems of financial man-
ageamt md planning in the cooperative association. The marginal analysis 
of classical ecmoraics is supplemented by modern mathematics to achieve 
useful research results that n&y have wide application. 
Logical pases of F^oiancLal Planning in the Cooperative Association 
The economic conditions for optiiaality in financing cooperatives have 
been described in a previous study,^ Briefly, the optinaua financial plan 
is one that allows the participating meEbers to niaxiiniae the net benefits 
of HieBtoership as a function of the expected withdra\iral stream for the 
joint activity. The optimuia structure depends, however, not only upon the 
factors that add to Ute stock of ca^ in the cooperative but also upon the 
preferaace of the participating entrepreneurs in relation to toe cmount and 
time pattern of withdrawals. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the 
decision-iaaking process arfioiig the laembers in the cooperative association. 
1 
Kaki, cit. 
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2 The decision-making frairifivrork for this study follows Hurvdcz • It is 
postulated that laeHbers of a cooperative participate in the joint activity 
to fflaxiiidze the net benefits, or utility, of money withdrawals from the 
cooperative* 
The decisioiv-making environaifint includes (1) factors that are known 
at the time of the decision, e.g., initial assets of men]i>ers and of the 
cooperative activity, (2) unknown factors that must be predicted, e.g., 
future prices, and (3) factors that change according to the decisions made 
by the mKiibers and the nanager, e.g., expansion of a specific line of 
merdiandising in the cooperative. These factors provide for choice, within 
limits, of the production program and the prospective withdrawal stream 
that raaxiffiizes the utility of the participating entrepreneurs. However, 
the decisions relating to the joint activity have the added qualification 
that they are made mutually with the joint activity as an integral part 
iHi' 
of each participating firm. The relevant choice decisions are those 
affecting the size and time pattern of the expected withdraml stream for 
The postulate of utility Kaximization is based on several assuirjptions; 
(1) ttiat the participating entrepreneurs' utility is based on the prospec­
tive vdthdravjal stream; (2) that the participating entrepreneurs are able 
to form soffie expectations with regard to factors and agents of production; 
(3) the participating entrepreneiirs act rationally to maxiMze their 
iiid.-*vidual utilities; and (4) that the participating entrepreneurs do not 
save within their hous^olds. participating firms, however, nay maximize 
their utilities throu^ ottier means than the net savings withdrawn from the 
cooperative. 
The participating firros and not the cooperative maximizes the ex­
pected withdrawal stream. 
Huarwicz. Theory of the firm and investment. Econometrica. 
14:109-136. 1946. 
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the joint activity. "Wi© menber patrons of the cooperative, therefore, laay 
select one of several possible production plans and financing plans be­
cause of their particular appraisal of future conditions and their particu­
lar preference systems insofar as members make real decisions regarding the 
operating and financial policies of the cooperative* 
Nature of investasnt decisions. 
The meiisers have a choice as to the size and time pattern of the 
mney withdrawal stream from the stock of cash in the cooperative* If 
toey have a time preference toward the present, they will nvithdraw cur­
rently a relatively large aisjount of the stock of cash. If they have a 
time preference towards the future, they will invest more of ttie funds in 
toe cooperative and as a result increase their prospective withdrawals. 
They may also prefer to borrow currently to supplement the funds obtained 
from net savings. Finally, they Bay disinvest in securities to add acre 
to t^ie available funds for investment in ttie cooperative itself. 
The investment may resxilt in improved services or increased net sav­
ings to raeaibers. The investment also nay provide the additional iiiduce-
ments of size and growth, or these may be the primary inducements for the 
investnient.^ 
The investiBent decisions differ from one association to the next 
because of the underlying coiditions* These conditions can be grouped 
according to some logical basis so that recomendations icay be generalized. 
^Siiaon refers to these induceaients as "conservation" values. These 
values also tay be important to the more mobile employees. Simon, 
op. cit. 
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First, the position of the cooperative in its growth cycle affects 
its financing situation. Two criteria were specified to define the growth 
stages (1) the size of the cooperative and (2) the rate of grov/th of the 
coop®-ative. The first is measured by the average net savings of the co­
operative ov«r a four-year periodj the second, by the diange in total 
assets over the saioe period. 
Several different price situations may be specified to provide for 
financing -situations at different stages in the econondc cycle. However, 
only the 1953-54 price situation is used in this study. Finally, vdthin 
eadi association a certain pattern of mentoership characteristics is speci­
fied, including (1) capital position of the menibers, as measured by the 
productivity of capital in the individual faria, and (2) participation of 
the mnjbers in the cooperative, as measured by attendance at the annual 
nMetings, patronage and attitudes relating to participation in the coopera­
tive. 
The two-way classification may have any nuntoer of levels for ea(^ 
classification, but for the purpose of a first approximation, two levels 
are specified for each situation. Hence, there are four distinct finan­
cing situations. Four sets of relations specified by the analytical raodel 
are required. A particular cooperative association may be coc^sared with 
^e four differ«it financing situations; the sitiiation which best describes 
i^e financing problem in that coopemtive would be selected as an approxi-
oiation of the true situation and the set of relatlon^ips v^ich apply to 
that situation may be used to obtain an optiBum financing plan* 
An alternative procedure would involve the specification of a eoia-
plete decision-Biaking envlronraent. Different financing situations would 
have different values assigned to the relevant factors. 
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InveatBient. growth and exDatiaion of merch&ndialng services. 
A fonaidable obstacle in investment theory, vAiidi is applicable to 
this study, is the matter of uncertainty and expectations; this is con-
cocdttant with the problem of growtdi. Investment ttieory is particularly 
dependeot upm a formulation of soirie ordering of consequences. The fonnula-
J C ^ V 
tion problem is handled in several ways. Fisher, Hicks, Lange, Steindl, 
and Friedman and Savage, hold that uncertainty is described in terms of 
probability distributions. Thna it is possible to develop a single dis-
9 tribution of prices by compounding probabilities. Hart has criticized 
this procedure because of the irreversibility of the process and toe loss 
of relevfimit information. 
10 11 
A non-probabilistic school, including Kni^t and Shackle, argue 
Irving Fisher. The theory of interest. New York, The Maciaillan 
Company. 1930. 
R. Hicks. Value and capital. Second edition* Oxford, The 
Clarendon press. 1946. 
^Oskar Lange. Price flexibility and employment. Bloomington, Ind., 
Principia press. Inc. 1952* 
Stdindl. Capitalist enterprise and risk. Oxford Econocdc papers, 
7:21-45. 1945. 
Hilton Friedman and L. J. Savage. The utility analysis of dioices 
involving risks. Journal of political Econoi^. 66{279-304. 1948. 
^Albert Gailord Hart. Risk, uncertainty and unprofitability of com­
pounding probabilities, pp. 110-118 in Oscar Lange, et al. (eds). Studies 
in mathematical economics and econometrics. Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press. 1942. 
^%rank Kni^t. Risk, uncertainty and profit. New York, Houston 
Mifflin Co. 1921. 
L. Shackle. Expectations in economics. Cairbridge, Caidbridge 
University press. 1949« 
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that deciaion-mking is a unique process and, therefore, lacking in sta­
tistical verification. It is recognized, ho./ever, that past experience 
frequently series as a basis for predicting success in regard to similar 
12 future situations, even though these situations are unique in themselves. 
13 1^ Empirical studies by Gainer and Brovmlee, D. B. 'illiams, W. F. 
15 16 
'/illiams, and Heady and Kaldor, give some support to the view that 
farmers formulate a probability distribution of prices. Katona's and 
17 Morgan's study of the investment decisicsas of Kichi/^an inanufacturers, 
18 19 
Gort's study of electric utility firms, and the studies by Heller 
20 
and Keade and Andre-i^s, however, fail to suggest a consistent theory of 
3. Weckstein. On the use of the theory of probability in 
economics. Review of Econoirdc Studies. 20; 191-198* 1952-53* 
13 CJainer and Q. H. Brovmlee. PcirinBrs' price ejq^ectations and the 
rate of uncertainty in farm planning. Journal of Farm Economics. 31: 
266-275. 1949. 
14 D. B. V/illiams. Price expectations and reactions to uncertainty. 
Journal of Farm Jlconoraics. 33: 20-39. 1951. 
15 F. Williams. An empirical study of price e^qjectations and reac­
tions to uncertainty. Joiirnal of Farm Economics. 35; 355~370. 1953. 
16 Earl 0. Heady and Donald R. Kaldor. Expectations and errors in 
forecasting agricultural prices. Journal of Political Econon^. 62; 
34-47. 1954. 
17 George Katona and James N. Morgan. The quantitative study of fac­
tors determining business decisions. Ouarterly Journal of Economics. 
66; 67-90. 1952. 
^^ichael Gort. Hie planning of investment; a study of capital 
budgeting in the electric power industry, I and II. Journal of Business. 
24; 79-96 and 181-203. 1951. 
19 
''alter V, Heller. The anatorry of investment decisions. Harvard 
Business Reviev/, 29; 95-103. 1951. 
20 J. E. Keade and P. S. Andrews. Summary of replies to questions 
on effects of interest rates. Oxford Economic papers. 1; 14-31. 1938. 
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ejqjectations and fonmlation of investment decisions for the business firm. 
Hurvdcz postulates the ability of entrepreneurs to forrii some expec-
21 tations, »diether correct or not, i«e., subjective probability. The 
postulate of utility maximization allows for the reaction of the different 
psydiological make-ups to the probability distributions of anticipated 
events. In this way, an entrepreneur can select that investment plan, or 
stream of prospective money vdthdravjals, viiidv he most prefers. It is 
assumed, following Hurwicz, that anticipated prices, and other factors 
Kdiich are unknown but can be predicted, have a probability distribution 
described by a single value, i.e., the expected value. The different 
preferences of entrepreneurs come into play in choosing from among several 
investment plans that plan vrtiich best satisfies these preferences. 
Investn^nt in the joint activity involves aspects of the entrepre­
neur's pa'eference stimcture ^iihich become particularly iriportant in tercis 
of participation in the joint activity, namely, the investment preference 
and financing preference of the participating entrepreneur acting jointly 
v±th other jaiadbers of the cooperative association. The entrepreneur must 
formulate expectations regarding the joint activity and the action of 
other members, insofar as they affect the joint activity, as a basis for 
rational decision-naking in the cooperative association. Financing deci­
sions, also, are based upon the asstunption of subjective predictability 
and the ability to formulate expectations. 
Each investment sitxiation, or financing situation, has a unicpie set 
of conditions affecting growth in the cooperative. Investment decisions 
^^wwicz, 0£. cit. 
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must be related, therefore, to the environment of which they are a part 
in order to evaluate differcsices that exist betvreen an optiBaim set of 
investment decisions for given situations and the decisions which are 
actually- rnade. 
Application of Linear Prograisming to Financial Planning in 
Cooperative Associations 
Linear prograJSEiing offers an approach to the solution of the long-
run production-investiuent-financing problem complex. Approxiiixately optimal 
levels of activity for capital budgeting and financial planning purposes 
may be worked cut from a static model. T^ie limitations of the nwdel and 
technique, however, present certain obvious difficulties in the solution 
of the long-run jaroblem complex. 
The problem of growth and the problem of information are two aspects 
of financial planning to which this chapter is addressed. Ilie problem of 
growth in the cooperative association is handled by use of a transitional 
production and financial program that is an integral part of the long-run 
program. The problea of inforniation is handled in two ways: (1) by use 
of tiie sequence of plans su^ested above, and (2) by use of certain easily 
ascOTtained variables as estiiaates of relevant cost and income relation­
ships. 
Estiiaates of the level of fixed inputs that are available during the 
transitional period my involve a certain elen»nt of prediction insofar 
as previously sdieduled changes in these inputs are in process. Finally, 
estimtes of the available financing among mecdsers in the transitional 
and post-transitic»ial periods niust depend on previous expeidence with 
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solicitation of meiidDer participation in financing. Errors in these esti­
mates for the transitional period nay be compensated in subsequent esti-
raates. The short one year transitional period, moreover, allows for a 
relatively high degree of accuracy in prediction based on the previous 
forecast eaqserience. 
The seasonal pattera of merchandising in the cooperative association 
provides for a forecasting procedure that has a series of forecast target 
dates corresponding to the laercharidising pattem. Peak sales occur near 
the end of the calendar year for the association engaged primarily in grain 
merchandising. Sideline merchandising nay result in a secondary peak ap-
proxiioately six laonths earlier, Modi^ani and Hohn have deraonstrated that 
•Uie optimum production schedule for each interval of the entire planning 
horizon is generally identical vdth the optiraoK plan for the entire plan-
QO 
ning period. the relevant expectation and planning horizon for finan­
cial prc^ramiaingj, also, will tend to cover a full seasonal cycle, except 
vAxen the physical plant and labor force increase rapidly. Only limited 
infoimation for subsequent intervals of ttie entire planning horizon is 
23 
necessary. 
The paucity of adequate cost and income data for the cooperative 
association presents a serious limitation to a general accept^ce of capi­
tal budgeting and financial planning procedures. This difficulty laay be 
overcorae to some extent with the use of laore readily obtainable variables 
Modighani and F. E. Hohn. production planning over time and 
nature of the expectation and planning horizon. Econometrica. 23: 
46-66. 1955. 
^%bid. p. 64. 
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as estimates of the relevant cost and revenue relationships. Charnes, 
Cooper and Mellon suggest the use of cost surrogates, e.g., labor hours 
in place of the unlcnovm total costs that are relevant to certain decision 
f^mctions.^ Specific quantitative information is necessary only at the 
subhorizons, or the end of the transitional periods. In addition to labor 
hours, an index of construction costs, and an ijidex of financing costs aay 
be used in the linear prograimidng solution. 
Linear programrainp; problera. 
The primry linear programrtdnR problem my be stated as follows; 
ith a prescribed level of sales for each raerchar^dising departnent and 
a prescribed (1) lower liiait of unit return for each department aiid (2) 
upj.er limit of unit cost lor each process, what level of each department 
or process should be attained in order to rnaxij.dze the total net savings 
of the cooperative? Two related probleKis of linear progranurdng are in­
volved, the production organization problem and the resoxarce valuation prob­
lem. The fimdaiaental existence theorem for the dual problens provides 
that feasible solutions of either problem exist if and only if feasible 
25 
solutions of the other problem exist. 
In this discussion, 
"till 
= imits of i requirement in time period t (5«1) 
^A. Charnes, ¥. ' . Cooper and B. Mellon. A model for optimizing 
production by reference to cost surrogates. Econometrica. 23:307-323. 
1955. 
25 
A. Charnes, . :. Cooper, and A. Henderson. An introduction to 
linear prograniirdng. John I'iley and Sons, Inc. Nexf York, 1953. 
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c,, • unit return or cost of the i " activity in time period t jt 
« units of i^ requirement in one tinit of the activity in 
tiiae period t 
+Vi 
» units of j activity in time period t 
Ilie level of the activity, x^, laist be determined so as to satisfy 
the conditions, 
Xj^4 0 (5.2) 
*jt ' Kit 
« maxiffium (5.4) 
The present value of the prograni, vihich covers a five year period, 
may be discounted so that 
^"55^ (i7^ . (t»0.1.2.3, h, i,, (5.5) 
lidiere r is the effective rate of interest, it may be assumed that all ex­
penses for a given year are made January 1 and that all income for a given 
year is received on December 31. The discounted value of the five year 
program will be laaxiEiized as a condition of optiroality, 
Kerch^djLg4nf^ gatrjjc. 
The merdrtandising matrix consists of four merchandising activities. 
Grain inerdiandising is the initial marketing function performed by a grain 
elevator. Sideline laerchandising, e.g., feeds, is an additional activity 
Hereinafter ttie tens activity is used synonymously Kith merdiandising 
depairtment, financing group, or capital eacpenditures group. 
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that fits into the seasonal pattern of merchandising, and to a lirrdted 
extent, without additional fixed outls^rs. 6rovd>h in membership and serv­
ices demanded my result, eventually, in an e3q>ansion of sideline mer-
charMiising, e.g», oil and lunijer, that involves additional capital out­
lays and operating e^enses. It is assumed, however, that both types of 
sideline merchandising are competitive vdth grain merchandising. Finally, 
toe cooperative my provide custom services, e.g., feed ndxing, and it iray 
participate in the government storage program. These additional services 
involve relatively large capital outlays in specialized equipn^nt and 
storage facilities. Since each merchandising function is treated as a 
separate activity, tiiese activities may be defined as follows; 
» dollar sales of grain 
-• dollar sales of sidelines 
« dollar sales of storage and other seirvices 
The laeiDberBhip nay decide to solicit non^^meniber patronage to realize 
soEoe econondes of size in each department. Since non-meEijers would not 
contribute to financing in the same way as iMinbers, the non-raeiiiber busi­
ness my be considered as a separate activity defined as follows: 
m. dollar sales of sidelines to non-meiobers. 
The long-range production program covers a five-year period, or four 
years beyond the transitional one-year period. During this period ad­
ditional available funds make possible expansion of the merchandising and 
Non-men&er sales in excess of the nondnal amount included with 
meiEtoer sales. 
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( 
non-msAer activities. These additional post-transitional activities Jnay 
be defined as follows; 
3c^ « additional dollar sales of grain after the transitional period 
• additional dollar sales of sidelines after the transitional 
period 
Xj » additional dollar sales of storage and other services after 
t^e transitional period 
* additional dollar sales of sidelines to non-meiribers after the 
transitional period 
The production activities are specified for several different finan­
cing oittiations. The net unit return, production coefficients, and 
available resources vary ixi each situation* 
The financing mtrix is in two parts—the transitional period relates 
to iaiaediately available financing methods i^ile the post-transitional 
period relates to financing methods that are dependent on cumulated allo­
cations from net savings and increases in different forms of collateral. 
"Kie transitional financing activities inclxide six different methods of 
financing, each with a unique set of total costs and restrictions* The 
short-tena fkiancing throu^ notes payahle to the local bank or Oiaaha Bank 
for Cooperatives, is limited to seasonal financing, e.g., investing and 
accounts receivable. The medixua and long-term finaiicing ttirou^ banks 
have certain collateral requirements and are used for financing physical 
Qualitative factors may be handled by use of several prograimning 
aitmtions. Measur^le quantities would allow the use of a single program. 
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facilities, althou^ they my be used also to refinance other assets. 
Building notes purchased by members are assumed to bear four percent 
interest and are payable in five years, i^eferred stock issued by the 
cooperative is non-accuinulating with no due date and bears five percent 
interest. Deferred patronage refunds are related to patronage and are 
paid in cash after a certain nuiaber of years in the revolving fund. Sur­
plus includsa allocations from net savings on both raentoer and non-Eien^ er 
business, but generally only non-men3jer business. The relevant costs of 
the latter two forma of financing are the member opportunity costs on each 
Member's share of eadi form of financing. The six unique Kethods of fi­
nancing represent six financing activities described as follows: 
X9 » total dollar financing from short-term banlc notes 
Xj^ • total dollar financing from long-term bank notes 
= total dollar financing from building notes purdaased by members 
" total dollar financing from preferred stodc purchased by 
nembers 
a total dollar financing from deferred patronage refunds 
« total dollar financing from surplus 
The post transitional financing activities include the additional 
an»unts of each fora of financing that are available over the second, 
third, fourtti and fifth years. The cost as well as the availability of 
eada form of financing differs from the transitional period and thus they 
are detioted as six additional activities as follows: 
» additional total dollar financing from short-term bank notes 
after the transitional period 
• additional total dollar financing from long-term bank notes 
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after the transitional period 
• additional total dollar financing trovx building notes pxirchased 
by HjQBibers after the transitional period. 
® additional total dollar financing from preferred stock purchased 
by Eieiabers after the transitional period 
* additional total financing from deferred patronage refunds 
after the trsuisitional period 
*20 • additional total financing from stirplus after the transitional 
period 
Recmirenients and restrictions. 
The two sets of restraints relate input and financing liraitations in 
each of the t«o time periods to the production-financing matrijc. Lindta-
tions of personnel, j^ysical facilities, total capital funds and membership 
are effective during the transitional period. Heiribership, and in the long-
run the nunfoer of farm operators, limits the size of toe cooperative in 
subsequent years. Finally, the financing limitations specify the collat­
eral and other requireiiTents of the several forms of financing. 
Limitational requireiuBnts of personnel and con^ilenientary inputs for 
the transitional period inay be denoted by 
(5-6) 
iihere, » supply of pei'soimel and complementary requirements for April 
(peak sideline sales). 
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Rg * supply of personnel and coiaplementary requirements for October 
(peak grain sales) 
Fixed assets supply and requirements may be denoted by 
a x^R (5.10) 
5j j 5 
where, » supply of fixed assets available for grain merchandising during 
the transitional period 
= supply of fixed assets available for sideline merchandising 
during the transitional period 
a supply of fixed assets available for services and other income 
The total capital limitation 
:s: ^  X (5.11) 
6j j 6 
vHfiere, « supply of financing available for merdiandising activities, 
pertains to the average monthly level of short-term and long-term financing 
to cover the asset and operating requirements of the cooperative. 
The mxlmuin levels of sales way be derated by 
2 a x (5.12) 
7j j 7 
r a X iR (5.13) 
'd J 8 
"a X cR (5.14) 
9j j 9 
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(5.15) 
^ere« R,^ » raaxlmuHi level of grain sales 
Hg • maxlrauBi level of sideline sales 
Eg » maxiinQia level of other income 
•• fflaxiBaim level of non-neraber sales 
The nejct six restrictions pertain to the availability of interest 
bearing and non-intereat bearing member financing. During the transitional 
period, the maxiEaua total aiaomt of preferred stock and building notes 
held by Ejeutoers is related to the productivity of capital on meidber farms, 
the financing and investment preferences of iaeii4)ers, the prospective return 
on the stocks and notes purdiased from the cooperative, and the total xaeEi-
bership. The laaxijnujn total amount in the revolving fund in the form of 
deferred patronage refunds and also the total an»unt in surplus and re­
serves are siniilarly a part of the initial conditions in the cooperative. 
Finally, these three restrictions inay be redefined for the post-transi-
tional period in terms of changes in the relevant initial conditions, ^fiie 
six restrictions, therefore, may be handled by three kinds of lixnitations, 
i.e., financing limitations, institutional limitations, and productivity 
limitations. 
The supply of financing may be specified as follows: 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.1S) 
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vftiere, » initial supply of financing mortgage loans, i.e., long-term 
bank notes and building notes 
R^2 » initial supply of financing from preferred stock 
* initial supply of financing froia deferred refunds 
» initial supply of financing from surplus 
Institutional limtations may be specified that provide for certain 
suj^mary ratios as sieasures of financial soundness. A debt-asset ratio and 
a sxirplus ratio, which pertain to miniinum relative levels of meiaber equity 
and surplus, may be denoted by 
^16j ° (5.21) 
Equations (5»20) and (5.21) specify, therefore, that the mestoer equity and 
surplus naist exceed certain levels that are a function of the total assets 
of the cooperative. 
The marginal productivity principle provides for the maxindzation of 
a choice criterion, e.g., profits, >4ien marginal revenue equals marginal 
cost. The optiamm level of resource allocation between the joint plant 
and the participating firms, according to the raarginal productivity 
principle may be denoted as follows* 
-J ^ ° (5-22) 
i^ere toe limitations raay be interpreted in the same way as in equations 
(5.20) and (5.21). 
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The liedtation em finmicing throu^^ membor purchases of investiaent 
securities my be denoted by 
Sj « ^ 18 
idaere, H,-, " total anticipated supply of investment among the meHibers of 
Xo 
the association. 
Finally, e3Q)ansion of the cooperative facilities during the planning 
period require additional financing. In fact, the ainount of expansion 
cannot exceed ttie aisount of additicaial financing available during a speci­
fied period, \idiich may be stipxxlated as the post-transitional period, i,e 
the years following ttje transitional period, in the financial plan. The 
expansion lisiitation, therefore, nsay be denoted by 
^19j ° 
Tiidiere the limitation may be interpreted again in the same way as in equa~ 
tions (5*20) and (5*21) 
Sunasaary Matrix and Progranaidng Operations 
The application of the linear programming technique to financial 
plamiing in an elevator cooperative may be illustrated in matrix notation. 
Let 
A • (Pj^, Pg ... Pjj) and (5.25) 
Pj " ^2j *** ^ column vector, (5.26) 
^^obeii; Dorfman. Application of linear programming to the theory 
of the firm. Berkeley, University of California Press. 195l» pp. 24-27 
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•••V* •'Vi 
>^ier0, » aaount of the i " reqiiirement in the j activity 
The n activities may be denoted by the vector, 
X » {x-^f X2 ••• Xjj) (5«27) 
t^ere, » level, or intensity of the activity 
The available quantity of each requirement Ciay be expressed by the 
vector 
R * (R3_, Rg ... (5.28) 
lAiere, » amount available of the i^'^ requirement 
The total utilization of each requirement mist not exceed the quantity 
of that reqidrement, i.e., algebraically, 
an / ai2 Xg / ... aijj Xyj (5.29) 
^21 ^  ^ ^22 ^  ^ ^ ^2n ^  
a , x _ / a « x / . . . / a  x  * R  
EU. 12 ' 182 X ' ' nin n m 
The solution of the linear prograimaing problem is simplified by the 
use of certain slack vectors that transform the linear inecpialities in 
equation (5»29) into linear equalities. These vectors, i«toich are handled 
in the saias way as the activities x^ ... x^, nay be included in the new 
aatrix, 
B - (P^P^ ... I'n ^ - (^ (5'30) 
>diere W is t^e disposal matrix, i»e., slack vectors of m rows and columns. 
The matrix B laay also be expressed algebraically as follows: 
^^2JL p) ... ft'jY\ 10. . .0 \ (5.31) 
^21 ^ 22 * • * ^2n ° ^ ° > s (A W) 
V ®inl ®E2 • • • ®ian ° ^ ^ 
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Now 
B X = R, but (5.32) 
X » 0 
i.e., no activity can be carried at a negative level in ttie solution that 
Eiaxiinizes ttie net savings relation. 
The net savings relation laay be denoted by 
S • Cj^ / C2 / ... / c^ x^, (5.33) 
yAiere Cj = unit value of the activity. 
The simplex method of linear prograraming is employed in this study. 
Graphical and descriptive presentations of linear progranBning operations 
may be found in the articles by Dorfman^''' and Boles^® and in the researdi 
applications by Bowlen?^ Heady and Gilson,^^ KcKee,^^and Svianson.^^ Inasmuch 
^"^Robert Dorfraan. "Mathematical" or "linear" progranajiing: a non-iaathe-
matical essposition. The American Economic Review. 63; 797-825. 1953. 
. N. Boles. Linear programming and farm manageinent analysis. 
Journal of Fana Economics. 37: 1-24. 1955. 
^^Bernard Bowlen. Optiaum combinations of competitive labor at par­
ticular locations, iiiaes, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 426. 1955* 
^%arl 0. Heady and J. C. Gilson. Optiiaim coiabinations of livestock 
enterprises and management practices on farxns including supplementary 
dairy aad poidtry enterprises. Aims, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 437. 1956. 
^^Dean >5cKee. Optimum allocation of resources betv/een pastxire iia-
provemeiit arid other opportunities on Southern Iowa farms. Araes, Iowa Agr. 
Exp. 3ta. Bui. 435. 1956. 
^^Earl R. Swanson. Integreting coop and livestock activities in the 
farm raanagement activity analysis. Journal of Farm Economics. 37: 
1249~125S. 1955. 
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as numerous discussions of the simplex technique are available, only the 
33 basic aspects of this procedure are reviewed."^-' 
The sales and financing activities, ••• FgQ* the restrictions, 
••• way be presented in suiairiary form as in Tables 45 and 46. liie 
inclusion of tJrie disposal activities, p^ ••• P^^, would complete the 
matrix for Plan 1, i«e., the initial plan with zero income. In the start­
ing iBsrchandising laatrix the c row specifies the unit values for eacdi 
J 
activity, including the disposal activities vdth zero unit values. The 
aiaount of the available requirement, R^, is specified in the P^ colxuan. 
Fiimlly, the mit requirement for each activity, is shown in the 
laatrix proper. 
The Zj - Cj row in the starting matrix has both negative and positive 
nuatoers. Hence, there are two sets of possibilities; (1) to increase 
operating proceeds, and (2) to increase financing costs. The negative 
nuBtoers for the sales activities indicate the operating proceeds lost by 
not including the specified sales activities in the program. The positive 
nurfjers for the financing activities indicate tiie financing costs avoided 
by not including the specified financing activities in the program. In­
clusion of any sales activity in the program, however, incxirs certain fi­
nancing costs, i.e., expansion in a sales activity is accompanied by 
ejqjansion in a financing activity. Requii-ements and R^^ provide for 
a level of financing in the transitional period and post-transitional 
period, respectively, to cover total financing requirements. It is pos­
sible to determine by inspection, therefore the stage that specifies an 
^^charles E. French, Activity analysis: an agricultural marketing 
tool. Joximal of Farm Economics. 37: 1236-1248. 1955« 
Table 45* A starting merdiandising lioatrix in a linear progranrnsing solution using the oiraplex 
method for nineteen situations and nineteen liiiiitational factors, financing 
situation Aa 
.0280 .1434 1.0000 .1334 .0119 .0512 .3514 .0a2 
Requireiaent Vector 
April labor P2x 
October labor 
Grain assets P23 
Sideline assets Pgji^ 
Other assets Pg^ 
Financing (I) Pj^, 
Grain sales P2J 
Sideline sales P28 
Other sales 
Non-meniber sales 
Loans P^^ 
Preferred stock 
Deferred refunds P^^ 
Siurplus Pji 
Equity ratio 
Surplus ratio Poz^ 
Productivity 
Inirestiaent, menijers Pog 
Financing (II) P^^ 
17600 .0177 .0526 
17600 .0104 .1005 
10000 .0375 0 
13900 0 .1423 
14900 0 0 
88900 0 0 
53200 0 0 
61600 0 0 
4300 0 0 
15400 0 0 
2500 0 0 
3600 0 0 
53900 0 0 
23200 -.0060 -.0256 
16600 -.0753 -.3998 
0 .0753 .3998 
0 -.0119 -.0512 
13400 0 0 
0 0 0 
-.0280 
-.1434 
.6486 .0177 0 
.6486 .1005 0 
0 .1423 0 
0 0 0 
1.9864 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-.1757 -.0256 0 
-.9864 -.3998 -.0753 
.9864 .3998 .0753 
0 .0512 -.0119 
0 0 0 
0 0 .0743 
•1.0000 
-.1334 - .0119 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
-.9839 -.1434 
-.3998 -1.9864 -.3988 
.3998 1.9864 .3988 
-,0512 0 0 
0 0 0 
.3917 I.9I66 .3917 
-.0512 -.3514 -.0412 
Table 46. A starting financing aatrix in a linear pro.grajaEd.ng solution using the simplex 
method for nineteen situations and nineteen limitational factors, financing 
situation Aa 
victor 
P2I 
p22 
p23 
P25 
^26 
P p27 
p2e 
p29 
30 
^31 
p2 
p3 
p4 
O5 
P 
p37 
P39 
-.05  ^ -.0500 -.0710 -.1450 0 -.0550 -.0500 -.0450 -.0710 -.U50 ( 
'^0 ^9 ^10 ^12 ^13 ^15 ^16 P17 ^18 P19 ^2{ 
17600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
88900 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
53200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
61600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2500 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3600 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
53900 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a32oo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16600 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -4.0 0 0 0 0 0 -4.0 
0 0 0 0 .1450 0 0 0 0 0 .1450 0 
13400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
.0550 .0500 .0710 U50 0 .0550 .0500 .0450 •0710 1450 0 
loe 
adequate financing plan for the sales possibilities available to the 
cooperative. 
The transitional merchandising and financing problem may be stated 
as follows; Given the present assets, including personnel, and the present 
finauicial structwe, vAiat level of specified merdiandising and financing 
activities would maxiiniiae the operating proceeds of the cooperative? The 
crucial liadtations are provided by the assets structure, but soEse choice 
reaiains vdthin these limitations as to ttie methods of financing to be eia-
ployed. The first step, therefore, is to bring into the program the most 
profitable raerchandising activity. The most profitable activity is P^, 
or other income, ^ d.th a unit value of 1.0000 dollars per dollar of sales. 
The assets lisiitation on the other income activity, p^, provides for 
a maxlBium sales level of 7|500 dollars, which is indicated by the mlniinuni 
ratio, vAiere is the total supply of the lindtational require-
'bH ^ laent and a^^^ is the unit i^quirement for the k activity. The tnayiwana 
"Ml permissible level of the chosen k activity, i.e., is entered in ttie 
r^^ requireiaent row, i.e., R^. A set of coefficients, a^^, is cou^suted 
for the r^ row, using the fornnila, a» ~ a /a . The remaining co-ilwj JTiv 
efficients are obtained by means of the formula, a«.. s a. . - (a ./a , )a^, . ij ij ry rk' ik 
The financing activities are entered into the program, as in the case 
of the Zii«r<diaadising activities, starting with the coluian having the low­
est positive unit coefficient, c^, i.e., p^. In this case, surplus funds 
provide a costless form of financing, but they are limited by the avail­
able non-meuber business, as specified in the initial set of conditions 
^Only non-negative ratios are considered. Selection of the smallest 
of these ratios ensures fulfillment of the non-negativity requirements. 
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for eacAi financing situation. The inost costly method of financing denoted 
by column, P , replaces the total financing requirement, R-/. Hence, 
13 
the financing requirements of the transitional period are satisfied. 
Finally, the Zj - Cj value for the total financing slack vector, 
shows a laarginal financing expenditure of 0.1450 dollars per dollar of 
financing. 
Completion of the financial program for the transitional period is 
follovred by the progranming operations that result in higher levels of 
ttie merchandising and financing activities, wittiin the specified liiaita-
tions. It is necessaiy, first, to introduce some capital funds to finance 
ejqpajision in the most profitable merchandising activity. l.Ieid)ers niay be 
solicited for additional investment capital »diich would be obtained laost 
econoiaically in the form of five year, percent building notes, denoted 
by financing activity, The P^^ column is mitered in the appropriate 
row and thus enou^ capital funds are made available to include ttie other 
income activity, p^, in the terminal program. Additional merdiandising 
and financing activities are introduced into the program as long as any of 
the Zj - c^ values for these activities r^nain negative. In the final 
program it is not possible to change any activity without a decrease in 
the total net savings. 
vim* 
The final plan specifies the levels of aerchandising and financing 
activities for an optiMun solution of the programming problem. Also 
specified are (1) the excess supply of requirements and (2) the laarginal 
value products and marginal expendittires of the lindtational requireraents. 
no 
Optimum financial planning provides for the highest possible total 
net savings to the association, given the liraitations that are in effect. 
It is possible to reach another optimum with the same set of coefficients, 
provided one or more of the liniitations are relaxed, or the raaxiKiized 
function is changed. It is possible, nwreover, to consider several inter-
nwdiate phases of the over-all planning period, or changes in the values 
of the coefficients within each of the several phases. Hence, the assuiip-
tions upon vAiich the linear progrananing technique is based may be satis­
fied despite (1) changes in the level of merchandising and financing 
activities and (2) changes in the agricultural econoEiy. 
Of 
•Hie underlying assumptions of linearity, additivity, divisibility 
and homogeneity are discussed in Dorfman, Applications of linear prograia-
ffiing to the theory of the firm, 0£. cit., and in Charnes, Cooper and 
Henderson, cit. 
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FIN/iNCIisL CeGiiHIZallON IK SliECTEl) FIlii^CING oITUj.TIOKS 
•Rie foia: financing situations may be described in terms of an optimum 
financial plan for a transitional period and a terminal period in each 
situation. Inasiraidi as the applications of linear progranmdng in this 
study are illustrative of the possibilities of this analytical approach 
to financing problems of cooperatives, the results are limited to (1) Uie 
transitional period for each of tixe four financing situations and (2) the 
terminal period for two of the four financing situations, i.e., financing 
situations Aa and Ba. The transitional period may be associated xvith the 
problems of financial management, or liie Ednindzation of financing costs 
consistent with the liquidity standards and consearvation values of the 
associati(»i. The terminal period loay be associated vfith problems of fi­
nancial planning, or ttie developnient of a financial structure that provides 
for the long-run maxindzation of the net benefits of patronage and meiaber-
ship. Hence, the results are illustrative of the practical applications 
of the analytical techniques specified in ttie preceding chapter to problems 
of financial management and planning in specific elevator associations. 
The use of aggregative or inter-firm data, moreover, may provide a basis 
for the derivation of financial and operational standards to assist managers 
and directors of elevator associations in the performance of tiieir duties. 
Financial Management in the Transitional period 
The linear programming results in tiie transitional period Liay be 
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sunsmarized in the follovdng rule: Use the form of financing that ndnlEdzes 
financing costs within the postulated operating limitations. Tvro ad­
ditional classifications niay be specified* (1) elevator associations with 
full utilization of fixed facilities and personnel, and (2) elevator as­
sociations Tudth excess capacity in each input category. It is assumed 
that in tiie first category the critical limitation is in the total assets 
of the association and that sales and financing limitations are not criti­
cal during this period, Eadi asset item would be used in the merchandis­
ing activity that results in the maximum operatinn proceeds to the ele­
vator association with a specified membership. Hence, asset items that 
are substitutable among several merchandising activities would be used in 
the activity that resulted in the largest net increase in total operating 
proceeds with each additional dollar of assets transferred to that activity. 
Specialized assets woiild be fully utilized in a specified merchandising 
activity. Under-utilization of assets would occur >iien the value of the 
sales failed to cover the variable costs, i.e., cost of goods. 
Elevator associations with f»n utilization of fixed facilities and 
personnel 
Three merdiaiidising activities are involved in the short-arun aitiia-
tion with full utilization of resources. !nie non-meniber merchandising 
activity woxild not be competitive with tiie established sideline activity 
inasmuch as both activities have the same rec^uirementa, but non^-member 
sales may incur an additional merchandising e^ense. Labor requirements 
per dollar of grain sales would increase during the low volume iiionth of 
April to 128 percent of the average monthly'- rate, but during the month of 
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ptsak sales, i.e., October, unit labor requireiaents would decrease to 75 
percent of the average Sionthly rate. On the same basis sideline sales 
would require 57 percent of the average laonthly rate for tiie peak sales 
JHonth of April and 109 percent for the slack sales ironth of October. It 
is assumed that a fixed labor supply would be avail^le dviring the 
transitional period. Hence, variations in labor requirements per unit of 
sales depend upon variations in aonthly sales (Tables 25 and 26). Labor 
requirements per dollar of storage and other services are assured at a 
constant level during the marketing year. Finally, it is ix>stulated that 
on the basis of the total assets, the assets designed for use in storage 
and other services, i.e., the other incoias category, are only 10 percent 
as efficient in grain or sideline merchandising, and vice versa. However, 
assets designed for use in grain laerchandising are 50 percent as efficient 
\Aien used in sid^ine merchandising, while assets designed for use in side­
line merdjandising are 50 percent as efficient vAiwi used in grain merchan­
dising. 
These estimates are illustrative. Elevator laanagers, however, may 
have experience in substitution aisasng different kinds of assets and hence 
they laay have available the relevant estimates of varying degrees of sub­
jectivity. 
The linear progranmiing procedure in this stage of the analysis involves 
a modification of the matrix used in the preceding diapter. The teminal 
merchandising and financing activities are ondtted and, in addition, six 
transfer activities, g ••• P3 2' employed to shift substitutable 
assets from one activity to another. The matrix for financing situation 
Aa, sujusarized in Table 47, shows the activities and requiren^nts involved 
Table 47* A starting merdiandising matrix in a linear prograistiing solution using the siBQslex 
metiiod for nine activities and five lindtational factors in the transitional 
period, financing situation Aa. 
Cj 
Requirement 
^o 
.0280 
^1 
.U34 
^2 
1.0000 
^3 
0 
^1.2 
0 
Pl-3 
0 
^2.1 
0 
^2.3 
0 
P3.1 
0 
3^.2 
Labor, April 17600 .0177 .0526 .6436 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Labor, October 17600 .0104 .1005 .6466 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Assets, grain 10000 .0375 0 0 1 1 -.5000 0 -.1000 0 
Assets, sidelines 13900 0 .1423 0 -.5000 0 1 1 0 -.1000 
Assets, other U900 0 0 1.9864 0 -.1000 0 -.1000 1 1 
-.0230 
-.U34 -1.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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(with the exception of the slack vectors, or disposal activities)• The 
matrix for each of the other financing situations and the simplex opera­
tions are similar in each situation. 
The linear prograirmiing results indicate the possible changes in day-
to-day operations of specified elevator associations. The available flexi­
bility in operations is essentially a inatter of substitutability airong 
different types of assets. Greater than the postulated degree of substi­
tutability would provide for larger transfers of assets among the several 
activities and larger additional operating proceeds obtained from these 
transfers. In financing situation Aa it is not economic to shift assets 
among the three activities, but in each of the reiaaining three situations 
the gross operating proceeds are increased from 1(X) to 600 dollars by 
shifts in use of assets from grain merchandising to sideline merchandising 
(Table 48). 
Table 48. Optinim merdiandising program including optiaaim level of sales 
and gross operating proceeds, by Kpecified financing situations 
rtmm Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb 
(thousand dollars) 
Grain sales 266.7 305.0 404.2 573.4 
Sideline sales 97.7 171.0 295.1 370.4 
Other incoBBB 7.5 12.2 14.7 26.0 
Gross operating proceeds 29.0 40.7 68.1 102.2 
Added proceeds 0 0.1 0.4 0.6 
Assets transferred 0 1.0 3.1 0.3 
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FuH utilization of the available labor supply may be obtained by an 
increase in the level of sideline laerchandising. In the short run, asset 
lindtations, however, obstiruct the readjusti^nts in the con^ination of 
Msri^andising activities that would provide for full resource utilization. 
An optisusi financial plan for the transitional period imst be defined 
in terma of the initial financial structure of ttie cooperative. Short-tera 
financing, i.e», notes payable, to Bieet vaxying seasonal requirements 
generally provides the most econoxtiical form of financing dviring this period. 
The availability of short-term financing is affected by tiie financial con­
dition of the cooperative as well as other local considerations. Full 
utilization of the fixed facilities, however, limits the level of the jner-
chandising activities and hence the imaediate need for additional financing. 
Elevator associations with under-utilization of fixed facilities and 
personnel 
Short-run opportunities for reorganization of the financial structure 
in elevator associations that are faced with undep-iitilization of both fixed 
facilities and personnel are limited to the current liability accomts. 
Fixed assets would be utilized in their specialized functions. The critical 
limitations, however, appear in merdiandising, i.e., under-utilization of 
of available facilities, rather than in financing. Financial reorganiza­
tion involves, therefore, long-run rather than rtiort-run considerations in 
financial planning. 
Financial planning in the Terniinal Period 
Host financial problenis in elevator associations involve long-run 
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changes in their merdiandising activities and in their assets. Hence, the 
laost significant contributions of financial planning are ifiMe over a 
period of time and in relation to a long-nm view of the economic needs 
and possibilities of the cooperative. The linear progransming procedure 
presented in the preceding chapter is adapted to the two-fold approach 
to financial planning and oanagement: it denotes the immediately feasible 
coEibination of merchandising and financing activities, but it provides, 
also, for the optimua long-range merchandising and financing program. 
Two financing situations are presented, jjncluding their initial merchan­
dising and fin»icing activities and the optima long-range program. In 
each case, it is assuBsd that maximization of the net savings of eadi 
Eieji)er, in this instance, the net savings of the association, is tJtie rele­
vant choice criterion. Opportunity costs of the financing resources of 
meraJjers eaqployed in the cooperative are included aiaong the variable oper­
ating ejqjenses. The two financing situations involve two different sets 
of financing preferences and opportunity costs for meober capital. They 
involve, also, two different potential levels of mer<dia»iising activities. 
The interdependence between the two kinds of restrictions, i.e., fi­
nancing aiwi merchandising, are indicated in the linear programming solu­
tions. 
pro4^<?t4,vji.1fy gf 
Long-range financial planning in the cooperative association involves 
(1) estinates of the sales potential by specified merchandising activities, 
(2) estimates of capital productivity on member farm®, (3) estimates of 
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available capital ftmds aiaong menbers for investment in the cooperative 
under specified terms^ and (4) estiaates of the meidber preferences in fi­
nancing, including investment preferences of fanners vdth surplus furrfs 
to invest for income. Data presented in preceding chapters provide the 
bases for the estimates in the linear progranming solutions. The initial 
financial stxnictxures differ from the data specified in Table 41# but these 
adjustE»nts are minor and do not affect the illustrative value of the 
following presentation* 
Potential and optimal levels of merchandising activities in financing 
situation Aa are sumariaed in Table 49 • "Fhe potential levels of sales 
are realised in all merchandising activities. Expansion of non-maaber sales, 
in this case, is profitable to the moabership as an econoedcal soiiree of 
financing, particularly in view of the higji oprortTsiity cost for laeBiber 
capital retained in the cooperative. However, the cooperative thus may lose 
its cooperative character. In this situation it would be advisable to 
increase the menisership to obtain a larger sales volume and hence the in­
come and collateral bases for expansion of available financial resoxrces. 
Table 49* OptiHtmn merchandising program, including sales and total fi­
nancing requirements, financing situaticxi Aa. 
Non-
Item Grain Sidelines Other income member Total 
(thousand dollars) 
sales 319.9 15^5.7 11.8 15.4 505.8 
Total financing^ 24»5 64.7 24.1 6,3 136.1 
^Including financing of jointly utilized assets. 
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IBie optlanun financial plan in financing situation Aa illustrates the 
nature of the financing difficulties encountered in an elevator associa­
tion v/ith low sales potential (Table 50)* available financing is 
adequate during the transitional period inasmch as all exp«ises are 
assuBied as fixed, with the exception of financing costs, and hence the 
total gross operating proceeds may be used to cover the financing costs. 
Future eajansion, however, involves a cost structure coiaprised entirely 
of variable costs, which nust be deducted from the gross operating pro­
ceeds to obtain the relevant income component. Future plans, tiierefore, 
require consideration of alternative uses for the available financing, 
including the alternative uses for these fxtnds in -Uie participating farm 
enterprises. 
Table 50. Optinuia financial plan, including initial financial structure, 
nexir financing and terminal financing structure, financing 
situation Aa, 
Initial New Terrainal 
Item structure financing structure 
(thousand dollars) 
Accounts payable 3.6 0.9 4.5 
Notes payable 3.3 15.2 18.5 
Mortgage loans 2.5 32.6 35.1 
Building notes 0 0 0 
Total 9.4 47.fi 56.0 
Meiriber ships 2.4 0 2.4 
Preferred stock 3.6 9*8 13.4 
Deferred refunds 53*9 -24.7 29.2 
Svirplus 23.2 11.7 35*1 
Total 83.1 - 3.0 80.1 
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The optimum or^^arjization of the mercSiaridising and financing activities 
in financing situation Aa results in gross operating proceeds of 23,776 
dollars durin • the transitional period, and additional net operating pro­
ceeds of 1,736 dollars per year during the terndnal period. The utiliza­
tion of tiie available resources and requirements are indicated in Table 
51» The liiaiting factors effective only during the transitional period, 
Pgi ® relatively large margitial value per dollar of the 
factor because all outlays were predetermined for this period. In compari­
son, the mrginal value of the limiting factors in the terminal period 
are relatively small. The additional other incone activity, however, has 
a margaxial value of 30 cents per dollar of other income. Non-KKJaber 
sales also provide an additional source of financing, but ttie asset require­
ments per dollar of net operating proceeds are larger than for the other 
income category. It may be noted, finally, that the total financing re-
quiremait niay b© represented as a marginal cost per unit of additional 
financing requii-ed. 
Analysis of the optimun financial plan illustrates further the isa-
portance of (1) cifwber preferences, (2) collateral requireHients of lend­
ing institutions, and (3) marginal productivity of capital on participat­
ing farms. It is assumed that laeniber preferences in financing coincide 
with the collateral requirements of lending institutions in terias of the 
objective criteria for each, i.e., the equity ratio. A sixty percent 
equity ratio is preferred by loembers and required by lending institutions. 
A hii^er equity ratio in either case v^ould impose fui'ther restrictions 
on available financing and hence on the expansion of merchandising 
facilities. 
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Table Optimua resource use, including available quantity, unused 
(jiantity and marginal value, financing situation Aa 
iiequireKient Vector Available quantity 
Unused 
quantity 
Marginal 
value 
April labor 
October labor 
Grain assets 
Sideline assets 
Other assets 
'^21 x> 
p22 
p23 
p24 
25 
(thousand dollars) 
17.6 
17.6 
10.0 
13.9 
14.9 
2.9 
0.2 
0 
0 
0 
(cents i>er dollar) 
0 
0 
84.22 
U3.50 
55.22 
Finauicing (I) 
Grain gales 
Sideline sales 
Other sales 
Kon-merober sales 
26 
.27 
-28 
,29 
30 
68.9 
53.2 
61.6 
4.3 
15.4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-U.50 
.42 
1.08 
29.73 
2.15 
Loans P 2.5 0 0.50 
preferred stock p31 3,6 0 O.5O 
Deferred refunds 69.0 39.8 0 
Surplus 35.1 0 14.50 
Equity ratio 134.0 0 3.60 
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Surplus ratio p . I63.I 22.8 0 
Productivity 12.0 7.7 0 
Investiaent, meistoer Pii 33.4 0 6.90 
Financing (n) P'' U.3 0 14.00 
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Hi/;^ productivity of capital resources on participating merttoer farms 
restricts the financial structure and the raerchandising program of the 
cooperative. Liiaited sales potentials for merchandising activities with 
hif^ net operating proceeds per unit of financing requireinent, further 
confines business operations. Non-meciber biisiness provides a rauch 
needed source of financin-^, but it, too, is liiaited by the Eiarket area. 
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Hence, market limitations, i^ich are affected by the quality of laanage-
ment, rather than financing liMtations, are the critical liinitations 
in the so-called financing probleios of farmer cooperatives. 
Elevator associations v/tth high sales and low marginal productivity of 
Financing situation Ba includes elevator associations with relatively 
hi^ volume of sales but with relatively low change in total assets over 
the four year period, 1950-1953• The members and ttie directors of ele­
vator associations in this group may be diaracterized by a preference for 
conservative foms of financing that involve low rates of indebtedness. 
The equity ratio may exceed 0.9 for the average cooperative in this group 
arai hence the financing structure woild comprise largely, defeired refunds 
and surplus. However, a substantially lower equity ratio is postulated 
in the linear programming example. 
Market (or management) limitations define the optimim merchandising 
program in financing situation Ba. The terminal program ^ows the 
followingi 
Financing e:^ense | e,400 
Other operating expense 50,200 
Net operating proceeds 28,<XX) 
CSfoss operating proceeds |S6,600 
Financing expense includes the opportunity cost of patronage refunds re­
tained in the cooperative. Total financing requirements are 273.1 
thousand dollars in the terminal program. 
The financial structure in financing situation Ba is burdened ex­
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cessively with current liabilities, whidti ia not typical of elevator co­
operatives in this situation (Table 52). The tenninal financial structure 
illustrates, however, the in^wrtance of available financing at relatively 
low interest rates. In this financing situation it is also profitable to 
retire preferred stock. 
Table 52. Optimm financial plan, including initial financial structure, 
new financing and terminal financial structure, financing 
situation Ba 
Initial New Terniinal 
structure financing stiructure 
(thousand dollars) 
Accounts payable 8.6 3*4 12.0 
Notes payable 7.9 113.5 121.4 
Mortgage loans 1.6 0 1.6 
Building notes 0 29.7 29.7 
Total 18.1 146.6 164.7 
M®Bd>er ships 15.6 0 15.6 
preferred stock 34*9 -34.9 0 
Deferred refunds 82.2 -76.8 5.4 
Siarplus 63.1 24.3 87.4 
Total 195.a -87.4 108.4 
An equity ratio that approaches 100 percent would provide ade<yiate 
capital only for merchandising activities that yield relatively hi^ net 
operating proceeds per dollar of assets utilized, i.e., in excess of tiie 
effective interest rate per dollar of financing requireiaent. Historically, 
the cooperative associations that have expanded most rapidly utilized a 
relatively large amount of bank notes and other forms of indebtedness 
(Appendix). Cooperatives in a favorable competitive situation with 
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relatively large margins and a large volume of sales may exjAnd with 
very little external financing. The net benefits of memberi^ip may ex­
ceed the subjective discounted opportunity costs of nseniber capital and 
hence the m«Bi3erdiip may willingly support the merchandising activities 
and financing practices of their cooperative. 
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EVALUATION OF Ri^ULTS 
The approach to financial planning in a cooperative association 
developed 3ji toiB study is faced with at least two serious difficulties; 
(1) paucity of required data, and (2) prodigious conpitational procedures. 
These difficulties, however, fail to invalidate the analytical approach. 
Inherent in this approach is the facility to deal with a nailtitude of 
factors that impinge upon tiie decision-isaking process and the economic 
environment in a cooperative association. 
It is a purpose of this study to evaluate the available data required 
in a linear progranstiing application and to indicate the shortcomings in 
these data. A subsequent stage may involve a specific cooperative as­
sociation, or a siaall group of cooperative associations, i^ere the tech­
nician deals with individual connDodity groups, Bcnthly time intervals and 
many different and unique institutional and Eenfcership considerations. 
The present stage, however, cannot be discarded entirely in favor of more 
specific applications. Hie development of standard costs as guides to 
management as well as data for more general research applications of the 
oatheciatical programming tedinique depend upon inforiaation froai selected 
sacples of cooperative associations over considerable periods of time. 
The evaluation of results will follow the outline of the study and 
include (1) the basic data, (2) the analytical model, and (3) the applica­
tion of the model in dealing with financing problens of cooperative as­
sociations. Extension of findings to so-called practical financing 
problems will be included in the discussion of the linear prograianing 
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application, 
Basic Data 
Statistical procedures for collection and processing data to meet 
researdi needs raay be improved by re-definition of the relevant popula­
tion to include a laore restricted group of elevators. In addition, the 
stratification of the population may be obtained solely on the basis of 
a single criterion, e.g., type of faiiaing area, for each type of eleva­
tor association. An entaneration of the data requirements of a linear 
prograiaaing application laay suggest additional statistical considerations 
in the design and completion of an adequate survey to obtain the basic 
data. 
A linear progransaing application involves collection of a vast aiaount 
of input-output data and estimates of available resource re<}iirenients. In 
this application operating statements for S6 elevatoi- aabociations and 
field sunreya of the mentoership of eight of the 86 associations provide 
most of 1Aie data requirements. Multiple regression equations were used 
in the constniction of the input-output coefficients. The non-homogenous 
cost and resource functions involved a fixed congsonent, t^ich entered into 
the total financing requirements, and a variable component. Further, 
research is needed to ascertain the structtxre of costs and resource 
utilization in elevator associations and the nature of the relevant input-
out|mt functions. 
The critical importance of the market area in defining the merdian-
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(Using possibilities available to a cooperative say be detenrdned by a 
thorou^ exandnation of the location, or nmrket, factors affecting the 
business success of a cooperative elevator association. Again, further 
research is needed to develop ixractical methods of estimating the market 
factcars, and hence the sales possibilities, for particular elevator as­
sociations. 
Additional refinement of data may be obtained from laonthly operating 
statfiHnents and the accounts of day-to-day transactions. Resource lindta-
ticais are in effect over a several week period rather than over the entire 
mrketing season. It is important, therefore, to obtain a nionthly dis­
tribution of labor and other resource retjiirements of each merchandising 
activity. 
Estimates of specified operating proceeds by months and by years are 
needed to evaliiate the merdiandising possibilities. It is necessary to 
obtain month-by-month estimates of gross operating proceeds and operating 
eiiqpenses to determine the financing requirements for idie fiscal year. 
Variations in physical quantity of sales, prices and margins affect Idie 
level of operating proceeds for a single month. Estimates of average 
BKjnthly operating proceeds, therefore, m.y be derived from estimates of 
its several components. Postulated changes in physical quantity of sales, 
porices and laargins would result in different value coefficients in the 
linear prograEsiiing problem and hence in different optimum merchandising 
and financing plana. 
CoEfjlementary relation^ips aisKjng different merchandising activities 
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may yield optiraur! plans that differ from the optimun plans \mder the assvis^ 
tions in tiila study. It is apparent that sideline sales and grain sales 
are coB^jlementary, i.e., an increase in grain sales generally is associated 
with an increase in the trade area and hence in the voliuae of all sales. 
The mrgin per bushel of grain, however, my show an inverse relationship 
with the volume of grain purchases or sideline sales. Complementary re­
lationships in sales may b© handled through the use of additional merchan­
dising activities that provide for a sideline sales potential dependent 
upon the volume of grain merchandising. Further investigations are needed 
to establish the degree of such coiaplementary relationships in merchandis­
ing. 
cpgtg. 
Most of the financing costs, with the exception of the interest changes 
and opportunity costs of deferred refunds and surplus, may be absorbed in 
the normal operating expenses of the cooperative associations. The long-
run estimates of financing should include the additional cost of obtain­
ing and utilizing the funds. Further investigations are necessary to 
ascertain tte nature of these costs over varying ticie intejrvals and the 
way in T«toich the costs enter in financing decisions in cooperative associa­
tions. 
Financing costs are only one set of factors influencing financing 
decisions. The laanager of a cooperative my prefer a hi^er cost of fi­
nancing to limitations in his freedom of action. In either case, the man­
agement's evaluation of alternative financing soiurces affects the ultimate 
costs of financing x«ihidi naist be covered by the operating proceeds of the 
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business or by the net benefits of patronage and menbership. Lack of 
available data on the total structure of financing costs limits the use­
fulness of toe presKit study. 
Estimates of resource productivity among menbers of specific coopera­
tive associations may be obtained by coii5)arison with other areas for \Aiich 
values have been ascertained. The relative marginal productivity values 
imy provide, therefore, criteria for efficient resource utilization among 
farm and non-fara activities. Researdi results, however, suggest that "Uie 
process of discounting resource returns in different types of production 
activities my result in a different pattern of resoiirce use than indicated 
by the static analysis. Hence, it is important to exaiaine further the 
discomting {ijienomena as it affects investioent dioices among alternative 
opport\xnities. 
Meidser xaceferences. 
Quantitative measures of menber preferences may have an aubiguous 
interpretation. Such preferences, however, are ajBong the most critical 
factors affecting the economic possibilities of the cooperative associa­
tion. Monber preferences in financing the cooperative, as well as in 
choosjing anx>ng alternative investment opportunities, define generally the 
financial structure of the cooperative and hence the possibilities for 
expansion and realization of the sales potentials in the market area. 
Estiiaates are needed, therefore, of mecber preferences in financing in 
each local elevator association and, vdiere generalisation is useful, in 
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each financing aituation. 
Banks and the legal requirements of the State that pertain to coopera­
tive businesses iugiose restrictions on the merdiandising and financing 
possibilities of cooperative associations. Hence, collateral requirements 
of banks must be ascertained, as well as the legal requirements of the 
State, as they apply to each cooperative association, or a technical pro-
grajming situation. 
Analytical Model 
The validity of the analytical isodel XB&J be questioned on several 
issues, including the econoniy of application. An adequate nsodel would 
require the use of hi^-speed electronic computors, but an incomplete 
]^del Biay provide soae useful inforiaation with a Bdjiiramn of computational 
difficulties. Specific evaluations may include (1) the underlying a3sun5>-
tions, (2) the dtioice criterion, (3) the decision-maleing framework, and 
(4) the planning interval. 
Econoi-des and diseconoMies of scale occur frequently in agricultural 
laarketing. Complementarity in demand for the output of the marketing 
establishment is another important consideration. A solution to each of 
these difficulties is the inclusion of additional merchandising activities 
until the actual conditions are adeqaately approximated under the assxan^)-
tims of linearity and additivity. Moreover, restrictions may be imposed 
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in the definition of feasible solutions, thus to met partly the difficulty 
ofstealing vith large fixed inputs, e.g., elevator head and bins, under 
the assiuaption of resource divisibility. Finally, the opticam organiza­
tion of activities is limited to the total nuctier of activities included 
in the initial plan, i*xi<d]i may comprise the Bost serious weakness in the 
underlying assuiaptions. 
Choice criterion. 
Kenisers of cooperatives my maxiiaize a complex of values, if they 
were to choose rationally auaong alternative opportunities and obligations. 
Hence, the a8suB5)tion of rationality is prior to the assuinption of a 
laaxiiaizing criterion. But if meEbers of a cooperative, thi?ou^ their 
elected board of directors attempt to improve their economic position by 
a rational process of decision-making, they bi^  discover alternative valuei 
to maximize and, hence, the need to choose ansong these values. An index 
criterion may be devised, or a siaiple criterion ras^ be selected, subject 
to certain restrictions, that satisfies the mo^i^ership. A recent Iowa 
study indicates net savings as a primary induceiaent to ineiiS>ership in a 
cooperative.^ Selection of an apjaropriate choice criterion my involve 
further investigation of the particular programming situation. 
Decision-ioaking framework. 
Merabers and directors of cooperatives nay make a different set of 
George M. Beal, Donald R. Fessler and Ray E. Wakeley. Agricultural 
cooperatives in lowat farmers' opinions and coimEunity relations. Ames, 
Iowa Agr. Esq). Sta. Res. Bui. 379* 1951* 
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financing decisions, both in se^ence and in content, than those indicated 
by the linear prograDsning solutions. The discrepancy between the two 
solutions my stem firom differences in (1) available information and 
(2) preference structures* The decision-making process eaployed by ineBibers 
and directors say include additional qualitative considerations* The 
linear prograandng solution, therefore, may provide only partial informa­
tion to the Ulcers and directors in their final decision-naking. 
The adaptation of the theoretical model to problems in financing in­
volves the related problems of capital b\idgeting and capital expenditures. 
InasMich as capital expenditures decisions relate to the long-run problems 
of expansion and growth in cooperative facilities, a survey of capital re­
quirements in the cooperative would be based on the discovery and creation 
of opportunities for capital expaiditures in new services or improvements 
of old services. A survey to determine what investments are needed to 
provide necessary services would be the first step in estiBtating its 
capital requirements. Moreover, the contribution of each investment to 
the net savings of the cooperative imist be estimated. Thus, it would be 
possible to construct a demand schedule shovdng the increment in net sav­
ing associated with ea^ additional investment dollar. 
Investment ejqjenditures are of many different forms. Hiey cannot be 
classified under a general category, e.g., fia»d assets. A useful classi­
fication would include the following categories of investments: (1) re-
^Cooperative literature stresses the competitive yardstick role as 
a justification fea* cooperatives. H. E. Erdman: possibilities and liiaita-
tions of cooperative marketing. Berkeley, California Agr. Exp. 3ta. 
Circular 298. 19A2. 
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placeiaent investmenta, lAiere the soiirce of additional net savings is in 
cost savingsJ (2) expansion investments, where the additional revenue 
accrues from an increased volume of business; (3) product investments, 
^ere the additional net savings are a result of both replacement and ex­
pansion investiaents, and (4) strategic investaents, inhere long-run invest-
nsnts result thix>u^ risk reduction or personnel in^jroveiaent."^ 
Investnient in fixed assets involve each of l^e categories of capital 
eo^aditures. Investment in regionals my be classified as strategic invflst-
fflsnts Titoile investments in current assets coiBplen»nt the investment in 
fixed assets, largely in the form, of expansion investments and product 
investments. The contribution of net savings of each proposed investaent 
naist be estjmated and con^sared with the least-cost laethod of providing idie 
service without the new investment. The matheiaatical progranming tech­
nique my be applied directly to these problems of capital expenditure and 
capital budgeting. The selection of an optiEJum corfcination of usarchandis-
ing activities determines the optictuBi capital eaqsenditures pa'ogram for the 
cooperative. 
fixe use of several time periods in the linear pirogramming model xtiakes 
possible a differentiation on the basis of (1) accuracy of data, (2) 
changes in technology and anticipated prices, and (3) nature of the de-
cision-Eiaking process. A transitional period and a terEonal period pro­
vide at least for a distinction between information required in day-to-day 
3joel Dean. Capital budgeting. New York, Colunbia University Press. 
1951. 
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raanageinent decisions and information required in planning a capital ex-
pendit\rre8 prc^ram and a financing plan ttiat ia adequate for the proposed 
expansion program. In the first case, the merchandising, i.e., input-
output, coefficients may be estimted «ith considerable accuracy and antici­
pated jarices may be estimated with a hi^ probability of expectations. In 
addition, a forecast is available, using the best available data, of re­
quired changes in merchandising and financing activities to attain an 
optinauB program at a futtire date. Hence, management decisions may be raade 
in terras of long-run frame of reference. 
Intermediate periods within the over-all planning period allow for 
changes in prices, coefficients, and expectations. Heice, an optimum pro­
gram may be derived for the first year and eadi succeeding year. Acqui­
sition of hi^-8pa«d computers will make -Uiis application feasible but 
presently the con^tational costs would be excessive. 
Application 
The criteria used in the definition of a financing sit\mtion, i.e., 
(1) average annual net operating proceeds and (2) change in total assets, 
each over a four year period, stem from an initial hypothesis that fi-
naocing conditions in cooperative elevator associations are significantly 
different >4ien the elevators are grouped according to these criteria. 
Elevators wito relatively large net operating proceeds are in a more favor­
able position to expand and to finance •Wiis expansion. But the oppor­
tunity costs of member capital, in the form of their allocated share of 
the net operating proceeds, may indicate a wove profitable use for this 
capital on the member farms. Furthermore, a large membership will have 
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a relatively large total net operating proceeds. Additional criteria are 
required, therefore, to establish the econoEiic availability of internal 
sources of financing. 
Elevators vdth a recent history of relatively large growth in total 
assets have access to external sources of financing, as indicated by their 
financial statements. The criterion of change in total assets identifies 
in an ^  post sense elevators that have a financial structure diaracterized 
by a relatively large indebtedness. 
Aggregation of data. 
The composite nature of the merchandising activities in the study 
make the present approach largely of illustrative value. It will be neces­
sary in future studies to deal with specific werdiandising activities, e.g., 
petroleum, lumber, feed, miscellaneous supplies mid grains, and vdth jAiysi-
cal quantities or indexes of physical quantities. The descriptive material 
included on nark-up practices and on the combinations of merdiandise handled 
siiows wide differences among elevators, whitdi may be related to the profita­
bility of business operations and other factors affecting financing de­
cisions. Moreover, these activities have varying resource requirements and 
varying degrees of substitutability among resource requireraents over the 
marketing year. The disaggregation of data require at least seven merdxan-
dising activities, i.e., the five specified above plus (1) storage and 
handling of government grain and (2) custom grinding, drying and other 
services. Several non-ioeit^er activities may be devised as well as two or 
store activities for business handled throii^ tiie regional associations. 
A similar set of activities would be involved for each planning or raanage-
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ment period. 
Physical plant reauireiaents. 
New investment in the jiiysical plant of 'ttie association w&y involve 
the deliberation of the meEi>er£4iip and directors as well as the mnager. 
The inforiaation needed in the management and policy deliberations depends 
on the nature of the investment. Replacement investment decisions involve 
only cost data; the probleia is simply finding the least-cost way of doing 
a specific task. Esq)ansion and product investments require productivity 
data and involve ttie decision of whether or not to perform the service. 
Strategic investments, finally, are based much ntore on judgment and long-
run goals of the association. 
Replacement of buildin/rs and eciuiT3ment* Cost projections are the 
basis for either (1) replacenient due to weai-and-tear, or (2) replacement 
due to obsolescence. Cost coniparison may be rnade between an old and new 
asset, e.g., truck, based on ttie behavior of the conponents of total costs. 
Dean has classified the total cost components as (1) capital wastage cost, 
(2) operating cost, (3) maintenance cost, and (4) xmreliability costs 
(e.g., breakdowns and idle tiise for repairs).^ The cost comparisons are 
essentially the saiae for the two kinds of replacements, except that re-
placeaents due to obsolescence depend, also, on the standard of produc­
tivity for each asset item in eadi cooperative. 
CoBiparisons of the future costs of two asset iteics, one old and one 
new, are beset with raany difficulties. First, the estimate of the capital 
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wastage cost, i.e., purchase price, less resale value, depends on an esti­
mate of its parobable econondc life, vihich, in turn, involves an estimate 
of when it will become obsolete. Second, it is not enoug^j that the new 
asset create a cost saving over the old, but tiiat it create a cost saving 
at least equal to ttie current rate of net savings, i.e., per dollar of 
investiaent. Estimates of future net savings, as well as costs, are needed 
as a basis for the replacement decisions. 
Expansion investments. Estimtes of sales, gross margins and operat­
ing costs are required for expansion investmfflits. Each of the factors 
are subject to wide laargins of error. Sales and gross margins estimates, 
by coBaaodity groups, are related to unpredictable factors as (1) nuiaber 
and percent of potential customers i^o would patronize the cooperative 
given certain inducements, (2) competition from other businesses, and 
(3) pricing policies. 
Operating cost estjuaates involve econoEdes of larger plants and de­
cisions to build capacity in anticipation of expected future sales. %e 
difficult question is to know how far in advance of sales to build. Op­
erating costs vary, of course, with capacity of plant as well as its rate 
of utilization. 
Additional net savings resulting from expansion investments represent 
the difference between additional gross margins and additional operating 
costs. Esqsansion investments, therefore, involve comparisons between the 
net savings of alternative ways of exptoding sales without ifiaking the ex­
pansion investments and net savings with the expansion investcfflnts. The 
lack of adequate estiusates for ejqpansion investments laay result in dis-
coTinted net savings estimates that vary wide3jr among directors and managers. 
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product investments* The addition of new departments, or a new line 
of sideline or services, m.y result in better use of existing facilities. 
They may, in addition, increase the volume of existing sales or services. 
The total effects of product investments, however, would be difficult to 
estimate. 
The return on product investments nay be estimated from forecasts of 
sales, prices, and costs, including the costs of increasing patronage in 
the new product. Many of the estimates must be based merely on the belief 
that with the proper kind of jaanagemait and econorrdc conditions the co­
operative will increase its patronage and its net savii.gs to a point that 
will justify the capital ejqjenditure. 
Investment in regional cooperatives. 
Regional cooperatives handle coBmodities for the member cooperatives 
on a coBqsetitive basis, i.e., regionals generally match independent w^iole-
sale businesses on prices. Patronage refunds earned by ttie local eleva­
tors in their regionals would be equivalent to the profits an independent 
business would laake on the same patronage, provided sales, Biargins and 
costs were the same in the two kinds of businesses. The local elevators 
maintain an active interest in the patronage reftinds retained by the 
regionals, however, because of the relationship between the two kinds of 
cooperatives. (1) patronizing regionals, in the first place, is a dei>-
onstration of the local cooperative's idULingness to take on the responsi­
bilities of laBBiber^ip, e.g., control, uncertainty-bearjjng, financing. 
(2) Patronage refunds retained in ttie regional involve forms of invest­
ment exj)enditures listed above, e.g., expansion expenditures, product 
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eapenditurea, and strategic expenditures. The expenditures are pre­
determined, however, depending upon the aciount of patronage and the es­
tablished policy on retention of patronage refunds. 
Current asset reaxiirements. 
The coiraaodity sales and services of the cooperative require certain 
miniinuiii aiaounts of inventory, accounts receivable and cash. Each comiriodity 
line requires a ndniifam inventory level depending upon daily sales, sea­
sonal trends in sales, expected changes in deiiiand and cost relations, un-
5 
certainty of future demand, and changes in re-order time. An optimum 
inventory level involves the relation of inventory costs to the gains in 
sales associated vrith eadi additional tinit of inventory. The accounts re-
ceiv^le requirements also vary anong different coomiodities (as well as 
different associations). A strictly cash policy would be impractical for 
all coiainodity lines or for all cooperatives because of varying degrees 
of cocgjetition from similar businesses that do grant credit. Finally, 
the level of average ca^ balances differs among cooperatives, as a result 
of differences in commodities handled, new financing, net savings, capi­
tal eijqpenditures and preferences of management. 
Inventory. The environment of inventory decisions involves considera­
tion of both econoirdc and technological factors in grain and sideline mer-
diandising. First, most coiataodities handled by a cooperative have a sea­
sonal pattern of inventory accuinulation, e.g., grain in November, lusfcer 
in March. It my be necessary to divide the raarketing year into two parts 
T. K. 'hitin. The theory of inventory ruanageraent. Princeton, N. J., 
Princeton University press. 19^0. 
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on the basis of inventory accumulation; the first part, \itien inventories 
accuraulate, and the second part, vhen inventories are depleted. 
An econoKdc model of the decision process in inventory management 
involves the inventory relation in some\^at different form; the difference 
between inventory gains and inventory costs, per unit of sales, is naxi-
fflized. Hie inventory costs are related to sales, but in addition, they 
are related to the rates of ordering, and o'Uier factors. Inventory costs 
include (1) storage costs, i.e., costs of fixed assets required to handle 
ttie total inventory, (2) interest cost on capital funds tied up in in­
ventory, (3) insurance, (4) operating costs, e.g., re-order costs, and 
(5) losses, e.g., deterioration and price fluctuations. The inventory 
gains (losses) result from (1) expected diange in price and (2) exjjected 
change in sales. Kaxiniization of the difference between inventory gains 
and inventory costs, however, must be consistent witli the maxiadzation of 
average net savings for ttie cooperative. 
In stumnary, ex ante estimates of inventory requirement in a coopera­
tive involve (1) estimates of future sales of specified commodities, (2) 
estimates of future margins on eacJi commodity line, (3) estimates of future 
costs of operation, and (4) estiiaates of dianges in sales, imrgins and 
costs associated VDHii unit change in inventory. Also needed are (1) the 
inventory costs associated vdth different inventory le/els in each coki-
UHsdity line and (2) ttie gains in sales associated with an increase in 
invaitory. Finally, the optimum inventory level must be consistent with 
the optifflum level of fixed assets and the preference systems of nren&ers 
and rnanagm^t. 
Accounts receivable. The aiaount of receivables carried on the books 
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of a cooperative is related to the products handled, general business 
trends, available financing, and capital position of jaentoers, as well as 
the credit policy of the cooperative. The monthly variations in the use 
of retail credit are related to the receipts of farm income, the cowmodites 
handled, and the competitive situation facing the cooperative. Credit 
sales, according to Knudtson and Roller,^ vary more than total sales or 
accounts receivable. The three variables, however, tend to niove together 
for each coimaodity. Peak credit sales of farm supplies occur in April and 
May Ti<hile petroleum sales reach their peak one to two months later. The 
seascaial pattern of accounts receivable, therefore, will vary among eleva­
tors depending upon the percentage distribution of the comnodities handled. 
Finally, ttie period over which the credit is granted, e.g., spring to 
fall credit, increases the chance for default on the account because of 
crop failure or xmfavorable prices, and thus increases the amount of 
accounts receivable £uid bad debt loss for the year. 
The econondc objective in the managecBnt of accounts receivable credit 
is the saioe as in the manageiaent of any other assets, i.e., maxisiization 
of the over-all average net savings of the cooperative. Average net sav­
ings may be maximized by granting some accounts receivable credit vdien 
the competitive situation forces the cooperative to grant credit on terms 
similar to those of competitors. !nie gain in sales, however, Eiust be re­
lated to the cost of the additional credit. These costs include (1) per­
sonnel expmses, (2) office supplies, (3) collection and legal expense, 
^Arvid C. Knudtson and E. Fred Koller. Accounts receivable credit 
in Minnesota farm supply cooperatives. St. Paul, Minn. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Bui. 430. 1955. 
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and (4) bad debt loss. In the Knudtson and Koller study these costs 
totaled 56.2 cents per 100 dollars of total credit sales for the sample 
of cooperatives and 39*9 pent3 per 100 dollars of total credit sales for 
the grain associations in the saiiinle. iSie inclusion of interest at 4.5 
percent on the average monthly receivables increased these costs to 95*2 
cents and 74.4 cents, respectively, per 100 dollars of total credit sales. 
The management objective, therefore, is to raaxiinize the difference betv/een 
toe gain in sales and the cost of credit in terias of the over-all maxi-
mizatitm objective (subject to the relevant preference syBtems). 
In summary, the decision process in the nxanagenent of accounts re~ 
ceivable credit isay be depicted in terms of an ^  ante relation which 
wcpirea the same set of estimates as in the inventory relation and the 
fixed asset relation. In addition, estiiaates are needed of (1) the 
quantity deiaanded of accounts receivable credit, and (2) the credit costs 
associated with eadi additional dollar of credit sales. 
Cash balance. The cash balance account provides flexibility in the 
financial isanagement. ISie available cash nmy be used to meet toe periodic 
expenditiires of toe cooperative and, also, as a cushion for unpredicted 
demands for cash. Efficient iisanagetnent of the cash balance accomt re­
quires careful planning on part of the manager and board of directors. 
Sources of seasonal financing must be tapped to complement the cash sales 
and payments on receivables in a way that cdnindzes the excess cash bal­
ance over the year. Managers and directors of cooperatives differ in 
ability and preference regarding the use of different sources of fi­
nancing arid the toanagement of the asset accoimts. Hence, the average 
monthly ca^ balance per dollar of specified sales is likely to differ 
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among cooperatives. 
The decision process in cash uianageiiient involves the Kaxiisiization 
of the difference between the gains attributable to an adequate cash bal­
ance asid the costs of Kiaintaining that balance in terms of the over-all 
average net savings relation for the cooperative. The cash balance, rela­
tion, however, is subject to the liquidity preference of management (as 
well as other preferences enumerated above). The estimates involved in 
the prediction equation include the previously listed estimates of sales, 
margins and costs, plus (1) estimates of the gain in sales attributable 
to an adequate casii balance, and (2) estimates of the costs of cash nian-
agement (exclusive of interest cost). 
Effect of investEient decisions on financial raan&Kement. 
The different kinds of assets, each with a tjnique set of prediction 
variables, impose different financing requirements. The availability of 
the particular kind of financing, in turn, affects the investment de­
cision, or finally, the kind and ansounts of capital ex^jenditures. The 
interrelation between investment decisions and financial inanageiaent in­
volve (1) length of turnover of assets, (2) rate of return and net sav-
irigs, (3) risk and imcertainty, (4) owneretxip and control, and (5) annual 
asset costs of different forms of assets* 
Length of turnover of assets. Assets vdth rapid turnover, e.g., 
inventory, usually involve ^ ort-term financing while assets with slow 
turnover, e.g., buildings, are financed largely by surplus and other 
perraanent capital. The eievator cooperatives, however, are characterized 
by a dependaice on long-term menijer financing, althoufsih cooperatives 
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vdth recent eaqmnsion generally obtained bank loans to start the expan­
sion program. 
Local banlcs and the Oinaha Bank for Cooperatives make short-term loans, 
secxired and \msecured, of varying amounts and at an interest rate of 4.5 
to 6 percent. The results of the finance survey of 103 fanosrs' elevators 
shew a ^ viUingnesa of managers to pay approximately one-half percent more 
interest on inventory loans than loans on floted assets (which my reflect 
the current structure of interest rates). Yet, nearly all of the needed 
eixpansion was in fixed assets rather than current assets. Presumably, 
i^ort-teriu financing is niore available than long-term financing. The 
presence of internal or external capital rationing in long-term financing 
my account for both the greater availability of short-terra financing and 
the greater interest rate ii^ich managers are willing to pay on short-
teriE loans. 
Rate of return and net savings. The rate of return on proposed capi­
tal e3q)enditures may be used as a choice criterion for alt«pnative invest­
ment opportxinities. The net return on the investment (exclusive of inter­
est expense) provides the cash funds to pay for the annual cost of the 
capital funds. Finally, the cumulated depreciation charge covers tiie 
initial outlay cost. 
The payment period, i.e., the tinie recjiired to pay back the invest­
ment from gross earnings, is a coHffnonly used criterion in capital budget­
ing. The payment period, however, fails to discriminate between two 
equal capital expenditures witii the same gross earnings but which differ 
in their total useful life. Thus, the use of a short pay-out period iiiay 
be inc(»isistent with the maximum rate of return criterion. 
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The rate of return criterion, i.e., the net savings, per dollar of 
iiwestEient, or the net saving criterion, i.e., net savings per dollar 
of sales, are related to the cost of capital funds. Capital expenditures 
are saade only nftien the discounted net savings are at least as great as 
the total coat of the capital funds, including the opportxmity costs of 
member capital. The net savings criterion specified in the analytical 
frameworic is subject, therefore, to the additional condition that the net 
rate of return exceed the cost of capital for any capital expenditure. 
Risk and uncertainty. The elements of risk and uncertainty are hor-
volved in both investnent decisions and financial management. Mffisbers 
and directors laay prefer only limited expansion to the ind^tedness in­
volved in a laore ambitious expansion program. Moreover, more risk invest­
ments may require equity financing entirely because of the preferences of 
nMdbers and directors, or because of external capital rationing. 
Management, also, is concerned with the risks and vincertainties as­
sociated with different investjsBnts and different forms of financing. 
Managers may prefer eaqjansion and the related increase in induceieents, 
but they my prefer the eaq^ansion only if the loans initially used to 
finmce the expansion program are replaced by interest-free member equities 
Managers may have an aversion to interest obligations, even to mentoers. 
Manageiaeant, therefore, may prefer to finance largely from surplus and tiie 
revolving fUnd. 
Qwner^lp atid control. Kembers of elevator associations have a dis­
tinct pa-efersice for capital e:!q)endit\ire8 in production activities that 
they control directly. Productive investment opportunities in coopera­
tive associations are thus often passed by for less productive capital 
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expendltvires in the jaeffibers' farms. Hence, the eleiaent of control in 
financial Banageiaent has decisive influence on capital expenditures. Pro­
ductive capital e3q)enditures may be voted down in idie cooperative as long 
as iiie nembers and directors feel that they have an inadecjuate "voice" 
in the investment decision process, or their individtjal interests are in 
conflict. Financial man^eEient, however, involves the management of the 
financial resources of the cooperative in a way that maximizes the long-
run profits of the individual participating farias. Methods of financing 
are needed vhidti are consistent vLih the economic interests of individual 
fflfiEibers as well as the heterogeneity of interests aiaong raeoiberB in ft 
particular cooperative association. 
The application of the linear progranraing technique to problems of 
financial planning in the financial organization of cooperative associa­
tions Involves a unique set of activities, i.e., merchandising and financ­
ing. First, the interest of nieidsers and directors of cooperative as­
sociations is in the merchandising program, inasmch as the cooperative 
was organized to provide a meded service at cost. Members are in a 
position to choose auiong alternative methods of merchandising their agri­
cultural products. They inay select an independent agricultural bxisiness 
to perform the needed marketing services, or they may have these serv­
ices porforraed by their cooperative association. Hence, the primary 
decision regards the optimim organization of merdiandising services. 
The optiEsum organization of the financial structure is associated 
with the over-all problem of financial organization in the cooperative 
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association. The capital expendittares prograia is related to the or^nizssc-
tion of the merchandising activities and the financial structure. Hence, 
toe optinsum financial organisation involves, (1) an optimaa organizatim 
of merchandising activities, (2) an optimum capital eaqsenditures program, 
and (3) an optiEaim organization of the financial structure. 
The capital ejqsenditures programidjig laay be handled within the frame­
work of this study. An additional requirement vector is needed for each 
coKponent of the capital expenditures program, e.g., buildimjs, equijaaent, 
inventory, accounts receivable and cash. The total financing laust cover 
these Assets. Substitution between assets in the saiae activity my be 
accoapli^ed throu^ the \iae of capital esqpenditures activities with 
assigned unit custs. 
aeaaonal merchaiidiaing requirements. 
Seasonal merchandising recpireBients, e.g., labor and short-term fi­
nancing, may be incoJTsarated into the prograisBiing problem. Limited conqiu-
tational facilities permitted the use of only one seasonal requirement, 
i.e., labor. The available monthly d&ta on margins, physical volume of 
sales, and operating proceeds also may be utilized to obtain 'Uie input-
outpit coefficients for the critical months. 
The use of monthly data involves additional laethodological and 
practical difficulties. The level of day-to-day financing requirements 
depends upon managemsnt practices with respect to inventory, accounts 
receivable, accounts payable and ca^. The discussion of sijecific cur­
rent asset requirenients indicated the nature of the decision-making 
environiaent in each of these areas. Research in tiiese management areas 
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laay be devised ttiat would shov/ the factors involved and their quantita­
tive relationships. These research resxilts vrould laake possible a more 
detailed application of tiie linear prograoiEing technique to problems of 
financial organization. 
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3UI§iAKY AND Ca^CIAJSIONS 
Financial organization in farmer cooperatives comprises the financial 
structure and the processes of manageiaent and planning. It was the pur­
pose of this study, therefore, to analyze and to compare historical and 
optimim financial organizations in specified financing situations and to 
evaluate the application of an integrated approach, i.e., activity analysis 
or linear progranffnlng, to financial management and planning in farmer co­
operatives. 
It vfas postulated in the study tiiat members patronize their coopera­
tive to increase their individual farm profits. Cash payments on de­
ferred patronage refunds and other economic benefits of mentoership serve 
as inducemmts to participation and are maximized over the anticipated 
period of membership in each individual case. 
The mxliaization of the net benefits of nembership over time was 
accomplished within a specified structxire of (1) available technology and 
(2) resource, mrket and financing limitations using the linear prograia-
mlng approach. Four unique financing situations \irere used to specify the 
input-output relation^ips, yhich were affected by (1) the competitive 
market position of the cooperative, and (2) the nature of its raanagement. 
Lack of quantitative information on these factors required the use of 
the four generalized financing situations as a first approximation to 
the "true" econosiic conditions in a specific case.. 
Basic data to test the analytical models ^ «re obtained froia two 
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raain sources; (1) fiiiancial and operating statements of a sample of co­
operative elevator associations audited by the Farmers Grain Dealers As­
sociation of Des Moiries, Iowa, over a period of four to ten years, includ­
ing fiscal years ending during the 1953-54 marketing season, and (2) 
field survey of 160 mejibers in either cooperative elevator associations. 
A population of 172 cooperative elevator associations were stratified into 
tvio levels of average net savings over a four year period and two levels 
of change in total assets over the sans period, i.e., fiscal years ending 
October 1, 1950 to Septeiaber 30, 1953. Samples of ?56,32 and 8 associa­
tions were obtained for historical and cross-sectional analyses. In 
addition, supplementary financing data were obtained by rnail queation-
naires from selected elevators in the saaple of ^ 6 associations. 
Multiple regression eqmtions were derived, using the least squares 
method, which provided the merchandising coefficients to describe the 
input-output relationships for each financing situation. Unit values, or 
prices, were also estimated for each finaicing and merchandising gi^up, 
usiiig the same lasthodological procedure. Finally, cjiiantitative measures 
of requiresients and Umiting factors were obtained from the uienibership 
survey and the financial and operating statements of elevator associations 
in the saEf>le. 
Liiaitations to the grovirth and expansion of fanner elevator associa­
tions were exaiiiined. Market, resoxirce and financing limitations were 
evaluated in terEs of their hiatorical origins, laeasureraent, and impact 
upon the size and nature of the cooperative association. Itie limitations 
were identified witii policy considerations in the cooperative association, 
but the level of uanagement was a critical variable in the structure of 
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liaitational factors. 
Specific iieiii>er limitations included (1) the structure of luentoer 
preferences, (2) the collateral and other financing requirecients of 
lending institutions, (3) the state laws pertaining to farmer cooperatives, 
and (4) the productivity of capital on raember farms. The preliminary 
applications show the importance of the first of these limitations, i.e., 
the structvire of member preferences. Kember preferences, particularly 
the financing fsreferences between equity financing and indebtedness, uere 
as restrictive as the raaiicet limitisbions in certain cases in establishing 
the over-all organizatiai of the cooperative. 
The linear progranaaing applications wejre intended to illustrate the 
methodology and data requirenents of the technique. 'Brie most useful 
applications will involve a specific cooperative with a imique set of 
resources, niaiicet jxitentials, financing restrictions and technology. 
Moreover, the linear programming matrix shoiild provide for a capital ex­
penditures program as vrell as a merchandising program and a financial 
prograui. iSach of the needed improvements in the ajjplication of the tech­
nique is feasible, however, within the proposed analytical franiework. 
The arialytical approach, en^jloying the tedinique of activity analysis 
or linear progranaiiing, has tremendous potential application. Anticipated 
future ia^iroveiBents in available data and computational facilities and 
proceckres will make possible the application of the approach to financing 
and other management and planning probleuB of cooperative associations. 
It is a realistic and practical approadi, insofar as it involves, not 
merely the quantitative measure of the technology employed in a particular 
elevator, but the restrictions that limit the use of the available tech-
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nologjr. It will be possible to show the loss in riet meidsership benefits 
as a result of the various laarket, resource and financing limitations. 
Avenues for ijii5)roveiient of the economic environment of cooperatives \/ill 
be suggested by the linear progransning results. The lianageiraent, toe 
directors and the imrbers of the coopex'ative associtition roay relate the 
suggested improvements to their structure of prefwences and purposes in 
membership. "Rie suggested improveEsents be discarded, but the decision 
can be made in li^t of a host of relevant factors. 
Two specific recoiaaendations are nade in view of the lirdtations and 
possibilities of the proposed analytical technique: (1) Research on the 
laanageiTient factor in farmer cooperativesj (2) Research on factors affecting 
the competitive pocitioii of farcier cooperatives. Itie research findings 
in the areas of managatient mid industry structm-e would sake possible 
the appliccition of a general progracurlug approach to specific financing 
and other organizatiaial problems of fanser cooperatives. 
Finally, the place of raerabership education in the purposes, business 
operations, and econoiaic possibilities of farmer cooperatives cannot be 
over-ompJiasized. The survey data cited in the first pasrt of this stidy 
exfiiiiasiz ed the vdde gap betiveen present membership particir^tion and tS^ 
» 
levri of participation assiuaed in the analytical siodel. 
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AFPMDIX 
Appendix tables include basic data pertaining to (1) the population 
of 172 elevator associations, and (2) the population of riieifbers in eij^it 
of the 172 elevator associations. 
SuEaaary operating and financinf; data for the sajsjles of S, 32 and 
86 elevators involved in the study are presented in Tables 53 to 76. 
Tables 53 to 60 pertain to tlie sample of 32 elevators analyzed over a 10 
year period, including the 1953-54 narketin;^ season. Only the last eif^ht 
of the fiscal jears analyzed are included Iji the siiBanary tables. Tables 
61 and 62 show coi^^arable summary data for the ei^t elevator associations 
in the field survey of merabers. Tables 63 to 68 include regression co­
efficients mid related statistics used to derive the merchandising and 
financing coefficients in ttie linear programming matrices. Tables 69 to 
76 present the relevant regression coefficients for gross operating 
laargins and fixed assets by financing situation. 
Quantitative data on raesaber preferences aire presented in Tables 77 
to 81. "nie tables swaraarize selected data on investnient, financing, 
liquidity, and time preferences according to four criteria, i.e., total 
acres of land fariiied, acres o'^ned, oonths of labor used on farm and age 
of fariii operator. It is assumed, in the presaitation of tfje five tables, 
that the specified preferences are not significantly different -^len 
grouped according to attendance at annual meetings, carital position and 
elevator association. 
Table 53. Suinmary balance ssheet for cooperative elevator associations in financing 
sitijation Aa. Averaj^e value per association by specified group and fiscal, 
1946-47 to 1953-54 
Groi^j 1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 1950- 1951- 1952- 1953-47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
(thousand dollars) 
Assets 
Current assets 43.2 44.6 41.4 43.2 51.9 53.3 49.4 63.7 
Investiiients 6.0 9.0 14.5 14.1 14.2 16.9 17.2 17.4 
Oth^ investiJients 3.5 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.8 0.8 1.6 1.5 
Fixed assets, gross 28.3 39.7 45.8 53.3 63.8 66.6 67.2 77.2 
Total gross assets 81.0 94.3 102.9 111.7 130.7 137.6 135.4 159.8 
Depreciation reserve 13.1 14.1 15.9 17.8 19.7 22.8 25.5 28.1 
Total net assets 67.9 80.2 87.0 93.9 111.0 114.8 109.9 131.7 
eq\4ty 
'otes payable 0 0 2.1 1.1 3.2 5.4 3.1 7.7 
Otoer current liabilities 6.0 rt.6 3.3 3.9 8.5 6.6 6.1 8.7 
Loans 0 0 0 l.>' 6.6 5.5 4.2 5.9 
Total liabilities 6.0 8.6 5.4 6,c' 18.3 17.5 13.4 22.3 
Fejjtoerahip 2.9 3.0 2.6 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 
preferred stock 2.2 1.6 1.8 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.7 
patronage refunds 32.6 40.7 52.2 53.8 57.9 61.4 61.1 70.9 
Surplus 24.2 26.3 27.9 25-4 26.9 28.0 27.4 30.6 
Total equity 61.9 71.6 81.6 87.1 92.7 97.3 96.5 109.4 
Total liabilities and equity 67.9 SO. 2 87.0 93.9 111.0 1U.8 109.7 131.7 
Table 54. Suimria3ry balance sheet for selected" cooperative elevator associations in financing 
situation Ab. Average value of specified assets^ liabilities and equity per association 
by specified grouj> and fiscal year, 1946-47 to 1953-54 
1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 1950- 1951- 1952- 1953 
Group 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
Assets 
(thousand dollars) 
Current assets 
Investnaents 
Other investments 
Fixed assets, gross 
52.2 
8.8 
2.6 
24.0 
63.8 
14.8 
2.6 
29.0 
45.9 
17.8 
2.3 
38.5 
41.e 
18.8 
0.2 
42.6 
52.6 
19.7 
0.2 
47.1 
63.7 
25.2 
0.3 
55.7 
62.0 
28.1 
1.8 
71.4 
63.8 
30.4 
1.6 
82.2 
Total gross assets 87.6 110.2 104.5 103.4 119.6 144.? 163.3 178.0 
Depreciation reserve 14.5 15.4 14.2 13.8 15.9 18.3 20.9 24.2 
Total net assets 73.1 94.8 90.3 89.6 103.7 126.6 142.4 153.8 
T.iabillties and eauity 
Botes payable 
Other current liabilities 
Loans 
0 
4.0 
0.3 
1.3 
5.1 
3.5 
1.5 
4.0 
4.7 
5.0 
3.0 
2.6 
3.5 
5.0 
3.2 
3.6 
5.9 
8.8 
5.4 
10.9 
13.5 
6.6 
11.2 
13.0 
Total liabilities 4.3 9.9 10.2 10.6 11.7 18.3 29.8 30.8 
Henib®r ships 
prefeiTed stock 
Deferred refunds 
Surplus 
4.7 
1.1 
32.5 
30.5 
5.0 
1.2 
45.9 
32.8 
4.7 
3.8 
41.3 
30.3 
4.4 
6.2 
40.4 
28.0 
4.3 
6.3 
51.7 
29.7 
5.2 
5.8 
65.5 
31.8 
4.5 
13.1 
65.2 
29.8 
4.5 
13.3 
74.2 
31.0 
Total equity 68.8 84.9 80.1 79.0 92.0 108.3 112.6 123.0 
Total liab. and equity 73.1 94.8 90.2 ^9.6 i0?.7 126.6 142.4 3,52.$ 
Table 55. Suisanary balance sheet for selected cooperative elevator associations in 
tion Ba. Average value of specified assets, liabilities and equity per 
specified group and fiscal year, 1946-47 to 1953-54 
financing situa-
association by 
Group 
1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 195C- 1951- 1952- 1953-
Jt2 m 49 50 51 52 53 54 
Assets 
(thousand dollars) 
Current assets 87.6 113.8 107.7 111.2 118.2 131.1 112.8 120.2 
Investir®nts 13.3 18.5 25.0 28.0 28.0 32.4 36.8 38.6 
Other investments 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.8 2.4 
Fixed assets, gross 59.6 66.1 72.4 84.4 92.6 98.2 103.6 126.7 
Total gross assets 163.7 201.6 208.3 226.8 242.1 265.0 257.1 287.9 
Depreciation reseirve 20.5 22.8 24.9 27.9 31.4 35.2 39.7 47.4 
Total net assets 143.2 178.8 183.4 198.9 210.7 229.8 217.3 240.5 
Liabilities and eauitv 
Notes payable 0.6 0 0.6 3.3 1.5 8.1 9.1 18.2 
Other ciirrent liabilities 13.2 21.6 13.9 13.4 U.3 21.8 X3.6 19.7 
Loans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.8 
Total liabilities 13.8 21.6 U.5 16.7 15.8 29.9 22.7 41. 
Meinberships 17.0 17.0 17.7 18.5 18.9 15.8 16.2 15.8 
preferred stock 7.7 10.8 12.4 11.9 11.5 27.9 33.8 35.4 
patronage refunds 61.2 82.9 84.9 93.2 100.0 97.6 83.3 83.5 
Surplus 4^.5 46.5 53.9 58.6 64.5 58.6 61.3 64.1 
Total equity 129.4 157.2 168.9 182.2 194.9 199.9 194.6 198.8 
Total liab. and equity 143.2 178.8 183.4 198.9 210.7 229.8 217.3 240.5 
Table 56, Suraaary balarice idieet for selected cooperative elevator associations in financing 
situation Bb, Average value of specified assets, liabilities and equity per association 
by specified group and fiscal year, 1946-47 to 1953-54 
Group 
1946-
47 
1947-
hB 
194s-
49 
1949-
50 
1950-
51 
1951-
?2 
1952-
3^ 
1953-
4^ 
Assets 
(thousand dollars) 
Current assets 
Investments 
Other investments 
Fixed assets, gross 
69.0 
9.9 
1.3 
41.3 
65.3 
15.8 
0.9 
6$.9 
24.2 
0.9 
48.6 
87.5 
29.2 
0.9 
64.9 
113.8 
32.7 
0.3 
120.2 
152.0 
35.9 
0.4 
134.6 
163.0 
59.1 
0.3 
151.4 
leo.o 
42.1 
0,3 
164.2 
Total gross assets 121.5 125.6 142.6 182." 267.0 322.9 353.8 386.7 
Depreciation reserve 13.3 13.6 14.6 16.4 28.6 33.4 38.2 44.2 
Total net assets 108.2 112.0 128.0 166.4 238.4 289.5 315.6 342.5 
Liabilities and ecniily 
Notes payable 
Other current liabilities 
Loans 
2.5 
6.3 
0 
1.1 
5.3 
0 
2.5 
6.4 
0 
7.3 
8.4 
8.9 
7.2 
11.4 
15.1 
6.9 
24.7 
12.2 
9.7 
23.7 
18.2 
7.0 
27.3 
18.8 
Total liabilities 6.4 8.9 24.6 33.7 43.8 51.6 53.1 
Meciber ships 
preferred stock 
Patronage refunds 
Surplus 
6.0 
15.5 
55.8 
22.1 
7.3 
9.9 
63.1 
25.^  
7.2 
14.3 
70.4 
27.2 
8.0 
13.1 
89.0 
31.7 
8.8 
17.3 
128.3 
50.3 
9.6 
20.7 
159.2 
56.2 
10.5 
29.7 
164.0 
59.8 
11.1 
32.6 
180.8 
64.9 
Total equity 99.4 105.6 119.1 141.8 204.7 245.7 264.0 
Total liab. and equity 107.2 112.0 128.0 166 i 4 23«.4 289.5 315.6 342.5 
H 
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Table 57. Sucaaary operating stateaent for ei^^t cooperative elevator asaociationg in financing 
situation Aa. Average value of specified assets, liabilities and equity per association, 
by specified group and fiscal year ending 1946-47 to 1953-54 
1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 1950- 1951- 1952- 1953-
Group 47 48 . 49 _ 30 ^ 51 <52 SS •54 
(thousand dollars) 
Sales 
Grain sales 454.2 358.9 279.2 247.9 347.0 348.1 316.5 318.8 
Sideline sales 68.4 99.6 84.5 96.4 111.2 118.0 124.6 131.4 
Total 522.6 458.6 363.6 344.3 458.2 466.1 441.1 450.2 
CoHEiodity margins 28.5 25.2 19*e> 21.4 25.6 24.4 23.3 28.0 
Other income 3.3 3.5 6.1 10.0 8.1 7.5 5.2 12.4 
Patronage refunds earned 3.3 5.2 5.5 2.8 1.6 2.4 1.4 1.4 
Total 35.1 33.9 31.4 34.2 35.3 34-3 29.9 41.8 
Ooeratinc exDonses 
Manager's salary 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.3 
Labor 5.7 6.3 5.4 7.1 8.4 9.1 9.2 10.0 
Depreciation 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.4 3.4 
Interest 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 
Oldier 4.9 5.2 5.1 7.2 8.5 8.6 8.2 8.9 
Total 14.a 16.5 15.7 20.4 23.7 25.3 25.7 27.1 
Total net savings 20.3 17.4 15.7 15.8 11.6 9.0 4.2 U.7 
Table 58. Svusiaary operating stateinent for ei^t cooperative elevator associations in financing 
situation Ab. Average value of specified sales, income and operating exp®"ses per 
association, by specified group and fiscal year ending 1946-47 to 1953-54 
1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 1950- 1951- 1952- 1953-
Group 47 48 49 ^1 ?2 53 54 
(thousand dollars) 
Sales 
Grain sales 384.2 452.0 303.7 197.8 307.2 381.3 379.8 298,5 
Sideline sales 111.8 155.1 155.3 157.8 151.8 167.9 174.7 207.1 
Total 496.0 607.0 459.0 355.6 458.9 5^f9.2 554.5 505.6 
Income 
Cc^iodity margins 31 »4 33.8 24.7 23.2 29.4 33.0 32.3 33.4 
Other incoEse 1.9 1.6 2.6 6.1 7.1 7.1 6.7 U.5 
Patronage refunds earned 4.6 7.4 7.2 4.5 2.8 6.2 3.2 
Total 37.9 42.g 34.5 33.8 39.3 46.3 42.7 51.1 
Oceratins expenses 
Manager's salary 3.1 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.9 4.7 4.5 4.9 
Labor 6.3 7.8 7.9 7.9 9.3 10.7 12.3 13.7 
Depreciation 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.7 
Interest 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 
Other 4.0 4.3 4.8 6.3 8.0 9.7 10.8 11.8 
Total U.3 16.1 17.7 19.8 23.8 28.1 31.2 34.9 
Total net savings 23.6 26.7 16.8 u.o 15.5 18.2 11.5 16.2 
Table 59. SuMaary operating stateiiient for eight coopeiative elevator associations in financing 
situation Ba» Average value of specified sales, incoBie and operating esqjenses per 
association, by specified f^roup and fiscal year ending 1946-47 to 1953-54 
GiroUD 
1946— 
47 
1947-
48 
1948— 
49 
19/^9-
50 
1950-
51 
1951-
52 
1952-
53 
1953-
'Ui. 
(thousand dollars) 
Grain sales 
Sideline sales 
596.1 
199.9 
805.a 
254.8 
484.7 
283.7 
455.3 
303.2 
597.5 
319.9 
642.4 
349.4 
609.9 
322.4 
518.5 
331.8 
Total 796.0 1060.6 879.4 758.5 917.4 991.8 932.3 850.3 
InccHfte 
Comaiodity jmrgins 
Other incorae 
patronage reftinds earned 
58.0 
6.3 
7.3 
67.2 
7.6 
8.0 
65.0 
8.2 
10.5 
65.2 
15.8 
7.1 
74.2 
14.8 
4.2 
75.7 
11.6 
7.0 
60.2 
12.0 
3.8 
59.7 
20.6 
4.2 
ON 
Total 71.6 82.8 83.7 88.1 93.2 94.3 76.0 84.5 
Qpeyatips e^spepgeg 
Manager's salary 
Labor 
Depreciation 
Interest 
OtSier 
Total 
Total net sayings 
4.4 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.7 
10.6 13.5 15.3 17.3 19.2 
2.6 2.8 3.4 3.9 4*4 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0J» 
9.0 9.6 11.1 11.6 11.9 
26.7 31.1 35.1 38.1 41.6 
44.9 51.7 48.6 50.0 51.6 
5.9 
21.8 
4*3 
0.4 
li,.3 
47.2 
47.1 
5.9 
21,5 
5.3 
0.5 
U.5 
47.7 
28.3 
6.1 
21.7 
5.6 
0.5 
15.7 
49.6 
34.9 
Table 60. SucBaary operating statement for eif^t cooperative elevator associations ±ii finaricing 
situation Bb. Average value of specified sales, income and orerafcing expenses per 
association, by specified group and fiscal year ending, 1946-47 to 1953-54 
1946- 1947- 1948- 1949- 1950- 1951- 1952- IV 53-
Group 47 48 49 <50 51 <>2 53 54 
(thousand dollars) 
Sales 
Grain sales 748.2 800.1 557.0 399.8 644.5 719.8 634.1 592.6 
Sideline sales 150.3 176.8 203.4 231.4 347.8 381.7 a9.i 482.6 
Total 898.5 976.8 760.5 631.2 992.3 1101.5 1053.2 1075.2 
Income 
CoEjaodity margins 56.1 46.3 45.2 44.2 72.3 79.4 74.4 85.9 
Other income 4.0 4.3 8.8 18.0 19.6 23.4 19.7 32.0 
patronage refunds earned 3.3 10.2 11.2 6.6 4.1 6.9 5.3 5.3 
Total 63.4 60.8 65.2 68.8 96.0 109.7 99.2 123.2 
Oceratin;? expenses 
Manager's salary 3.9 4.5 4.0 3.9 5.2 5.8 6.0 6.2 
Labor S.7 11.0 14.0 15.6 21.0 25.5 28.1 35.7 
Depreciation 1.5 2.1 2.7 3.3 5.1 5.8 6.3 7.3 
Interest 0.1 0.1 0,1 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.3 
Other 7.7 9.0 10.5 11.1 15.7 19.4 20.9 23.7 
Total 21.9 26.7 31.6 34.4 47.8 57.5 62.2 74.2 
Total net savings 41.5 34.1 33.6 34.4 48.2 52.2 37.2 49.0 
Table 61. Sunsnary balance sheet for eigjit farmers* elevator associations. Average value of 
specified assets, liabilities and operating expenses per association by specified 
group and elevator association, fiscal year ending October 1, 1953 to Septentoer 
30, 1954 
Group 
Aaa^ 
ML .m. 
Elevator association 
JisZ. 
(thousand dollars) 
M2-
Ciarent assets 50.6 53.6 72.2 100.3 121.1 78.3 162.0 157.2 
Investments 21.9 10.1 25.7 62.0 27.2 24.8 50.8 41,7 
Other investments 0.5 1.0 0 1.5 0 2.8 0 0 
Fixed assets, gross 108.6 96.4 75.3 131.5 78.1 83.1 67.9 226,6 
Total gross assets 181.6 161.1 173.2 295.3 226.4 189.0 280.7 425.5 
Depreciation reserve 25.5 29.9 14.6 38.0 26.4 47.7 17.9 70.2 
Total net assets 156.1 131.2 158.6 257.3 200.0 UI.3 263.8 355.3 
Notes payable 45.4 10.0 7.2 25.0 0.1 0 0 0 
Other current liabilities 7.2 6.7 35.1 16.4 10.5 10.6 34.8 21.9 
Loans 26.5 0 19.2 0 0 0 0 0 
Total liabilities 79.1 16.7 61.5 41.4 10.6 10.6 34.8 21.9 
Mend}er ships 1.6 2.9 3.1 3.9 17.2 6.9 10.4 20^5 
Preferred stock 0 0 41.8 0 94.9 0 44.1 54.3 
Patronage refunds 49.8 78.1 44.2 172.6 30.1 46.1 130.3 170.3 
Surplus 25.6 33.0 8.0 39.4 47.2 77.5 43.2 86.3 
Total equity 77.0 n4.5 97.1 215.9 189.4 230.5 228.0 333.4 
Total liab. and equity 156.1 131.2 158.6 257.3 200.0 141.1 262.8 355.3 
Table 62. SuHSJiary operating statement for ei^t farmers' elevator associations. Average value 
of specified sales, income and operating expenses per association, by specified group 
and elevator association, fiscal year ending October 1, 1953 to Septeniber 30, 1954 
Rlevatnr association 
(thousand dollars) 
Sales 
Grain sales 338.3 172.5 362.1 392.9 386.2 318.8 370.1 595.3 
Sideline sales 42.6 158.9 250.4 291.0 559.1 276.1 439.5 4751.5 
Total 380.9 331.4 612.5 683.9 945.3 594.9 809.6 1073.8 
Incoae 
Coiranodity ear gins 6.6 28.8 29,7 46.4 91.6 58.8 57.0 101.2 
Other income 16.7 11.8 16.0 9.3 3.0 16.9 13.0 30.8 
Patronage refunds earned 1.6 1.8 3.9 3.9 2.0 4.3 4.1 6.3 
Total 24.9 UZmh 59.6 59.6 96.6 80.0 74.1 138.3 
Oceratinc excenses 
Labor e.,2 18.2 20.5 27.4 34.8 31.3 28.9 44.3 
Depreciation 2.1 4.9 4.7 5.4 3.4 4.3 4.4 8.6 
Interest 1.4 1.0 1.3 0.2 0.5 0 0 0.6 
Ottier 7.6 8.5 14.2 15.7 U.3 12.0 13.9 2.».2 
Total 19.3 32.6 40.7 48.7 53.0 47.6 47.2 81.7 
Distribution of net savings 
Income taxes 0.2 0.1 l.« 0.5 4.0 2.0 3.1 3.9 
Dividends 0 0.4 2.1 0 4.5 0 2.2 3.1 
patronage refunds 3.8 8.3 13.0 9.2 30.2 25.9 19.3 43.6 
Surplus 1.6 0.8 2.0 1.2 4.9 4.5 2.3 6.0 
Total 5.6 9.8 18.9 10.9 43.6 32.4 26.9 56.6 
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Table 63. Regression coefficient for grain sales, sideline sales and 
other incoEie, by prediction variable, 86 elevator associations, 
1953-54 
Grain Sideline Other Constant 
Dependent sales sales income 
variable b b^ b 
1 2 3 4 
Labor expense 
.1379 .4683 .2068 .1915 
Other expense .1859 .3534 .2444 .1320 
Current assets .4264 .3134 .3291 -.4872 
Grain margins 
.7544 .1102 .0089 -.7760 
Sideline margins 
-.2035 .1500 .0645 -2.7393 
Patr. refunds earned .6182 .3770 .3209 -3.4761 
Cxirrent liabilities .1461 .3913 .2330 .3262 
Surplus allocation 
-.0939 .5414 .9227 -2.8965 
Operating expense .1531 .4282 .2202 .4632 
Depreciation esqsense .2779 .3654 .2566 -.9286 
^Regression coefficients show the percent change in the dependent 
variable associated with a one percent change in the specified independent 
variable. 
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Table 64» Selected statistics, iiicluding student's "t" values for speci­
fied regression coefficients, by prediction variable, 6 elevator 
associations, 1953-54 
Grain Sideline Other Coefficients 
Prediction sales sales income of 
variable 
^2 b3 determination 
Labor expense 2.44 11.64 4.63 0.77 
Other expense 3.30 8.81 5.48 0.73 
Cxirrent assets 3.56 7.34 3.62 0.65 
Fixed assets 6.36 6.55 6.19 0.76 
Grain margins 6.90 1.41 0.10 0.46 
Sideline margins 4.35 3.72 2.85 0.90 
Current liabilities 1.01 3.79 2.03 0.30 
Surplus allocations 6.36 2.89 4.43 0.35 
Operating ejipense 2.96 11.61 5.37 0.79 
Depreciation expense 4.91 9.05 5.72 0.77 
degression coefficients show the percent change in the dependent 
variable associated with a one percent diange in the specified independent 
variable. 
Table 65, Regression coef icient for grain sales, sideline salos ajid 
other income, by prediction variable, 86 elevator associations, 
1953-54^ 
Grain Sideline Other Constant 
Dependent sales sales income 
variable 
"2 "3 
Total assets .1568 .3203 3.W50 -7,645 
Net savings .0191 .0645 .5660 2,540 
a 
Regression coefficients show the units change in the dependent 
variable associated xd.th a one unit change in the specified independent 
variable. 
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Table 66. Selected statistics, including student's "t" values for speci­
fied regression coefficients, by prediction variable, 86 elevator 
associations, 1953-54® 
Dependent Grain Sideline Other Coefficient of 
variable sales sales income detemination 
Total assets 6.56 U.28 fi.30 0.88 
Net savings 3.07 8.74 5.20 0.76 
degression coefficients show -Uie units change in the dependent 
variable asaociated with a one unit change in the specified independent 
variable. 
Table 67. Regression coefficient for grain sales, sideline sales and other ^  
variables, by prediction variable, 52 elevator associations, 1954 
Dependwt 
variable 
Grain 
sales 
Side­
line 
sales 
Line 
of 
credit 
Notes 
payable 
Deferred Constant 
lia- (1) 
Multiple 
regression 
coefficient 
Cash .0086 .0278 -.0623 .0546 none 10,599 0.27 
Receivable .0154 .0875 none -.1068 -.1397 1,586 0.61 
Inventory .0138 .1422 none none none 3,337 0.98 
Regression coefficients shox>f the units change in the dependent variable 
associated vdth a one unit change in the specified iridependent variable. 
Table 68. Regression coefficient a5ar«ount of peak loans on specified variables^ 
32 elevator associations, 1945-1954® 
Fixed Ctirrent Net Perranent Coefficient of 
Dependent assets assets savings caj^ital deterMnation 
variable 
^2 b3 
peak loans 
-.0378 -.5047 .1413 .3547 0.30 
Regression coefficients show mits change in peak loans vdtix one unit 
diange in specified independent variable. 
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Table 69. Fixed assets requirement. Kegression coefficients for grain 
sales, including 95 percent confidence limits, by financing 
situation, fiscal year endiiig 1953-54 
IteBi 
Financing situation 
Total Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Mean value .2158 .2315 .3184 .0737 .4264 
Lower limit -.0046 -.1694 
-.0953 -.1282 .2929 
Upper liEiit .4362 .6324 .7321 .2756 .5599 
Table 70. Fixed assets requirement. liegression coefficients for sideline 
sales, including 95 percent confidence limits, by financing 
situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Financing situation 
Item Aa Ab Ba Bb Total 
Mean value .3010 .2297 .4007 .0673 .3134 
Lowkp limit .2434 -.3020 -.3929 -.1730 .2183 
Upper limit .3586 .7614 1.1943 .3076 .4085 
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Table 71* Fixed assets requireiaont. Regression coefficiwuts for other 
income, including 95 percent confidence limits, by financing 
situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Item Aa Ab Ba Bb Total 
Mean value .3211 .km .2404 .2552 .3291 
Lower lljait .1742 -.2437 -.024^ .1301 .2233 
Upper limit .4680 1.2215 .5056 .3803 .5529 
Table 72. Fixed assets requirement. Regression coefficients for initial 
sale, including 95 percent confidence liMts, by financing 
situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Item 
Financin/i situation . , . 
to Aib Bb 
Mean value .6843 .4433 .0328 3.2409 -.4672 
Upper limit .5739 .2980 -.U97 3.2118 -.5221 
Lower limit .7947 .5868 .2153 3.2700 -.4523 
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Table 73* Gross grain operating proceeds. Regression coefficients 
for grain sales, including values at 95 percent confidence 
liBiits, by financing situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Item 
Financing situation 
Total Aa Ab Ba Bb 
Mean value .6881 .7813 1.0083 .5475 .7967 
Lower lisit .3656 .4687 .6482 .0509 .6045 
Upper limit 1.0106 .0939 1.3684 1.0441 .98^9 
Table 74• Gross grain operating proceeds. Regression coefficients for 
initial sale, including values at 95 percent confidence 
limits, by financing situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Item 
Financing situation 
Aa Ab Ba Bb Total 
Mean value 
Lower limit 
Upi)sr liiait 
.1541 
.0578 
.2495 
-.3935 
-.4770 
-.3100 
-1.5475 
-1.6375 
-1.4575 
1.1039 
.9688 
1.2390 
-.3879 
-.4442 
-.3316 
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Table 75* Gross sidelines operating proceeds. Regression coefficients 
for sideline sales, including values at 95 percent confidence 
liKiits, by financing situation, fiscal year ending 1953-54 
Finsuicing situation 
_ jotal 
Mean value 1.7573 1.0674 1.1192 1.1324 1.4827 
Lower liiait I.46O5 .6888 .9262 I.OI63 1.3730 
Upper liiidt 2.0541 1.2860 1.3122 1.2485 1.5924 
Table %, Gross sidelines operating proceeds. Ref^ression coefficients 
for initial sale, includinf^ values at 95 percent confidence 
liniits and related statistics, by financing situation, fiscal 
year ending 1953-54 
Item Aa Ab Ba Bb Total 
Mean value -4.8856 -1.3865 -1.5428 -1.6109 -4.5690 
Lower limit 
-5.0433 -1.4295 -1.5766 -1.6384 -4.6117 
Upper Ixiait 
-4.7279 -1.3435 -1.5090 -1.5834 -4.5263 
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Table 77« Investment preference of farmer members. Average arootint per 
meBtoer transferred to farm from a safe investment of 10,000 
dollars, by specified interest rate, land input ,^roup, labor 
input r;roup, land ovmijrship group and age group, 
Limd Land 
input ownership Low labor Hij3;h labor 
group group Low age Hi#i age Low age Hi|^ age 
(thousand dollars) 
Low (1) 6,8 (23) 6.0 ( 3) 7.5 ( 3) 7.6 ( 5) 
ownership (2) 5.6 (23) 2.8 ( 3) 6.5 ( 3) 5.9 ( 5) 
(3) 4.1 (23) 2.0 ( 3) 4.0 ( 3) 4.0 ( 5) 
(4) 2.0 (23) - ( 3) 2.8 ( 3) 2.3 ( 5) 
j_-ww 
land 
High (1) 7.5 ( 7) 6.7 (13) 4.9 ( 5) 6.3 (15) 
ownership (2) 4.9 ( 7) 5.5 (13) 3.4 ( 5) 4.2 (14) 
(3) 2.2 ( 7) 4.0 (13) 2.4 ( 5) l.C (14) 
(4) ( 7) 2.0 (12) 1.1 ( 5) 0.7 (13) 
Low (1) 6.9 (11) 4.4 ( 5) 6.1 (16) 6.1 (12) 
ownership (2) 5.2 (11) 3.0 ( 5) 5.0 (16) 4.5 (12) 
(3) 3.6 (11) 1.1 ( 5) 3.3 (16) 2.5 (12) 
(4) 1.5 (11) 0.5 ( 5) 1.2 (16) 0.8 (11) 
Hi^ 
land 
High (1) 8.0 ( 8) 6.0 ( 7) 7.1 ( 6) 7.9 (14) 
ownership (2) 6.3 ( «) 3.7 ( 7) 6.0 ( 6) 6.1 (14) 
(3) 4.4 ( ?^) 1.8 ( 7) 2.8 ( 6) 3.7 (14) (4)  2.1 ( 8) 0.1 ( 7) 0.9 ( 6) 2.1 (14) 
^Interest rates on the safe investment are as follows: (1) 3 percent; 
(2) 5 percent; (3) 7 percent; (4) 10 percent. 
^Data ill parentheses are the number of res|ondents for the specified 
. group by ljuid input, land o^vnership, labor injut, age and interest rate. 
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Table 7S. Investment preference of farmer meinbers. Average araoimt per 
member transferred to cooperative from a safe investment of 
10,(X)0 dollars, by specified interest rate, land input group, 
labor input group, land ovmership group and age group. 
Land Land 
input ovmership 
group group 
Lovf labor 
Low age Hi^ age 
(thousand dollars) 
J^abor 
Lov/ age Hi# age 
Low 
land 
Low (1) 5.7 (23) 1.3 ( 3) 
(2) 4.5 (23) 0.8 ( 3) 
(3) 3.3 (23) - ( 3) 
(4) 2.2 (23) - ( 3) 
Hi# (1) 5.3 ( 6) 3.5 (13) 
ownership (2) 3.7 ( 6) 2.3 (13) 
(3) 1.6 ( 6) 1.2 (13) 
(4) 0.8 ( ^  0.8 (13) 
7.3 ( 3) 4.0 ( 5) 
6.3 ( 3) 3.6 ( 5) 
4.2 ( 3) 2.9 4) 
2.8 ( 3) 1.5 ( 4) 
5.2 ( 5) 4.0 (12) 
3.4 ( 5) 1.5 (12) 
2.4 ( 5) 0.9 (12) 
1.'^' ( 5) 0.6 (12) 
Low (1) 5.0 (11) 1.9 ( 5) 3.6 (16) 3.6 (12) 
owiership (2) 4.0 (10) 1.2 ( 5) 3»5 (16) 2.7 (12) 
(3) 3.1 (10) 0.4 ( 5) 2.3 (16) 1.8 (12) 
(4) 1.4 (10) 0.4 ( 5) 3.0 (16) 0.8 (12) 
High 
land Hi# (1) 5.2 ( 8) 2.9 ( 7) 6.3 ( 5) 3.4 (14) 
ownership (2) 4.0 ( 8) 2.2 ( 7) 5.4 ( 5) 2.4 (14) 
(3) 3.3 ( 8) 1.7 ( 7) 3.4 ( 6) 1.1 (m 
(4) 2.4 ( 8) 1.1 ( 7) 1.5 ( 6) 0.8 (14) 
^Interest rates on the safe investment are as follov.-s: (1) 3 percent; 
(2) 5 percent; (3) 7 percent; (4) 10 percent. 
Data in parentheses are the nunber of respondents for the specified 
group by land input, land ovmership, labor input, age and interest rate. 
